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A graphical language is developed as a generalization of the
structured flowcharts proposed by Nessi and Shneiderman.

This

language can be used in the specification of procedures, procedure
interfaces and data structures.

A software production support

environment is then developed using this language which is capable
of producing systems in FORTRAN IV, COBOL and Pascal.

The environ-

ment integrates new and existing tools and facilitates and encourages
the design, coding and testing of well structured systems using
the methodology of stepwise refinement.

A central component of the environment is a software production
data base which holds the programme source as well as control
information pertaining to the state of development of the system
and interfaces of the various programme modules being created
within the system.

A helpful syntax directed editor for

graphical language is used to update the data base.

the

Programme

specifications are extracted from the data base by a number
post-processors which produce target code for the required high
level languages as well as system documentation.

Some of the practical experience gained over a three year period
is described and suggestions for the extension of the current
environment and topics for future research are presented.
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1. Introduction.
The FLOW environment is a computer aided software production
system which makes extensive use of diagrams.
times,

graphical

From earliest

representations have been used as an effective

and efficient medium for expressing and communicating •technical'
ideas.

As a means of expression,

pictures have been used to

visualise, clarify and document the thoughts of their creators.
The

arc hi teet,

building.

for example, draws a

1

rough sketch'

of a new

This is the first tangeable form of a concept which

will Later be refined until more detailed descriptions (blueprints,
perspective drawings
has served this

etc.) are produced.

Only after the picture

'creative' need will it be used to communicate

these concepts to others.

At that stage the architects will,

for example, hand over to the builders the building plans, whilst
the perspective drawings will be shown to their clients.
are other

There

examples of the use of pictures in expressing and

communicating ideas that can be found in the fields of civil,
electrical, and mechanical engineering.
engineer,

The ability of a civil

for example, to design and communicate the details

of a bridge

in words

alone,

would be seriously questioned.

In the field of software engineering, pictures have also been
used, enabling software designers to conceptualise their designs,
and to communicate these designs to the software production teams.

With continued use, pictorial representations for specific requirements have become stylised and standardised.

1

Hieroglyphics,
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heraldic design, road signs, building plans, topographical maps,
and engineering blue-prints are but

some examples of this.

The stylising and standardising process has had the effect of
making pictures even more effecieint and effective from both
the expressive and communicative points of view (sometimes at
the cost of making them unintelligible to outsiders).

In the

field of software engineering, for example, a number of diagram
forms have evolved covering various aspects of
design.

the

software

The definition of possible programme execution paths

is often sketched using a flowchart.

Early

flowchart formats

have been standardised whilst new flowchart forms have evolved
which are more compact and easier to draw [Nass73] [Chap741.

The ability of computers to draw and manipulate pictures rapidly
together with their ability to perform mathematical calculations
can be put to use in producing 'computerised sketch pads' which
are superior in many respects to their traditional counterparts.
In engineering and architecture, Computer Aided Design (CAD)
systems have been developed and these have generally improved
the

productivity of the designer.

One of the principles of

CAD, namely that the computer may be used to assist the designer
in concpetualising and experimenting with design alternatives
can be applied to computer aided software design as well.

Whilst

'drawing'

is usually thought of in terms of the physical

motions of applying pen to paper (or stylis to digitiserl

this

is not always necessary in communicating the details of pictures
to a computer.

The format of the pictures being produced may
2
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often be defined by a notation or 'Language' which the computer
can then be programmed to

•understand'.

For example, when two

or three dimensional objects are being designed, these may be
defined in the terminology of co-ordinate geometry.

Heraldry

provides a good example of a well developed 'language' for defining
a special kinds of pictures, with complete and unambiguous descriptions being given in a few words.

The

Logical extension to communicating designs to the computer,

is to allow the computers to assist in the building of the objects
designed.

This

is generally referred to as

Manufacture•

(CAM).

components,

•numerically controlled'

milling machines etc.)

For example,

are used.

'Computer Aided

in the manufacture of some
(NC) machines

(lathes,

The interfacing of Computer

Aided Design with Manufacture (CAD/CAM)

is possible with

the

NC machine control information being generated from the component
design 'drawing.'

From the foregoing discussion,

the following characteristics

of •technical' pictures emerge

-

Technical pictures are of benefit to the designer in

both a creative and communicative role

-

Computers can be used to draw and manipulate pictures

rapidly

-

'Languages• exist for defining pictures
3
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- Pictures may be used to communicate with the computer.

- Computers are able to translate pictures into other forms.

With this knowledge,

a software production environment, FLOW,

was built which makes full use of the advantages provided by
pictures.

The

'stylised'

pictures used are a generalised form

of the diagrams proposed by Nassi

and Shneiderman,

the designs

represented are software designs, and the translated form of
the design is the software source code.

,
Objectives

The objective in developing the FLOW environment was to create
a computer assisted software production environment capable
of producing systems with source code in COBOL, FORTRAN and
Pascal, which would, at the same time be capable to achieving
a twofold increase in development productivity, and a halving
of maintenance costs on small to medium scale projects.

(Small

to medium scale projects are here taken as being projects with
an estimated development time of 1 to 10 man years, and an implementation time of 6 months to 2 years).

This modest productivity goal was sat against the backdrop of
previous attempts to attain 'orders of magnitude' improvements.
Attaining this objective was considered significant in the
of

Light

research which has shown that the overall increase in DP

4
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productivity over the Last ten years has been e meagre 3 to
7 percent per annum in spite of widespread acceptance of tools
and methodologies such as structured programming [OistBO).

5
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2.Background

The FLOW environment is a computer assisted software production
environment using graphical representations of procedures and
data.

As background information for the chapters which follow,

a brief description of some current computer assisted software
productions environments,

tools for

assistance in the software

production cycle, and automated systems for graphically representing software are presented.

The references given in this chapter

may be consulted for a more detailed description of these topics.

2.1 Co•putar Assisted Software Production Environ•ants.

One of the ways in which the production of software may be made
more efficient is through the creation of an environment which
is conducive to improved productivity.

In order

to

provide

such an environment, the many facets of the environment including
the aspects of the physical environment (office plants, desks,
visual

display terminals and the coffee machine) need to be

examined and evaluated.
diverse

The applicability of computers is so

that it can be reasonably expected that any environment

may be improved with the aid of computers in one way or another.
For example, computers are already being used to control the
temperature, humidity and

lighting in many buildings, and the

creation of more congeneal working conditions is certainly possible
with computer assistance.

7
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An area of particular interest is harnessing computers in order
to increase software productivity.

This can be achieved by

providing improved tools for software development.

Traditionally,

tools such as text editors, high level language compilers and
debuggers have served software developers.

Although tools have

been in use and been refined over a period of three decades,
they have been applied mainly to assist with programming.

The

creation of tools to meet other aspects of software production,

•

and the integration of tools which are able to interact with
one another is a fairly recent innovation.

These integrated tool-sets have been Losely referred to as 'programming environments•.

Amongst those which have emerged are the

PROGRAMMER'S WORKBENCH [Ivie77], INTERLISP [TeitB1a] and PASES
[Shap81].

The PROGRAMMERS WORKBENCH is used in general programme

development,

whilst

INTERLISP is an environment which is used

specifically for programming in the Language LISP [Teit81al.
PASES is another environment used specifically for programming
in Pascal.

Buxton [BuxtBO] and Houghton [Houg83] cite a number

of other environments currently in use, and the next few years
are likely to see many more developments such as the MAPSE and
APSE for the ADA Language [OoDBO].

The creation of a 'computerised software production environment'

is most

often achieved by applying one or more formal
8
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methodologies of software production in conjunction with a number
of

computerised tools.

This concept of an amalgam or collection

of tools and techniques constituting an environment (as opposed
to a single tool supporting all functions)
of the

is described in much

literature, although comprehensive environments, with

tools covering the entire spectrum of software production, have
yet to be developed.

Boehm [Boeh76] discussed a number of these

computerised tools from the Software Engineering viewpoint,
Listing 'current practice',
'future trends'.

'current frontier technology' and

Some five years later, similar discussions

of 'current practice', with more predictions for

the future

by Howden [Howd81], Standish [Stan81], and Zelkowitz [Zelk81]
show that there is still some faith in the concept of a comprehensive
environment, (even though little practical advancement has been
seen over this period).

The term

'Computer Assisted Software Production Environment'

is used here in place of the more usual 'programming environment' or

'programming support environment'.

This is done to

emphasise that software production encompasses more than just
~~~~ramming.

Glass, .in his proposal for a minimum standard

software tool-set [Glas82], reviewed tools applicable to software
production which included tools for requirements definition,
design,

implementation, checkout, maintenance, documentation

and project management.

All of these activities have in fact

been computerised to some extent.

Unfortunately many of these

tools operate independently of one another, and provide assistance
for one or two activities only.
9
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Tha Software Production Data Base

Often where proposals for an integrated software production
environment are made, such as in the proposal of Howden [Howd81],
the central component is the software production

data

base.

In the ideal case, the Software Production Data Base will contain
all of the information pertaining to the software production
process; the various tools

within the environment access this

data base without having to interface directly with other tools.
Data base technology is sufficiently well developed to cater
for the needs of integrated software production tools, although
the particular data base system used will determine to some
extent the ease with which the various tools can be integrated.

2.2 The use of tools within the software develop•ent cycle.

Analysis and Specification

The first

phase undertaken in a software production effort is

the analysis and specification of the system to be developed.
Tools covering this aspect of the software production cycle
should ideally be included in an integrated environment.

Computer

assisted specification systems currently available use a formal,
high level input language which is used to define the functions
and the data of the system.

Specification systems such as PSL/PSA

[Teic77] include definitions of the system input/output,
10
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structure, data structure and derivation,
volumes,

system size, system
In PSL/PSA

system dynamics and system properties.

these specifications are written in the Problem Statement Language
(PSL).

The PSL specifications are then analysed by the Problem

Statement Analyser (PSA) to produce a number of reports.

Among

these are the Contents Comparison Report which gives an analysis
of the similarity between inputs and outputs, the Data Process
Interaction Report which is used to show information flow and
determine unused data or objects, and the Process Chain report
which shows the dynamics of the system.

Formal Functional Des-

criptions and Data Requirements may also be produced.

There are many other ways in which specifications can be written.
One possibility is to make use of a formal

'pseudo code' which

can be accepted by a 'specification compiler'.

This approach

is described by Van Leer [VanL76] and has been used in the TDPD
system [Snow78].
the graphical

Another approach which is commonly used,

representation of system designs.

A number of

graphical specification systems have been developed such
Structured Analysis [Ross77]

is

as

(used with the Structured Analysis

and Design Technique (SADT) [Dick78]) and the Tell system [Heba7Bl.
In Structured Analysis a special notation is developed using
a series of boxes and arrows to represent inputs, outputs, controls
and mechanisms.

In TELL 'icons'

are developed to represent

procedures and data objects and these a connected by a number
relationships.

It is of interest to note that all of the analysis

and specification systems mentioned above employ the top-down
methodology of stepwise refinement by functional decomposition
11
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[Wirt71] and that the methodology is assisted and re-inforced
by the tools themselves.

Prograaaing and debugging.

Following on from

the analysis and design stage [although not

necessarily after its completion), the next stage in the software
production

cycle is programming and debugging.

Programming

was one of the first aspects of software production to become
computerised [using tools such as compilers and editors) and
was also one of the first aspects to be integrated into a 'programming environment'.

Computer assistance may be applied to many

aspects of programming ranging from the entry of programme source
to the management and control of the programme

libraries and

various versions of source and object files.

A number of 'Smart Editors'
programme entry and modification.

have been developed to assist with
These editors have some knowledge

of the syntax of the language being edited, and make the creation
of syntactically incorrect programmes almost impossible.
editors include an

interpreter for the

Some

language being edited,

and thereby provide an interactive and iterative development
facility.

In these systems,

the user may execute parts of the

programme at an intermediate state of completeness,

and may

modify the programme source during interruptions of execution.
One such editor is the
University [Teit81b]

'Program Synthesiser'

used at Cornell

[Teit81c] which has proved to be useful
12
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for both programming and teaching programming in a student environment.

Another similar system is CAPS [Wilc76] which was designed

primarily as a teaching tool with the emphasis on helping students
to diagnose and understand their errors.

The major application of syntax directed editors, has been in
the editing of programmes for block structured Languages.

These

editors usually make use of 'templates' or skeleton syntactic
block structures (e.g. if [ ••• 1 then[ ••• ] else[ ••• ] end)
the key words (or structural aspects) are immutable.

where

An alternative

to this design for syntax directed editors is presented by Morris
and Schwartz [Morr81] in which editing and syntax checking takes
place in two stages, allowing the user freedom to create programmes
which are temporariLy incorrect.

Although most syntax directed

editors have concentrated on procedure structures, the techniques
used are equally applicable to general data structures including
documents [Fras81], [Wood81].

The editing of programmes represented graphically (i.e. by means
of flowcharts) has been used by

'the Graphical Editor'

PIGS [Pong80], GRASP [Work83] and DUIF [Van083].
developed by Ng and Pong,

[NG7Bl,

In the editors

the Nassi Shneiderman Diagram (NSD)

representation of programmes is used for procedure definitions.
GRASP uses '0-Charts' which are able to represent both specifications and procedures.

DUIF introduces a new flowchart form

especially useful in representing data structures,
able to represent procedures.

13
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The above discussion has concentrated on programming in procedural
Languages.
systems

It should be noted that a great many non-procedural

(including the so called fourth generation Languages),

and software packages (report writers,
exist which are widely used for
for everyday applications.

query

Languages etc.)

the creation of 'programmes'

Many of these tools generate source

code which may be subsequently modified and tailored to meet
specific needs.

Many of these tools are proprietary software

supplied by hardware vendors,

and in most cases operate only

on one specific type of hardware.

A number of code generation

utilities such as screen generators which automatically produce
the code to display and accept data on display terminal screens,
and application generators which generate code for well defined
applications also exist.
and fourth

Since these code generation

generation Languages are

Likely to be used for the

bulk of the routine data processing applications
there is obviously a need to

tools

in

future,

integrate them into the software

production environment.

!

Verification, quality assurance, and autoaated testing.

System testing takes place at two

Levels.

At the first

Level,

testing is performed in an attempt to find and eliminate programme
errors.
for

Test data generators have been in use for some time

'batch'

data processing work,

and some interactive test

assistants have also been developed [Chap82].

At the

seco~d

Level, testing may be performed as part of quality
14
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Once a system has been developed and debugged, it

assurance.

is important that it be verified against the original specification
and thoroughly tested.

In and integrated environment, the verific-

ation and quality assurance aspects of software production would
make

use

of

the analysis and design information produced at

the initial stages of the development cycle (presumably stored
on the software production data basel.

Current verification systems such as RXVP [Oeut81] have been
developed capable of analysing systems both statically and dynamically.

Functions performed by RXVP include producing

graphs

of control structures, insertion of 'software probes' to monitor
system performance and behaviour, and measuring the 'completeness
of testing.'

The use of 'instrumenting' systems to determine

'system coverage' [Haun80] is another simple yet effective quality
assurance tool.

Docu•entation

Documentation requirements exist throughout the software development
cycle.

Amongst the documents produced are project plans, functional

and technical specifications, system design documents,

programme

flowcharts, and user and procedure manuals.

Generalised computer assisted documentation systems exist including
word-processors and photo-typesetting systems.

Some documentation

systems, such as 'the Document Editor' [Walk81] have been designed
15
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specifically for technical documentation.

A number of documentation

systems have also been developed to cater for specific stages
within the software development cycle.

For example,

some of

the specification and testing tools mentioned in the preceding
discussion such as PSL/PSA and RXVP include documentation aids,
and in fact the output generated by most tools may be included
as part of system documentation.

One of the main purposes of documentation, particularly programme
documentation, is to reduce the effort required to make modifications
subsequent to a particular piece of software going into production.
Automated programme documenters can enhance the

readability

of programmes by reformatting them or presenting them in one
or other graphical form.

Documentation tools such as 'the Linear

Flowchart Generator' [Roy76], GREENPRINTS [BelaBOa], and CONTOUR
[GimpBO] all reproduce on a
code

'embedded'

Line-printer,

the original source

in some graphical representation.

also a number of 'prettyprinting'

There are

systems [Mike81] ,[Rubi83]

which display the programme source interactively on the terminal
screen whilst it is being modified in order to provide a better
overall view of the programme than is normally obtained using
conventional editors.

Managa•ant

Perhaps the most important aspect of any software production
effort is the management of the project.
management

Generalised production

systems have been developed for assisting in the
16
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manufacturing and construction industries, and the principles
and computer aided tools involved, such as critical path analysis,
project costing, and resource allocation, may be equally applied
to the 'software manufacture and construction industry'.

Software production does however require some specialised management
activities and correspondingly specialised tools for assistance.
Amongst the problems of software production which management
faces, are the quantitative determination of the intermediate
states of development in terms of completeness and performance,
and the measurement of the quality of the emerging and complete
product.

As

in

the

case of documentation,

some of the tools covering

a particuLar aspect of the software development cycle such as
PSL/PSA also provide management information.

2.3 Summary

From

this

brief discussion,

it should be obvious that there

is a broad scope for the application of 'comprehensive'
assisted software production environments.

computer

Growing awareness

of the problems of software production has prompted a
to

be made

in this regard,

and some directions for

efforts have been provided [Oste81].

17
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3. FLOW Diagra•s

The FLOW system is a software production environment which makes
extensive use of annotated diagrams for expressing and experimenting
with software designs.

The diagrams used are derived from Nessi

Shneidarman Diagrams (NSDs)

[Nasi73], and include some of the

modifications made to these by Chapin [Chap74].

This particular 'style' of diagram was chosen because

it

provides a compact and concise method of depicting

the procedures of structured programmes.

it

has

received widespread support as a flowcharting

technique.

-

it can be generated and manipulated on computer devices.

-

it can be extended to depict data structures

In order to generate NSDs on a computer, and to represent data
structures, a generalised form of NSD has been developed,
will be referred to as a 'GNSD.'

21
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3.1 Modifications to NSDs

Some of the modifications made to NSDs in creating GNSDs are
identical to those adopted in the implementation of the

Linear

flowchart generator of Roy and StDennis [Roy761, and the programme
generators of Ng [Ng78] and Pong [PongBO], and were obviously
required by these authors for

the same reasons as were found

during implementation of the FLOW environment,
their generation by computers.

-

to

namely to allow

These modification had two purposes:

reduce the number of Lines needed in order to be able

to display the
CRT display.

flowchart on a typical 24 X 80 character
(The problem here is that the display Length

is Limited to 24 Lines, and it is therefore important that
the information content displayed on the screen be as high
as possible).

-

to

reduce the

Length of printed

Listings.

Experience

has shown that Listings of the NSD produced on a Line printer
should not be significantly
programme source code

Longer

than the conventional

Listing if it is to become a viable

replacement to programme Listings as the programmer's working
document.

The GNSDs as implemented for both CRT displays and Line printer
Listings have been designed to make use of the standard character
sets provided by these devices.

GNSD constructs together with

their corresponding 'structured programming' counterparts
22
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adjacently in Pascal) are as follows;

(a) Process block.

The process block is the basic component of the GNSD.
The block is shown as
Pascal

GNSD

+---------------------------+
1 •••••
I
I

•••••

begin

........
end;

I

+---------------------------+

As in structured programming, blocks may be nested.

(b) Sequence

Sequence is shown as a series of lines or blocks enclosed within
a box.

Pascal

GNSD

+---------------------------+
I •••••
I
I

•••••

I

I

•••••

I

I

•••••

I

begin

.......
.
end;
begin
. . ..
....

+---------------------------+
I •••••
I
+---------------------------+
I •••••
I

end;
begin

. ...

+---------------------------+

....

end;
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[c) Iteration
Iteration is shown as

GNSO

Pascal

+----------------------------+
I
<condition>
I
1/+--------------------------+
1/1
I
1/1
I
+-+--------------------------+

while <condition> do
begin

.....
.
end;

(*endwhile*l

(d) Selection

Four constructs for

selection are used in GNSDs, namely unary

selection, binary selection and two constructs for n-ary selection).

Unary selection

GNSD

Pascal

+---------------------------+
I IF ?
<condition>
I
+--------\11----------+-\F/-+
I •••
I

if <condition> then
begin

I

end;
(*endif*l

•••

...

I

+---------------------+-----+
Binary selection

+---------------------------+
I IF ?
<condition>
I
+-----\1/-----+-----\F/-----+
I
I
I

if <condition> then
begin

I
I
I

end
else
begin

I
I
I

•••

...

I
I
I

...

+-------------+-------------+

end;
(*endif*l
24
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N-ary selection (construct 1)

GNSD

Pascal

+---------------------------------------+
I Case <expression>
I
+-\case1/-+-\case2/-+-\case3/-+-\case4/-+
I
I
I
I

•••

I
I
I
I

end;
case2: begin

+---------+---------+---------+---------+

case3: begin

•••

I
I
I
I

...
.. .
end;

I
I
I
I

•••

I
I
I
I

case <expression> of
case1: begin

••••

case4:

end;
begin

end
end;(*case*)

This first

construct is applied only where a

of selection possibilities exist.
ities exist a notation similar

to

[Roy76] is used as follows

.ill

25
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N-ary selection (construct 2)

+----------------------------------------------+
Case <case variable>
I
+-------------------------------------------+
case 1 >
I
I •••
1 •••

I

+-------------------------------------------+I

case 2 >
I

•••
•••

I
I

+--------------------------------------------+I

case n >
I •••
1 •••

I

+--+-------------------------------------------+
Although there exists the possibility of confusion arising from
having two seemingly different notations for

the same canst-

ruct, the second notation should be seen as a horizontal arrangement
of the first, and not as a different construct.

The similarity between the representations, of unary (IF-THEN),
binary (IF-THEN-ELSE) and n-ary (CASE)

selections in GNSDs is

intentional.

In support of the horizontal layout of n-ary selection, it should
be noted that this construct is consistent with other representations
of procedures such as pseudo code [Jens79] and has the advantage
over the vertical arrangement in that blocks are presented in
the same order as they would appear in the source code listings
of the Pascal programme coded from them.
of n-ary

selection for

The horizontal

layout

n > 1 has the additional advantage of

overcoming one of the major criticisms of NSDs, namely the rapid
diminishing of block sizes when selections are used [Bela8Dbl.
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The horizontal arrangement appears in other graphical representations
such as CONTOUR [GimpBO) and GREENPRINTS [BelaBOal, and is obviously
a very useful construct.

[e) Procedure

tnvoce~ton

One of the problems of producing NSDs on printers and terminals
is that the symbol used to denote procedure invocation is an
ellipse.

This is acceptable for hand-drawn diagrams (for which

NSDs were designed), but is not possible without graphic devices
for

computer generation.

Although an attempt could be made

to draw a crude elliptical shape using the standard printer
character set,

this would

require more than one line to be

printed for a procedure call.

For the reasons

given above,

a more compact representation was chose for GNSDs as follows

+----------------------------------+
I
••••••
I
I
I

I
I

<<procname>>
••••••

+----------------------------------+
or

+----------------------------------+
I
••••••
I
I
I

<<procname/parameter-list>>
••••••

I
I

+----------------------------------+
where

procname is the procedure name
parameter-List is the list of calling arguments
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(f)

Input/output

The GNSD view of input/output is as a special form of procedure
call.

The representation of input/output operation is as follows

+--------------------------------------------+
I
••••••
I

j

I
I

<< io-op

io-chan/io-list-and-form~t>>

••••••

I
l

+--------------------------------------------+
where

io-op is either INP for input, or OUT for output,
io-chan is the channel on which the io occurs, and
io-list-and-format is the list of variables and/or
formats

As an example, an output statement is written as

<< OUT printer/ " THE ANSWER IS ",X:F6.2,Y:F6.2,Z:F6.2>>
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(g) Procedure definition

One

of the modifications to NSDs made be Chapin [Chap74]

is

that the procedure name appears in an elliptical shape placed
above the procedure.

The obvious intention is that the ellipse

should form the Link between the invocation and the definition
of the procedure.

Following this idea of Chapin's, the procedure

invocation and the procedure definition of GNSDs use the same
symbols, so that procedure definitions are shown as

+-----------<<
procname >>--------------+
I •••••
I
+----------------------------------------+
Applicability of GNSDs

Although GNSDs were designed primarily to be used for printers
and display terminals, the GNSD modifications are equally applicable
to

hand-drawn

flowcharts.

The advantages of GNSDs over the

original representation is readily observed in the case of the
CASE construct; the original case construct of Nassi and Shneiderman
being
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+---------------------------------------+
I
case <expression>
I
I\
I c1 \

I
I
I
I
I
I

+---------+
I •••
I\
I
I
I
I
I
I

lc2\

+---------+
I
1\
I
I
I
I
I
I

lc3\

+---------+
I
I
I

I
I
I
I
lelsel

+---------+
I
I
+---------+---------+---------+---------+

4

If one compares the GNSD with the PASCAL source code counterparts,
the

flowchart

listings are on average considerably shorter.

This fact is more pronounced at the termination of nested IFstatements which would be shown on the GNSD as for example

+------------------+---------+-----+-----+
without loss of ambiguity, whereas the Pascal code with comments
used to determine the scope of blocks would be shown as

end;
(*endif*l
end;
(*endif*l
end;
(*endif*l
Pascal does allow programmes to be written with multiple statements
on the same line, and thus Pascal programmes could be written
30
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very compactly if desired.

Furthermore, the 'pseudo operations'

as used above ( (*endif*l ) are inserted only to enhance readability,
and may be omitted.

However for the equivalent clarity,

the

argument that the GNSDs are more compact than the source code
still holds.

3.2 FLOW-DL: The language for specifying GNSDs.

The definition of a new

1

Language' which uses graphic generating

function keys instead of key words is central to the implementation of the FLOW environment.

J

It was deemed necessary to design

a new Language in order to provide a unifying factor between
the various components proposed for
environment.
followed,

the creation of the FLOW

In the implementation of the environment

that

FLOW-DL was used as the input Language for the syntax

directed editor FLOW-EDIT, and was translated

into

FORTRAN,

COBOL or Pascal source code, and 'hard-copy' flowchart Listings
by a number of post-processors.

Design criteria
FLOW-DL was designed as a block structured Language with a syntax
similar to that of Pascal (except that the blocks are represented
graphically).
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The design criteria used in defining FLOW-DL were:

- t o facilitate the interactive construction of GNSDs using
graphics generating function keys instead of keywords.

- to remove some of the error-prone syntax found in languages
such as Pascal and COBOL. e.g. ???"how to get schlonked
by Pascal" SIGPLAN notices 17 (Dec 1982) pp 31-40???

-

to

provide shortened

(single character)

keywords for

those aspects of the language not catered for by function
keys.

-

to

be general

enough to facilitate the generation of

multi-lingual code.
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FLOW-DL Function Keys

The function keys used by FLOW-DL are as follows

operation
unary selection

binary selection

n-ary selection

.l

repetition

iteration

procedure call

kay sy•bol

kay-na•a

f\y/-~J

IF-THEN

('•Trt)

IF-THEN-ELSE

ED

CASE

er----)
~r ; -)

DO-WHILE

D

CALL

ITERATE

input

INPUT

output

OUTPUT

end

END

EJ
In what follows,

function keys will be denoted by the key name

an c l o s e d i n s q u a r e b r a c e s , e • g • [ D0- \'IH I L E 1 wi ll r e p r e s e n t
repetition key.

33
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Operation of function keys

Function keys together with
GNSDs.
keys

•

Lines of text are used to create

The [IF-THEN] [IF-THEN-ELSE] [CASE] [DO-WHILE] and [ITERATE]
initiate the start of a new diagram element within the

current block boundaries.

When used for creating a GNSD on

a display terminal, the initial block boundaries are defined
by the edges of the terminal screen.

The text

Line immediately

following one of these function keys is taken as a Logical expression
or iteration expression (depending on the key pressed).

The

second and subsequent text lines will be placed within the body
of the GNSD created by the function key.

Text

Lines within

the GNSD body may be either assignment statements or comments.
The [CALL] [INPUT] and [OUTPUT]

If a [CALL]

keys may also be used.

[INPUT] or [OUTPUT]

key is used,

the line of text

that follows defines the called procedure name and parameters,
or input/output channel, parameters and format, as appropriate.

The [END] key may also be used within a GNSD body to terminates
the current block.
THEN]

Since GNSD blocks may be nested, the [IF-

etc. keys may also be used,

each requiring one or more

[END] keys to terminate blocks created.
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As an example of flowchart construction using these keys, the
sequence of function keys and statements shown on the

Left may

be used to generate the flowchart on the right.

GNSD produced

Key sequence
$

Initialize

X

{

s[1]

+-----------------------------+
I
Initialize
I
$

1

I X { 1
I s[1] { 1

{ 1

[ITERATE] i

=2

L[x]

+ 1 + p[i]

{ L[x]

[IF-THEN]

+-----------------------------+
i = 2 to n
I
/+---------------------------+
/1
L[x] { L[x] + 1 + p[i]
I
/!---------------------------1
/1 L[x] > z
I
1+---------\y/---------+-\n/-+
/1
+ 1
I
I

to n

> z

L[x]

I
I

X { X + 1
s[x] { i
[END]
[END]

X

/1

{

X

s[x] { i

I

I

/+---------------------------+
+-----------------------------+

FLOW-DL State•ents

Although the FLOW-DL syntax rules are derived from PASCAL, there
are some variations worth noting.

- FLOW-OL uses the
of the

.-

1

•-

1

{

1

symbol to denote assignment instead

used by Pascal.·

I

(FLOW-DL uses

two

other

symbols in a slightly different •assignment• context, namely
the

1

J

1

and

1

:

1

symbols.

The usage and motivation

for these is discussed later under the discussion on 'procedural
data structures').

The

1

$

a comment.
and

1

symbol is used to indicate the beginning of

The end of the comment is the end of the

the Pascal problem of •unclosed comments•
35
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arise [CailB2].

The

1

S

provides an 'in-line' commenting

1

facility (similar to that of FORTRAN 77), which encourages
the

writing of highly

readable code.

•Proper•

comment

lines are allowed (COBOL and FORTRAN IV style) by begining
a new line with a S.

-

Each statement is entered on a separate line (in FORTRAN

style).

The end of a line is marked with the characters

<newline> or <carriage-return> i.e. the natural line terminators.

This •one statement per

interests of
one

readability.

line is denoted by the

line'

policy is in the

Continuation over more than

&

1

1

symbol at

the

end of

the line of a partially completeo statement.

FLOW-Dl Procedure and I/0 invocation

The most important differences between FLOW-DL and Pascal in
the invocation of procedures and IIO are

-

The parameter list in a procedure call is separated from

the procedure name by the

1

I

key generates the construct

1

symbol.

<<

The [CALL] function

>>, so that the entering

of a procedure call in FLOW-DL requires

the

[CALL]

key

followed by the procedure name and parameters e.g '[CALL]XYZ

I

R,S,T

results in the construct '

<<XYZ I

R,S,T>>

1

being created.

-The IIO channel, IIO variable list and format specification
36
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are

separated by

the

' I

' character.

The [INPUT] or

[OUTPUT] function keys define the I/0 operation.

FLOW-DL Data types

For data declarations, the predefined data types have been shortened
;I

in FLOW-DL to a single character as follows:

I for Integer

F for Floating point (Real)
L for Logical (Boolean)
A for ASCII (Character string).

Data declaration statements are given in the form
<variable> { <type><format>
count { 13

e.g.

mean-value { F6.3
Further aspects of FLOW-DL data declarations are discussed an ·
~

subsequent sections of this chapter.

FLOW-DL as a productivity tool

FLOW-DL as

a

Language contributes to increased productivity

for the following reasons:

-

FLOW-DL is based on NSDs,

and since NSDs were designed

specifically for structured programming, the user of FLOW-DL
is forced to use structured techniques.
37
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accepted that structured programming Leads to a significant
increase in programming and maintenance productivity,

and

FLOW-DL 'inherits• this benefit.

-

The graphical representation of FLOW-DL clearly shows

the scope of each iteration and selection block.

The un-

ambiguous display of the extent (scope] of each block eliminates
many of the programme nesting errors that can be made during
coding,

and,

more

importantly, eliminates most nesting

errors made during programme modification.

The graphical

representation, together with the simplified syntax (namely
the omission of Line and block separators such as
end

) ,

;

and

overcomes the common problem where the programme

source code indentation (i.e. programmer's intended meaning)
does not corresponding to the programme semantics (i.e. compiler's interpretation).

A good

[and extremely common)

example of this problem is the misplaced period in a COBOL
nested IF statement.

The importance of a

Language featur•

which assists the programmer in producing both syntactically
and semantically correct programmes cannot be overstated.

-The use of 'function keys' and shortened key-words eliminates
spelling errors without the Language becoming cryptic.

[In

fact, if one considers that a repetition function key generates
a Large amount of •scope'

information on each subsequent

statement by virtue of the graphical output produced, FLOWOL is, on the contrary, verbose.)
38
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3.3 Using GNSDa for DATA definitions

As noted earlier, GNSDs provide a compact and concise representation
of procedure structures.
(GNSDs)

It is contended that these representations

are equally applicable to the representation of data

structures.

The

Nassi

Shneiderman constructs for

representing sequence,

selection, and iteration are extended in GNSDs

to

represent

data structures as follows:

- the sequence construct is used to represent variables

for example:

+---------------------------+
I tax-ref ( 13_digits
I
( 10_chars
I
I name
+---------------------------+
-

the iteration construct is used to represent arrays

for example:

+------*Table-*-------+
I
i=1 •• 50
I
1/+-------------------+
1/ITable(i) ( 5_charsl
+---------------------+
39
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the

selection construct is used to represent variant

records.

(Binary or N-ary selection may

be

required).

For example:

+-------------------------------+
I
variant
!
1--\usage a/---+---\usage b/----1
I a (
3_chars I b ( 3_digits
I
+--------------+----------------+
-

the procedures definition construct is used to represent

records

For example
+-------------------<<name>>-----------------+
I surname (
30_chars
I
4_chars
I
I initials(
+--------------------------------------------+

-

the procedure invocation construct is used to represent

sub-records within records.

For example:
+--------<<personnel record>>--------+
I
<<name>>
I
I age ( 3_digits
I
I
<<address>>
I
+------------------------------------+

40
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The 'sub-record' concept requires some explanation.
'sub-record' is used to define a record containing a
as a component.

The term
record

For example, Pascal records may contain 'sub-

records' as in the following example.

personnel = record

pname:name;
age:0 •• 150;
paddress:address

where name is defined as
name=

r~c9rd

surname:array[1 •• 30] of char;
initial:array[1 •• 41 of char

The 'sub-record' invocation may be replaced by the actual definition
of the 'sub-record' to produce the following notation

+--------------<<personnel record>>--------------+
+-------------------<<name>>-----------------+
I surname { 30_chars
I
I initials { 4_chars
I
+--------------------------------------------+
age { 3_digits
+----------------<<address>>-----------------+
I
i =1 •• 4
I

1/+------------------------------------------+
1/1 addressline[i) { 26_chars
I
+--------------------------------------------+
+------------------------------------------------+
41
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The important point to note in this GNSD data notation of 'subrecords'

within records is that it is the equivalent of the

procedural construct of 'internal procedures' in languages such
as Pascal.

This 'sub-record'

notation is not new. Group i tams are def·! •. ba

in languages such as COBOL and the preceding GNSD for 'personnel
record' would be coded in COBOL as

;

D1 PERSONNEL-RECDRD.
D2 NAME.
D3 SURNANE
D3 INITIALS
D2 AGE
D2 ADDRESS
D3 ADDRESS-LINE

PIC X(3D).
PIC X(4).
PIC 9(3).
OCCURS 4 TIMES.
PIC X(24).

In order to avoid confusion between the data and procedure GNSDs,
since the GNSD constructs may be used to represent both,
GNSD data structures are shown as

+-(DATA)----------------+
l

l

+-----------------------+
and the GNSD procedures are shown as

+-(PROC)----------------+
l

I

+-----------------------+
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Application of GNSD data structures

The use of GNSDs for data representation may appear somewhat
contrived and of little practical value.

However the usefulness

of this representation is borne cut in two important applications.

Firstly, Data GNSDs are a useful tool for documenting data structures.

Since the data stuctures are enclosed within

boxes,

the scope of blocks of data [records), such as the content of
a COBOL OCCURS [shown as an iteration in GNSD), and

COBOL 01

to 49 group levels [shown as nested procedures) is readily observed.
This is of particular importance where the data definition section
of a programme listing may extend over more than one page of
source.
parts

The Data GNSD notation is also useful in showing those
of

the

data

structure which

are REDEFINED in COBOL,

EQUIVALENCED in FORTRAN, or are variant records in Pascal [shown
as

selection

in GNSD), since the REDEFINED etc.

records are

contrasted against the portions of the data structure which
redefine them.

The second, and perhaps more significant application of Data
GNSDs is that it is possible to implement data structures as
the equivalent Procedure GNSDs using procedures for producing
and consuming data streams.
of

'procedural'

data

This Leads to a number of applications

structures which are described below.

The FORTRAN IV code produced by FLOW-F4 in the implementation
of records, described in chapter 8, is one such example.
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3.4 Procedural Data structures.

The

simiLarity between procedures and data structures which

is obvious from the GNSD representations Leads to some observations
on the procedural nature of data structures.

This procedural nature of the data structures is demonstrated
by considering the following pair of assignment statements

+--(PAOC)--------------------------------+
I
I

previous_salary {
current_salary {

current_salary
12345.67

I

!

+----------------------------------------+
In the first statement, a value (say 12000.00)
'current_salary', and assigned to

is

ocodyc~g

'previous_salary'.

by

In the

second statement, the 'current_salary' consumes the value 12345.67.
Thus data structures may be classified as either producers or
consumers of data,

depending on which side of the assignment

symbol they appear.

To

represent

this data structure,

the following notation is

used

+-(datal----------------------+
I current_salary : 5.2_digits I
+-----------------------------+
read as 'current_salary produces and consumes a number 5 digits
in length with 2 decimal digits'.

(The symbol
44
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'consumes and produces')

It is not always true,

however,

both a producer and a consumer.
data structure is given for

that a data structure can be
For example,

the

following

(an approximation of) a well known

constant which is a 'produce only' data structure

+-(datal---------------------+
I pi} 3.14159
+----------------------------+
This notation can be used to define Pascal constants, FORTRAN
parameters etc.

Some

'write only'

data structures can also be defined.

For

example if a data structure is defined representing a line printer,
the writing of a Line to the printer could be defined as

+-(proc)---------------------+
I line_printer { printext
I
+----------------------------+
The producer data structure concept defined above may be extended
even further to include the concept of 'virtual data production'
as demonstrated in the example of a sales record defined as

+-(data)----<<Sales_record>>----------+
I
I
I costprice : 10.2_digits
I
0.06 } 10.2_digitsl
I tax= costprice
I
I

*

+-------------------------------------+
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In

this

example,

•tax'

is derived from

'costprice', but the

data structure is not required to have storage allocated
hold the value of 'tax•.

to

The notation used here for the 'production'

of •tax' gives both the formula for calculating the tax amount,
as well as the definition of the tax 'producer' format.

As stated earlier, data structures and procedures can be considered
equivalent.

The equivalence of the

'procedural' data structures

and conventional procedures is demonstrated in the following

+-(datal------<<personnel_record>>--------+
I
I name

I

: 20_chars
I
+-----------------------------------------+
I
i=1 •• 4
I

1/+---------------------------------------+
1/1 address[i] : 10_chars
I

+-+---------------------------------------+
I status : 7_chars
I

+-----------------------------------------+
I
status = 'married'
I

+---------------\y/-----------------+-\n/-+
I wifename: 20_chars
I
I
+-----------------------------------+-----+
+-(prac}---<<produce_personnel_record>>---+
I
I

I

<<OUT/buffer/name I 20_chars>>
!
+-----------------------------------------+
!
i=1 •• 4
I

1/+---------------------------------------+
1/1 <<OUT/buffer/address[i] I 10_chars >> I

+-+---------------------------------------+
I
<<OUT/buffer/status I 7_chars>>
I
+-----------------------------------------+
I
status = 'married'
I
+--------------\y/------------------+-\n/-+
I <<OUT/buffer/wifename/: 20_chars>>l
I
+-----------------------------------+-----+
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+-(procl---<<consume_personnel_record>>---+
I
I

•••

I

<<INPibufferlname I 20_chars>>
I
+-----------------------------------------+
I
i=1 •• 4
I

11+---------------------------------------+
1/1 <<INP/bufferladdress[i] I 10_chars >> I

+-+---------------------------------------+
I
<<INPibufferlstatus I 7_chars>>
I

+-----------------------------------------+
I
status = married
I
1

1

+--------------\yl------------------+-\nl-+
I <<INP/bufferlwifenamel: 20_chars>>l
I
+-----------------------------------+-----+
It is obvious for the two procedures given,
is implemented as an

that if 'buffer•

'internal file', and if the variables used

are defined globally with respect to the two procedures,
the

two

procedures may be substituted for

then

the (single) data

structure.

Having

recognised the procedural nature of data structures,

the oppurtunity exists to begin creating •smart• data structures,
by imbedding some additional 'programming' within the data structure.

Some possibilities for the using

~mart

data structures

are

-

Data conversion:

Here the data structure would perform

code conversions during consumption and production e.g. data
may be converted from ASCII to EBCDIC, or from binary to
ASCII.
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Variable Length records:

In this case the data structure

would consist of an iteration up to the size of the record.

-

Classical 'abstract' data objects such as stacks:

The

implementation of abstract data types is easiLy achieved,
and the use

(in the procedure) of the abstract data object

so defined becomes an assignment statements as in the example:

-

stack { value

$

value { stack

$

Self-validating data structures:

equivalent to 'push'
equivalent

to

'pop'

It should be possible

for the data structure to validate the data during a 'consume'
operation.

Of these possibilities for

'smart' data structures, only the

last one (self validating data structures) presents any practical
problem,

namely how to handle the exception case.

(The fact

that a Large number of the current Language implementations
fail

to handle exceptions such as number overflow, underflow

and type conversion other than by reporting a 'runtime error'
aggravates the problem).

One solution is to write the exception

handling procedure as part of the data structure itself.

(This

is possible because of the procedural nature of data structures!)
Another possible solution is to provide an

'error return'

as

a standard part of an assignment statement (similar to the 'CALL
OVERFLO~'

provided in FORTRAN).

would be represented as
48
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+--(proc)--------------------------+------------------------+
I personnel_rec { card_reader
>> err >>
I
I

•••

I

I

+----------------------------------+------------------------+
The

blurring of the distinction between data structures and

procedures leads to a radical change in design and programming
methodologies.

In fact,

structures on which the

it is exactly this attribute of data
'data oriented'

design methodologies

are based.

For example,

this view of data structures as procedures concurs

with Jackson's System Development method (JSO) [Jack7B]

[Came82]

and Jackson's Structured Programming (JSP) techniques [Jack75]
[Jack76], as well as other schools of the data oriented approach
such as the Structured System Design of Warnier and Orr [0rr77].
For example, in JSD, the data objects are 'modelled' by procedures.

The

'procedural data structures' can also be used to

model data structures.
•

On the other hand, JSP analyses

the·

inputs and outputs of a data processing problem, and arranges
them on a hierarchy diagram using sequences,
iterations.
diagram.

selections

and

Procedures are then written corresponding to the

The inputs and outputs could just as easily be considered

'procedural data structures'.

The GNSD approach may therefore be used for both procedure oriented
and data oriented design and programming methods.
if the

'procedural data strcuture view is taken,

seen to be equivalent;

this suggests that
49
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are possible.

This topic is discussed briefly in chapter 11.

3.5 Procedure interfaces

If one

considers how procedures actually operate,

it can be

seen that they too act as consumers and producers of data when
they

pass

and

return parameters.

The GNSD notation adopted

for data structures is extended for use in interface definitions.
The interface of a procedure (if parameters are used) is shown
as

+---(i/fl-----------------------+
I number } 10.2_digits
I root
{ 10.2_digits
I counter: 10_digits

+-------------------------------+
where number is an input parameter (i.e. a producer only, and
therefore treated as a constant),

root is an output parameter

(i.e. consumer, and therefore restricted to appearing on the
Left hand side of assignment statements), and counter is both
an input and output parameter (which may be used as an ordinary
variable).

The notation (i/f) is used to distinguish the interface

from the data and procedure definition GNSDs.

The full

definition of a programme is therefore given by three

separate GNSD boxes, namely, the interface definition,
definition and the procedure definition.
in turn consist of component GNSD boxes.
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4. The FLOW •ethodology for software production.

4.1 The software production •odel

One of the requirements of a software production environment
is that it should encourage and support one or more software
production methodologies.

The methodology of top down design,

coding and testing based on functional

decompositio~

[Your75]

was chosen as the software production technique to be supported
explicitly by the FLOW environment.

This methodology was selected

because of its general acceptance in the software engineering
field, and also because many of the components needed to implement
it Lend themselves to computerisation.

In order to understand and buiLd an effective support environments,
it is useful to build a model of the software production process
or processes to be supported.

Many different models have been

proposed for the activities which constitute the software production
process e.g. [Jens79].

In the model chosen for the implementation

of the FLOW environment,

the major activities are identified

as

-

the definition of requirements (functional specification)

-

the designing of a software product which will meet the

requirements (system design)
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the ;mplementat;on of the des;gn (programm;ng and debug-

g; n g)

-the bu;ld;ng of the complete system (system integration)

-

testing of the product against the design specifications

(system testing)

- the description of the product (documentation)

These activities are performed iteratively

with some additional

activities being ;ntroduced to achieve top-down design,

coding

and testing.

The following flow diagram describes the software production
p roc e s s as a p p lied wi t hi n the FLO \'1 en vi ron men t ,

and w i l l

referred to as the FLOW model for software production.

+-----------------------------------------------------+
I requirements-definit;on
I
I top-Level-system-design

I

+-----------------------------------------------------+
I
while software product is incomplete
I

1/+---------------------------------------------------+
1/1 pro~ramme to the current level of ref;nement
I
1/1 define interfaces to next level of refinement
I
Ill build ;ntermediate system at current level of refinement

1/1 test and debug system at current level of refinement
1/+---------------------------------------------------+
1/1 is emerging software product ok ?
I
1/+----------\Y/------------+-----------\N/-----------+
1/ I document current level
1/1 refine design

I review
I backtrack

I

I
+-+-------------------------+-------------------------+
I produce user documentation

I

+-----------------------------------------------------+
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Of the activities defined in the model, the fallowing are given
explicit support by the FLOW environment.

- system design
- programming
intermediate system building
-debugging and testing
- system documentation

4.2 Software production - the movie.

In order to demonstrate haw the FLOW environment supports the
software production process given in the model, the use of the
FLOW environment will be shown by means of some
the

'movie'

'frames'

of

as displayed on the terminal screens by the FLOW

programmes during this process.

The development of a laboratory quality control system [which
will be called QC)
ywith

is used as an example.

the development of one module of

ac

This example deals
called QCPLOT.

The

purpose of this example is to demonstrate same of the features
of FLOtl-DL and the FLOW environment, and the design and development
of UCPLOT contains deliberate errors and design flaws.
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The requirements for aCPLOT may be summarised as follows:
QCPLOT is required to read the means and standard deviations
of batches of 'control'
known

parameters)

standards (i.e. substances

with

as well as the parameters determined

by various analyses for
must then be plotted for

these controls.

Control

charts

the various controls as selected.

QCPLOT must return an error parameter to its calling procedure
if some exception occurs.
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Syste• Design

To begin our development of UCPLOT, the environment manager,
FLOW, is invoked.

FLOW displays the following screen:

***FLOW Environment***
Enter Command:EOIT QCPLOT

For Help type: HELP
~urrent name is:

The command EDIT QCPLOT is given.

(User responses are displayed

in full intensity by the FLOW programmes, and system generated
output is shown at half intensity).

The editor, FLOW-EDIT is

used to create and modify the descriptions of modules within
the environment.

FLO\'/

passes control to FLOW-EDIT which displays:
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* * *

FLOW EDIT

* * *

Name QCPLOT is new •••
Enter Type:.TS
.TM

Type is Main procedure

.TS

Type is Sub procedure

.TC

Type is Copy Procedure

.TD

Type is Data block [global)

For Help type .H
Current name is: QCPLOT

Since the name

1

QCPLOT 1 is being used for

type must be specified.

the first time, its

The four types of FLOW-DL source that

may be selected are

-Main procedures: These procedures correspond to Pascal,
COBOL and FORTRAN main programmes.

- Sub procedures: These procedures correspond to subroutines
in FORTRAN, internal procedures in Pascal, and paragraphs
or sections in COBOL.

[note that COBOL subroutines are

not used)
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Copy procedures: These procedures are Lines of commonly

used source code that may be included at any point within
a

procedure definition.

They are used in that same way

as the COBOL COPY statement used in the procedure division.

- Data blocks: These are data definitions which will typically
be used in more than one

pro~ramme

or

procedure.

They

are useful in defining record Layouts, and may be considered
as data base schemas in some respects.
context,

In

the FORTRAN

they correspond to named common blocks.

In the

COBOL context they correspond to COPY statements used in

I

the WORKING STORAGE SECTION.

Since QCPLOT is to be a sub procedure,
creates an entry in

.TS is entered.

the system data base for

and marks it as a sub-procedure.
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Having defined the type of QCPLOT, the following screen appears:

* * *

FLOW EDIT

* * *

Enter Command:[)

For Help type .H
Current name is:QCPLOT

When the type specification is given, a 'skeleton form' is created
en the software development data base.
procedure'

In this case a •sub-

was specified which created four

'blocks'

on the

data base namely, a functional specification block, an interface
definition block, a dcta definition block, and a procedure definition
block.
and

the

The contents of these blocks are entered in any sequence,
user may jump from on block to another at any stage

by giving a single command.
definition

In this example,

is to be entered first

command is given.
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The empty interface specification block is displayed.

Name:QCPLOT

Command:OISPLAY

--<<Interface definition>>--------------------------------[1

The cursor (shown as [])
to be entered.
is

to

be

indicates the place at which text is

In the case of QCPLOT, a single parameter ERROR

returned through the interface.

The definition of

the parameter is entered using data definition statements of
FLOW-DL the FLOW environment language.
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Name:UCPLOT

Command:INSERT

--<<Interface definition>>--------------------------------ERROR J 13
$ Return a 3 digit error code
[]

No t e t h a t

t h e s y mb o l

1

is an output parameter.

i n F L0 VI- DL me an s t h at t h e data i t em
The next block of the specification

that is to be entered is the functional specification. The command display functional specification is given.

The

'skeleton form'

of the functional specification presents the topics that should
be entered as a 'fill in the blocks' screen.
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Name:QCPLOT

Command:DISPLAY

-<<functional specification>>-----------------------------+--<<Functional Description>>---------------------+
+-------------------------------------------------+
+--<<Input Description>>--------------------------+
+-------------------------------------------------+
+--<<Output Description>>-------------------------+
+-------------------------------------------------+

[1

L _______
At this stage the cursor is positioned outside of the description
blocks.

The

cursor may be moved to

any of the blocks for text

to be inserted using the commands Move Up, Move Down, Move Left
and Move Right.

These commands may also be followed by an integer

giving the number of rows/columns

to be moved.

e.g.

Move up 6

moves the cursor up 6 rows.

A status

line,

shown at

the

top

line of the display, gives the

name of the procedure being edited, as well
entered.

as

the

last command

The Last command may be repeated by pressing the carriage-

return key.

This is very useful
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selecting

the

direction

in which

to move,

repeated movement

of the cursor is simplified to pressing one kay.

Once the cursor

as been positioned, text may be entered.

Name:UCPLOT

Command:DOWN 1

-<<functional specification>>-----------------------------+--<<Functional Description>>---------------------+
I QCPLOT is the laboratory Quality Control systea I
I PLOT utility. QC on different analytical methods!
I is acheivad by analysing substances with known
I para•atars. The results of these 'controls'
I are plotted on a Shewart Chart with the control
I lines drawn for the mean +- 2 standard deviations.
I Statistics are provided by the manufacturers of the
I 'control' substances.
I
+-------------------------------------------------+

•

+--<<Input Description>>--------------------------+
+ (]
+
+--<<Output Description>>-------------------------+
+-------------------------------------------------+

\

Further descriptions may be added at a Later stage.
•

Presuming

that no further descriptions is to be given, the command Display
data is entered to access the data definition block.
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Command:DISPLAY

--<<Data Definition>>-------------------------------------[1

\__

________________________________________

The data definition given

~

in the design phase, will typically

consist only of comments and some

'global data•

Comments are prsceded by the symbol $.

declarations.

Global datl'l -1,'t..L<lrations

are included by preceding the global data block name with the
I

symbol S.
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Name: QCPLOT

Command:INSERT

I BLOCK NOT FOUND

--<<Data Declaration>>------------------------------------$
***** G L 0 B A L 0 A T A ****
$ Include the standard variable names for I/0 devices
SIONAMES
$ Include the global data defined for the QC results and QC
$ means, standard deviations, and control substance names
SQCOEFN
SQCRSULT

FLOW-EDIT

verifies the existence of all global data blocks.

When %QCRSULT was entered,
to

find

for example,

it in the entry point table.

on

the

status line.

made

Since it is not defined

(it should have been spelled QCRESULT),
given

an attempt was

an error message

is

The cursor is then positioned to

the incorrect line, and a spelling correction is made.

As well as checking for
to be

'included',

correct type

the existence of data blocks which are

FLOW-EDIT also checks that they are of the

i.e. defined as global if they are to be used in

the data definition block.

After defining the global data to be used by QCPLOT, the command
display procedure is given.
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Name:QCPLOT

Command:DISPLAY

--<<Procedure>>-------------------------------------------[1

•
In the application of the methodology defined by the software
production model, the design specifications zre entered as skeleton
flowcharts using FLOW-DL 'comments' and a few basic structures.

For our procedure design specification of UCPLOT, we wish to
specify

some

initialization

to open the O.C data files

After entering a comment to this effect,

the [CALL]

etc.

function

key is pressed.
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Name:O.CPLOT

Command:CALL

--<<Procedure>>-------------------------------------------$

Initialize
<<[]

The

>>

initialization procedure AOOINT

defined) is to be used, and

[which has not yet

been

AOOINT is to return an error parameter.
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Name:QCPLOT
Command:CALL
--<<Procedure>>-------------------------------------------$ Initialize
<<ADOINT I ERROR
>>

Since

the

procedur6 name AOOINT is not currently defined in·

the entry point table,
on

the

status

Line for
for

the

line.

a message to this effect is displayed
The cursor is then moved to the status

the type to be specified.
'new'

Next FLOtl-EOIT wiLL

interface specification to be given.

ask

The call

AOOINT/ERROR is then checked against this specification.

Continuing with

the design,

the next step is to indicate that

the error condition is to be tested.

The [IF-THEN]

key is prEssed, and the IF ? prompt is displayed:
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Command:IF THEN

--<<Procedure>>-------------------------------------------$ Initialize

<<AOOINT I ERROR

>>

IF ? [)

The conditional statement for

the selection is then entered,

and the beginninGS of the tno condition blocks [Y and N) appear.

Note that the H block will not be used, and is therefore reduced
in width to provide more space for theY block.
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Narn e:

QCPLOT

Command:IF THEN

--<<Procedure>>-------------------------------------------$ Initialize
<<AOOINT I ERROR
>>
IF ? ERROR = 0

-------------------------\Y/-------------------------+-\N/[]
I

After entering some r11ore 'desiyn comments', the [\I'HILE] function
key is pressed to specify that plots must be produced

until

the user has obtained all the plots that are required.

FLOW-

EDIT displays the start of the while block:
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Name:QCPLOT

Command:WHILE

--<<Procedure>>-------------------------------------------$ Initialize
<<AOOINT I ERROR
>>
IF ? ERROR

=0

--------------------------\Y/------------------------+-\H/$ Present the user with the syste• identification
I
$using the general purpose screen display utility

I

-----------------------------------------------------+
WHILE (]
I

1

The WHILE condition is entered, as 'CHOICE <> 3 1

,

where a choice

of 3 will indicate no more plottins required. FLOW-EDIT continues
buildins the 'while block'.
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Uame:OCPLOT

Command:INSERT

--<<Procedure>>-------------------------------------------$ Initialize
<<AOOINT I ERROR
>>

IF ? ERROR

=

0

--------------------------\Y/------------------------+-\N/$ Present the user with the system identification
I
$using the general purpose screen display utility

•

I

-----------------------------------------------------+
WHILE CHOICE <> 3
I
1+---------------------------------------------------+
I I[l
I

As

each

line

is inserted in the while block,

the symbol

1/1

will appear to remind the user that he is still within the while
block.

The vertical lines of the other blocks are also extended

as each line is entered.

After

sam~

more design details have

been entered, the final procedure design appears as:
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I~

am e: QCP LOT

Command:INSERT

--<<Procedure>>-------------------------------------------$ Initialize
<<AOOINT I ERROR
>>
IF ? ERROR

=0

--------------------------\Y/------------------------+-\N/$ Present the user with the systea identification
I

•

$using the general purpose screen display utility

I

/I$
1
Plot a single control chart
/I$
2- Plot ell controls
/I$
3 - Exit
/I$ Plot control charts as required
I I
<<A05-0.CP-PLOT

I
I
I
I
I

-----------------------------------------------------+
WHILE CHOICE <> 3
I
1+---------------------------------------------------+
/I$ Display a menu giving the options
I

$

Finalize
<<A10FIN

>>
>>

[1

Note that two [END]
follo~ins

function keys were required to be entered

the comment S Plot control charts •••

The first [END]

terr.dnated the \'/HILE block, and the second terminated the IF-THEN
blocks.

This completes the design phase.

The design, depicted above is stored in the system data base.
This design 'document' will be used later for a number of purposes.
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the post-processors will make use the interface definition

of QCPLOT as well as the 'dummy' specifications of modules
such

as AOOINT

to

generate

'stubs'

for these modules.

These stubs will then be incorporated into the system under
construction to facilitate

top down testing.

'Stubs

1

are

described in more detail in 'Intermediate Syster.1 Building'
below.

the

'design'

skeleton will be fleshed out to produce

the code for the procedure.

Thus

the

source code

is

a

refinement of the desiyn document, and not a separate document.
This has the advantage that the source code contains design
information such as the functional specification ond the
designer's original comments on the skeleton

procedure

[if they are not removed by the coder).

-

Once the interfaces of procedures have been defined [a

design activity),

these interfaces are available

other modules which will

invoke them.

to

all

This facilitates

interface checking.

Since the system is designed, coded and tested

top-do~n,

will generally be invoked before they are defined.
reference
a

'dummy'

actual

to

specification.
these

When

'dumr.1y'

the time comes

redefined.

to

design

the

interfaces will be replaced by

the real interface definitions,
be

The first

a procedure e.g. AOOIIIT forces the creation of

module,

possibly

modules

and the parameter names will

The system data base keeps track of
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the modules

referenced by other modules, as well as the status

of each module.

-

The status of a module may be:

dummy:

The

module has been referenced by some other

module, but has not yet been designed.

Stubs will be generated

using the dummy interface if required.

-

designed:

Design information,

initions, has been given,

including interface def-

but coding is still required.

The post-processors will senerate stubs using the proper
interface definition •

•
-

coded:

Some code (not necessarily all) has been entered

fer the module.

The post-processors will generate executable

code for the coding given.

interface error:

If the interface definition of some

module is changed, then all modules referencins that module
are flagged as 'error in interface'.
to

'designed'

will

and to

'coded' modules.

This applies
Post

both

processors

report this error if any attempt is made to generate

code for these modules.
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So far
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the FLOW environment has been shown in use during the

system design phase of the QCPLOT module of

the QC system.

The system design document has been in the form of a GNSD with
some supporting

'comments•.

The

FLO~

environment allows this

system design document to be extended to become the programme
source code.

The programmers task is simplified in that the

interface definition and programme functional description already
exist.

The designer may also have provided a skeleton procedure.

In either case,

the programmer is merely

required to produce

the detailed procedural statements, and to add the

local, and

perhaps some (of the omitted) ylobal data declarations.

If a skeleton procedure is provided as part of the design,
in the case of the QCPLOT module,
a number of comments.

this skeleton will contain

The programmer may choose to retain these·

comments in the final

version of the procedure, thus providing

correspondence between the original design document
source code.

as

Of course,

~nd

the

in the worst case, the programmer may

have to discard the skeleton procedure provided in the design
document and start from scratch.

Continuing with

the development of QCPLOT,

EDIT is again used,
code.

A hardcopy

the editor, FLOW-

this time to enter the programme source

listiny of the design document for UCPLOT,

produced by FLOV-CHART, would usually have been produced before
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programming commences, although the original design document
may be re-displayed by FLOW-EDIT.

Supposing that the command

display procedure is given to display the design of the procedure
definition of the module. After positioning the cursor at the
desired place,

the command make space is entered.

causes the current block [i.e.
has been placed]

the block in which

This command
the cursor

to be split at the point of the cursor, and

extended towards the bottoffi of the screen, allouing a number
of lines free for input.

Name:O.CPLOT
<<ADOINT I
IF ? ERROR

Comr.1and: IflSERT

>>

ERROR

=0

--------------------------\Y/------------------------+-\N/$ Present the user with the system identification
I
$using the general purpose screen display utility

I

I
I
I
I

I
I
I
I

-----------------------------------------------------+
VHILE CHOICE <> 3
I
1+---------------------------------------------------+
I $ Display a menu giving the options
I
$
[1

$

Plot a single control chart
2
Plot all controls
3 - Exit

1

$
$

Plot control charts as required
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After

the

FLOW environment had been in use for

library of utilities would have accumulated in

some time,
the

a

software

production data base which could be incorporated into any new
programmes.
1

Supposing that a menu display utility,

X07NNU,

is to be used in the current programme to present the QC user
with a

list of options allowed,

return the selected option.

and to accept,

validate

and

It can be presumed that the programmer

would not know off hand what the parameters of the call to X07.iNU
would

be.

In order to use the menu utility, the [CALL]

key

would be entered followed by the name X07NNU with the? symbol
entered at the end to indicate that the parameters are unknown.
This directs FLOV-EDIT to display X07M!JU's interface definition
for

reference

purposes.

The cursor is then

FLOW-EDIT for the parameters to be entered.
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Name:UCPLOT

Command:CALL

<<AOOINT I ERROR

>>

IF ? ERROR = 0

--------------------------\¥1------------------------+-\N/$ Present the user with the systea identification
I
$using the general purpose screen display utility

I

/I$
/I$

I
I

-----------------------------------------------------+
WHILE CHOICE <> 3
I
1+---------------------------------------------------+
/I$ Display a menu giving the options
I
1

Plot a single control chart

2 - Plot all controls
3 - Exit
<<Z07NNU?[)

I
/1
>>
I
-- Z07~iNU I/F --------------------------------------------FILENAI-IE { A6
$ Nenu screen file name
OUCH { I2
$ Output channel for menu screen display
INCH { I2
$ Input channel for users response
CHOICE } I2
$ User's choice returned
MAXCHOICE { I2 $Highest choice available on the menu
/1$

$

Plot control charts as required

After the parameters for ZOUiNU have been given,
information is cleared from the screen.

the interfc:ce

Non the correct action

must be taken according to the menu option chosen.

The [IF-

THEN-ELSE] key is pressed, and a new flowchart fragment is created
within the current block.
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Name:QCPLOT

Command:IF THEN ELSE

OPERATOR EXPECTED

<<AOOINT I ERROR

>>

IF ? ERROR = 0

--------------------------\Y/------------------------+-\N/$ Present the user with the system identification
I
$using the general purpose screen display utility

I

/I$
/I$
/!$
/!

I
I
I
I

-----------------------------------------------------+
VHILE CHOICE <> 3
I
1+---------------------------------------------------+
/I$ Display a menu giving the options
I
1 -Plot a single control chart
2 - Plot all controls
3 - Exit

<<Z07MNU/'QCPH01',INCH,OUCH,CHOICE,2

>>

1+---------------------------------------------------+
/1 IF ? CHOICE 1
I

Obviously,

the

condition should have read

error message 'OPERATOR EXPECTED'

is given,

'CHOICE= 1 '• The
and the cursor is-

repositioned by FLOW-EDIT to the place at which the syntax error
was detected.

The correction is made by entering

1

= 1 '·

The syntax checker detects only one error at a time [i.e. the
first one).

The position of the error is shown by the cursor,

and a simple message displayed on the status line.

The combination

of a simple error message and a pointer to the error are considered
preferable to verbose [and often misleading) diagnostics.
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Corrections to incorrect lines are made by keying over the incorrect
portion of the line.

The correction is simplified as a result

of the cursor being positioned automatically at the place of
the error by FLOW-EDIT. Backward and forward

positioning of

the cursor within the incorrect Line is permitted.

Suppose that we wish to enter only the major control Logic of
QCPLOT at this stase of the programming in order to eliminate
loyic errors in the flow of control (which indeed
a s w i l l b e s e en

l at e r ) •

there

are

VIe co mp l e t e t h e Y b l o c k , i g no r i n g t h e

plotting procedure, (except to insert a comment to remind ourselves
of our
[END]

intention to fill
key.

in the detail

later)

This terminates theY condition,

cursor in the U block.

02

and press the

and

places

the

CHAPTER 4.
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Command:END

>>

<<AOOINT I ERROR
IF ? ERROR = 0

--------------------------\Y/------------------------+-\N/$ Present the user with the syste• identification
I
•

$using the general purpose screen display utility

I

/I$
/I$
I I$
/1

I
I
I
I

-----------------------------------------------------+
WHILE CHOICE <> 3
I
1+---------------------------------------------------+
/I$ Display a menu giving the options
I
1 -Plot a single control chart
2- Plot all controls
3 - Exit
<<Z07-MENU/ 1 QCPM01 1 ,6,5,CHOICE,2

>>

1+---------------------------------------------------+
I I IF ? CHOICE = 1
I
1+-----------\Y/-----------+-----------\N/-----------+
/I$ Get plot number
I[]
I
/+-------------------------+
I
I
I$ Plot control charts as required

Now the comment 'loop through all plots' is given

for

the

N

condition, followed by the exit command.
Intermediate Syste• Building.

In order to build an intermediate system, i.e. a system consisting
of some top Level modules with stubs for the incomplete lower
levels, the following tasks must be performed by the user.

- all modules referencing another whose interface definition
has been changed, must be modified accordingly.

-

all modules which have been 'programmed' or modified

must be re-generated and compiled.
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- all undefined procedure references must be resolved.

FLOW provides a

list of modules for which 'interface errors'

occur, as well as for modules requiring re-generation and compilation.

In order to resolve undefined references, the FLOW environment
allows stubs to be generated for the referenced modules.
are generated for

two classes of incomplete module.

Stubs

Firstly,

a stub may be generated from the interface definition

given

in the system design; secondly, it may be generated from a 'dummy'
interface which is created at the time of the initial procedure
invocation.

-

A stub performs the following tasks when executed:

upon entry,

it

displays a message giving the name of

the procedure and the values of all the 'input' and 'in-out'
parameters.

the

person

performing the test is requested to enter

'returned' values for the 'output' parameters.

Using

the FLOW environment in the current example,

the stub

for AOOINIT would be generated, and the source code of QCPLOT
and the stub compiled.
~

The compiled modules are then

with the library to form an executable programme.
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Debugging and Testing

The next phase in the development cycle is the debugging and
testing of the programme in its current
of development.

(intermediate]

state

The FLOW environment provides the facilities

during the testing phase, to generate imbedded 'trace' statements
within the source code.

No trace package is required, as each

post-processor (the code generators of the FLOW environment]
automatically produces the trace
of the generated source code.

'display' statements as part

The

level of tracin£ required

may be set by entering trace commands (post-processor directives]
which are embedded within the FLOW-DL source.

Tracing may be

set to one of three 'granularities':

-

'course': displays the name of the procedure and values

of the input parameters upon entry,

and the output param-

eters upon return.

-

'medium': displays as for 'course' as well as displaying

the entry into and exit from each block of the flowchart.
Messages are given for

each type of block e.g. TRUE and

END-TRUE on selection, or BEGIN-WHILE and
iteration.

END-WHILE on

In addition, at each selection or iteration,

the actual clause (expression] is displayed.
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-'fine': displays as for

'medium', as well as displaying

each statement in the order of execution, and the value
to be stored in the case of an assignment statement.

Continuing with the QC example, the current version of our system
may be tested.

Having built a QC system at this intermediate

level of development, and having placed a debugging directive
in UCPLOT to produce level 2 tracing, we execute the QC system.
The following is a portion of the 'trace' produced. [Responses
entered from the keyboard are shown underlined).

***

PROCEDURE QCPLOT ENTERED ***

*** STUB ADOINT ENTERED ***
ERROR ? J1

IF ERROR = 0
TRUE
WHILE CHOICE <> 3
BEGIN-WHILE
*** PROCEDURE Z07MHU ENTERED ***
FILENAME = QCPM01
OUCH = 6
INCH = 5
1·1AXCHOICE = 2

....

<the menu is displayed and option 1 chosen>

*** PROCEDURE Z07MNU RETURNED ***
CHOICE = 1
IF CHOICE = 1
TRUE
END-TRUE
END-WHILE
BEGIN-WHILE
*** PROCEDURE Z07MNU ENTERED ***

...

<option g is chosen>

*** PROCEDURE Z07MNU RETURNED ***
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=2

IF CHOICE = 1
FALSE
FOR NPLOT = 1 ,MAXPLOT
BEGIN-LOOP
END-LOOP

....

END-FALSE
EN D-\'JH I LE
BEGIN-WHILE
*** PROCEDURE Z07MNU ENTERED ***

...

<option~

is chosen>

*** PROCEDURE Z07MNU RETURNED ***
CHOICE = 3
IF CHOICE = 1
FALSE
FOR NPLOT = 1 ,MAXPLOT
EEGIN-LOOP
END-LOOP

....

END-FALSE
END-WHILE
END-TRUE
*** PROCEDURE QCPLOT RETURNED ***
ERROR = 0

.. .

After trying options 1 and 2, we realize that when we enter
option 3, we perform the operations of option 2 before terminating
on the condition 'WHILE OPTION<> 3'.
~

by-pass this condition.

We obviously need to

After calling FLOW-EDIT to enter this

modification, and after positioning the cursor on the statement
'WHILE CHOICE <> 3', the command display zooming in is given.
The block containing the WHILE is now drawn to the full screen
width.
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Name: QCPLOT
WHILE CHOICE

Command:ZOOM

<> 3

1+--------------------------------------------------------/IS Display a menu giving the options
/IS
/IS
/IS
/1

1
Plot a single control chart
2- Plot all controls
3 - Exit
<<Z07MNU/'QCPM01 1 ,INCH,OUCH,CHOICE,2

>>

/+--------------------------------------------------------/1 IF ? CHOICE= 1
1+------------\Y/------------+------------\N/-------------/IS Get plot i.d. and plot
INPLOT=1,MAXPLOTS
/1---------------------------+/+--------------------------/ I
1/ IS Plot NPLOT
/1
+----------------------------/1
+----------------------------/1$ Plot control charts as required

The modification requires a new selection block to cater for
the case of CHOICE=3.

To acheive this, we position the cursor

on the block 'IF CHOICE = 1

1

and enter the command clip 1 to

clip the block and to file it away as clipping number 1.
blocks are filed for possible later re-use during an

ea1~

Clipped
.~ssion.

The space on the screen previously occupied by the clipped block
is cleared, and the new block is entered in

its place.

The

new block is entered with a unary selection IF CHOICE<= 2.
The block is drawn and the cursor positioned within the Y block.
The content of the Y selection of this new condition is to be
the clipping file 1.

This is inserted using the glue 1 command.
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Command:INSERT

WHILE CHOICE <> 3

/+--------------------------------------------------------/1$ Display a menu giving the options
/I$
/I$
/1$
/1

1 -Plot a single control chart
2 - Plot all controls
3 - Exit

<<Z07-MENU/ 1 QCPM01 1 ,6,5,CHOICE,2

>>

/+--------------------------------------------------------/1 IF ? CHOICE<= 2
1+------------------------\Y/------------------------+-\N// I[ l
I
/I
/I
II

/+--------------------------------------------------------/1$ Plot control charts as required

The glued block is drawn within the boundaries of the current
block.
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Name:QCPLOT
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Command:GLUE

WHILE CHOICE <> 3

/+--------------------------------------------------------/1$ Display a menu giving the options
/IS
/IS
/1

•

1 -Plot a single control chart
2- Plot all controls
<<Z07-MENU/ 1 QCPM01 1 ,6,5,CHOICE,2

>>

1+--------------------------------------------------------/1 IF ? CHOICE<= 2
/+------------------------\Y/------------------------+-\N//1 IF ? CHOICE= 1

I

/+-----------\Y/-----------+----------\N/------------1
/I$ Get plot number

INPLOT=1,MAXPLOTS

I

/1-------------------------+/+-----------------------l
/1
1/l$ Plot NPLOT
I
/1

/1

+-------------------------+
+-------------------------1

/I$ Plot control charts as required

I

System Documentation.

As the software development methodology specifies, documentation
4

is produced within the refinement 'loop'.

The part of the system

documentation which can be generated directly from the FLOWOL source (held in the system data base.) is the hierarchy listing
('who calls who') and the detailed flow diagrams of each module.
The detailed flow diagram comprises the design specification
as it currently exists (it may have been changed during programming),
and the detailed flowchart of the procedure.

To document what we have developed so
the command:
90
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***FLOW Environment***
Enter Command:CHART

For Help type: HELP
Current name is:QCPLOT

Since the current name is QCPLOT,
all that need be given.

the simple command CHART is

Having obtained a printed copy of our

work so far, we are able to proceed with the next refinement •••

••• until

the stage is reached when we are able to give our final

command:
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***FLOW Environment***
Enter Command:BYE

For Help type: HELP
Current name is:Z99PLT
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5. The FLOW environ•ent.

5.1 FLOW environment architecture

The FLOW environment is contructed using a number of individual
components.
1

Before discussing these components in detail,

the

general architecture of the FLOW environment architecture should
be considered.

The environment encompasses a number of programmes

which access a common software production data base as depicted
in the following diagram.

+--------------------------+
I FLOW environment manager I
+--------------------------+
+----------+ +---------+ +----------+ +------------+
+-----------+
I FL0\"1-EOIT I I FLO\'/-COB I I FLO\'/-F4 I I FLOW-PAS I I FL0\'1-CHART I
+-----------+ +----------+ +---------+ +----------+ +------------+

l

1

1

l

1

+----------------------------------------------------------------+
I
SOFTWARE PRODUCTION DATA BASE
I
+----------------------------------------------------------------+
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The environ•ent manager.

The

environment manager acts as the co-ordinator of the

FLOW environment component programmes,

and

provides

an

interface between the environment and the operating system
of the computer on which the environment exists.

One of

the functions of the environment manager is to allow the
FLOW user to access 'system utilities'

such as compilers

and Link-editors as part of an integrated environment.

(b)

FLOW-EDIT: The FLOW-DL editor.

FLO~-EOIT

is the syntax directed editor for FLOW-DL [the

environment's source Language).
Nassi

It

Shneiderman Diagrams (GNSDs)

allows Generalized
to be specified, and

operates directly on the software development data base,
allowing GNSDs or blocks within GNSDs to be created, modified
or deleted.

(c)

FLOW-COB, FLOW-PAS and FLOW-F4

FLO~-COB,

FLOW-PAS

and FLOW-F4 are post-processors for

the production of target code for
FORTRAN IV programming Languages.

the COBOL, Pascal

and

Target code is generated

by accessing the FLOW-DL source held on the software development data base and performing Language-specific transformations.

Since FLOW-EDIT performs syntax checking at the

stage when the FLOW-DL is input,

all GNSDs entered into

the data base will be syntactically correct and there is
therefore no further need for syntax checking by the postprocessors.
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(d)

FLOW-CHART

FLOW-CHART is a post-processor for documentation generation.
The post-processor operates in a similar manner
language

to

the

post-processors except that GNSDs are output.

These GNSDs may then be printed on a

line-printer.

The

GNSDs produced may be used for two purposes:

-

they

may be

used

to

aid in the understanding of

the system and its associated source code, i.e. provide
system documentation in the traditional sense of 'blow
by blow'

-

flowcharts.

they may be used by the designers and programmers

as working documents i.e. act as a replacement

for

the design documents as well as for the FORTRAN, Pascal
or COBOL language source code
for

When

used

this purpose, the GNSDs may be considered as FLOW-

DL source code
a

Listings.

true

Listings,

graphical

then

then becomes

programming Language. The target

code generated from
processor

and FLOW-DL

the FLOV-DL source by the post-

becomes

transparent to the FLOW-DL

programmer in the same way that p-code,
code,

assembler-

machine-code etc. are transparent to the Pascal,

FORTRAN or COBOL programmer.
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The software development data base.

The FLOW-DL source and control information for the software
system being built is kept in the software development
data base.

Tailored environ•ents.

It is probable that aLL of the components of the FLOW enviroment
will not be required by every user or sroup of users.

For example,

software systems are often developed using only one programming
language.

In this case,

including only

the environment could be tailored by

those tools which are applicable.

environment configured for

A typical

the development of FORTRAN systems

which incorporates both FLOW and 'system' utilities and associated
files, could be configured as follows:

+-------------------------+
I FLOW enviroment manager I
+-------------------------+
syste• utilities

+------------+
+-----------+ +---------+ +----------+ +--------+
I FLOW-CHART I I F L0\'1-EDI T I I F LO\"J-F4 I I COl·! PI LEA I I LINKER I
---+.
+----- ------+ +---- ------+

files

+----------------- -- --+ +----- -+ +------- + +------- ---+
I SOFTWARE PROD DATA BASE I I SOURCE I I OBJECT I I EXECUTABLE I
+-------------------------+ +--------+ +--------+ +------------+
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The environ•ent manager.

The environment manager acts as the co-ordinator of the FLOV
environment components in any configuration of the environment.
Since the implementation of an environment manager is highly
dependent on the operating system of the machine an which it
is implemented, and would furthermore be tailored for each site
and possibly even far each software project on which
used,

no

it was

detaiLs of any one specific enviroment manager are

presented.

Whereas the components of an environment have a well defined
task which is nat likely to be extended, the environment manaser
is expected to 'grow' as each new tools is added to the environment.

The component tools which are used to construct a FLOW environment
may be controlled by the environment manager in a

number of

ways

a specialised environment manager may be used to controls
a specific environment.

Such an environment manager would

ideally be used to control both FLOW components and system
utilities, if this is possible.

,
sa
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-

an existing environment manager may be used and the FLOW

components incorporated into an existing software production
environment and used together with the other software production
tools.

-a

'manually controlled'

environment may be established

where the FLOW component programmes may be used independently.
In this case,

the programmes could be controlled by some

interactive job control Language with the necessary programme
intercommunication being established manually.

Both

a specialised and manually controlled environment were

used during the design and testing of

the FLOW components.

A specialised environment manager for the production of FORTRAN
systems is currently in use.

This particular environment manager

controls FLOW-F4, FLOW-CHART, FLOW-EDIT, a FORTRAN precompiler,
a FORTRAN IV compiler, a linker and a text editor.

In what

follo~s,

the spcialised environment will be discussed

as this is the most likely implementation possibility.

In general,

an environment manager's responsibilities are:

-

to

provide an

interface between the operating system

and the remainder of the FLOW programmes (FLOW-EDIT,

•

and

the post-processors) •

-

to

incorporate

'system'

utilities such as compilers,

link-editors and file handlers in such

a way

that

they

appear as an inte9ral part of the environment, and thus
provide a comprehensive environment for software production.
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an

example of a facility that can be provided in an
'

integrated environment,

the environment manager

may

be

made to 'remember' the name of the Last entity of the software
Commands such as EDIT AOOINIT

production data base accessed.
would invoke

FLO~-EDIT

to access the subroutine named AODINIT,

and subsequent commands such as F4 and COMPILE would invoke
FLOV-F4, and the system's FORTRAN compiler without having
to specify the name AOOINIT again.

In order to be able to interface with the operating system and
incorporate system utilities,
wr i t t en

i n a l a n 9u a g e

r1

the environment manager must be

h i c h a l l o \'1 s

1

o p e r a t i n G- s y s t e m c a l l s

1

•

This requiremsnt would usually require using an assembler language,
a systems programming languafje, or an enhanced 'standard' langu3ge.
One version of a FLOV environment manager currently in use was
\'Iri tten

in

an

extended FORTRAN IV.

In this version,

access

to the operating-system facilities is provided by means of calls
•

to the system libr<Jry.

It is important that the environment manager should make available
to

the user a comprehensive array of tools

Some of the (system dependent)

and

facilities.

functions which are useful

in

creating such an environment manager are

-the ability to suspend execution of the environment manager,
initiate a son process,

ond to

resume execution

of

environment manager on termination of the son process.
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-the ability to set up commands programmatically for the
system utilities

(compilers,

link editors etc.),

and

to

be able to pass these commands to the utilities. For example,
a compiler may allow the
files

and

the

specified.
prcvide

device

nam&

or

file

In this case,

stand~rd

~7

·~e

for

source

and object

error rr.essages to be

the environment manaser

could

or generic names, and thereby save some

data entry on the part of the user.

-the ability to crsate, delete and rename files
which may be programmatically assigned.

This

~ith

names

facility

is actually a pre-requisite in the current implementation
due

to the fact

that components of the FLOW environment

are written in Pascal which

Lacks of this facility.

The

environment mDnager is thus required to assign names externally
to the Pascal components.

The FLOW component programmes which have been written in Pascal
perform input/output using instructions such as READLN(filename,-

LINE), where filename is defined as filena11e: FILEDFCHAR and
where filename is predefined.
manager

The way in which an environment

communicates with

these component programmes is via

the content of these files.

The environment managers task is

to

associate

the predefined file-names with

the appropriate

files or devices as required.

A number of these predefined file-names eXist, the most important
being
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The interprocess communication file [IPC)
This

file

contains the name of the procedure to be

edited, documented or to have source-code generated.
The

procedure

name

passed in this file is used to

Locate the procedure entry in the entry point table
of the software production

~ata

base.

The entry point

table holds the root nodes of the FLOV-DL sub-trees
for

the procedure,

and the editor and post-processors

operate on these sub-trees.

-Tho terffiinal input file [INPUT)
This file must be linked to the current terrr.inal keyboard
when FLOV-EOIT is started i.e.

the Pascal statement

READ (INPUT,character) must return a character entered
at the keyboard.

This file

is

not

used by

any

of

the post-processors.

-The output file [OUTPUT)
This file must be linked to the current terminal screen
when the FLOW-EDIT is started.

The post-processors

also make use of this file for post-processor output
i.e. GHSDs are written to OUTPUT by FLOW-CHART; FORTRAN,
Pascal and COBOL source code is written by FLOV-F4,
FLOi'J-PAS and FLO\'i-C08 respectively.

\'Jhen a post-processor

terminates, this file may be renamed by the environment
manager.

A suggested procedure

to

be adopted fer

file re-naming is to create a new file name by adding
a two

letter 'extension'

possible.

to

the

procedure

name

if

e.g. the FLO\'J-CHART output file for procedure

'OCPLOT' would be named 'UCPLOT.DC'.
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Mana~er

The error Log file (ERRLOG)
T h i-s f i l e ma y b e

l i n k e d to the t e r mi n a l s c r e en d u r i n g

post-processing.
during

Messages for all errors

post-processin~

would then appear on the
possibility

is to

detected

are written to ERRLOG,
user's

link this file

screen.

and

A second

to an audit trail

file.

The limiting of the system dependent functions of the FLOW environment to a single component has a number of advantages,

•

the most

important being that it allows the remainder of the FLOW components
to be implemented in •standard' Pascal.

This improves the port-

ability of the FLOW environment at the relatively small cost
of a 'non portable' environment manager.
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6. The Software Production Data Base.

6.1 Design Philosophy

The FLOW environment is implemented using a number of independent
programmes each accessing a common
base'.

•software production data

The software production data base, contains all of the

FLOW-DL source code as well as the control information pertaining
to the system or systems being produced.

The data base approach

offers numerous advantages to the FLOW environment as a development
tool.

Large syste•s may be developed.

The

FLOV environment programmes all operate directly on

the data base, and access a single
code at a time.

Line (record)

of source

Unlike many editors, FLOW-EDIT does not

read 'pages' of the programme source into memory, but rather
performs all edit operations on the records
Arbitrarily Large programmes,

'in place'.

Limited only by disc storage

requirements, may be thus developed.

(This paint is part-

icularly important to the implementation of the environment
on 16

bit mini-computers with each programme restricted

to a maximum size 64K bytes).
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Global (syste•l functions are facilitated.

-Since the data base contains the source code of the entire
system under development, global functions are facilitated.
Examples of these global functions are

- the interface

checkin~

facility, whereby the procedure

invocation in one prosramme module is checked against
the actual interface specification in the called module.

information which

is

available during programme

editing such as the descriptions of the call parameters
defined in the interface specification, and the functional
description of the called module.

Co•prehensive control information is provided.

The system data base allows comprehensive control information to be recorded during system development.

Module

interdependencies are recorded as well as the status of
each module.
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Prograaaer tea•s are facilitated.

The system database facilitates team development of a system
by allowing the possibility of simultaneous multi-user
access.

The

comments made regarding interface checking

are particularly applicable to team development where modules
are produced by individual team

~embers.

Co•ponents of the environment are imple•ented independently.

The data base allows the environments constituent prcgrommes

•

(the environment manager, FLOW-EDIT, FLOW-CHART, FLOV-COB,
FLOV-PAS and FLOtl-F4l to be bound (link edited} independently
of one another, with the data base serving as the medium
of communication. This again has implications for implementation an mini-computers, with the need for overlaying being
avoided.

6.2 GNSDs as tree structures.

The major portion of the software production data base consists
of the FLOW-DL source code lines.

Structured programmes (including

Generalised Nassi Shneiderman Diagrams (GNSDs)), are easily
and conveniently represented and stored as a tree data structures.
In the current implementation,

a ternary tree representation

is chosen for storing GNSDs, which caters for the five major
types of GNSD constructs.

The diagrams IThich follow show these

basic GNSD constructs and their corresponding tree structures.
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Each

node

in

the tree is shown as a box, corresponding to a

block in the GNSD.

+---+
I

I Node

+---+
I
I

•

Left

I \
I
\
Right Next

Each node may have one,
referred to as the Next,

two or three branches which
Left and Right branches.

will

be

[The names

of the branches are taken from the binary selection GNSD application
[see below) where all three branches are used).

GNSD Construct

Tree Structure

Sequence

+---+

+-------------------+
I Block 1

I

I

I Block 2

I Block 1

+---+

+-------------------+
I

\

+---+

+-------------------+
I Block 3

I

I

I Block 2

+---+

+-------------------+

\

+---+
I

I Block 3

+---+
Unary Selection

+-------------------+

+---+

+-----\YI-----+-\NI-+

+---+

I If Condition

I True Block

I

I

I

I

+-------------+-----+

+---+

I Next Block

I

I

+-------------------+

I

I If Condition
\

I

+---+

True Block
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Binary Selection
+-------------------+
I If Condition
I
+---\YI---+---\NI---+
I True
I False
I
I Block
I Block
I
+---------+---------+
I Next Block
I
+-------------------+

+---+
I If Condition
I
+---+
I I \
\
I
I
\
I
I
+---+
+---+
+---+
I
I
I
I
I
I
+---+
+---+
+---+
Next
True
False
Block
Block
Block

Iteration
+-------------------+
I Iteration Condition

+1+-----------------+
Ill Iteration Block I
+-------------------+
I Next Block
I
+-------------------+

+---+
I
I Iteration Condition
+---+
I
\
+---+
+---+
I
I
I
I Next Block
+---+
+---+
Iteration
Block

Record
+-------------------+
I +<<Record Name>>+ I
I I Record Block
I I
I +---------------+ I
+-------------------+
I Next Block
I
+-------------------+

+---+
I
I Record name
+---+
I
\
+---+
+---+
I
I
I
I Next Block
+---+
+---+
Record Block
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As an example of this representation, consider the following

GNSD.

+---------------------------------------+
I Block 1
.I
+---------------------------------------+
I while
I
+1+-------------------------------------+
II I BLock 2

I

I BLack 6

I

11+-------------------------------------+
II I if
I
11+--------\YI-------+-------\NI--------+
Ill Block 3
I Block 4
I
11+------------------+------------------+
Ill Block 5
I
+-+-------------------------------------+

+---------------------------------------+

•

This would be stored as a tree with the following structure:

+---+
I Block
I
+---+

1

\

+---+
I
I \'/hi le
+---+
I

Block 2

+---+
I
I
+---+

\

+---+
I
I Block
+---+

\

+---+
I
I If
+---+
I I \
I
I \
I
\
I
+---+
+---+
+---+
I
I
I
I
I
I
+---+
+---+
+---+
Block 3

Block 4

Block 5
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6.3 Data base structure and i•ple•entation.

The data base contains the sources of a number of modules,

and

consists of two main parts, namely the FLOW-DL source code (GNSD)
trees, and tho entry-point table which Locates the root nodes
of each tree.

FLOW-DL source code (GNSD) trees.

Within the FLOW environment, programmes are considered as consisting
of (up to)

•

node.

four GNSD trees emanating from

the programme root

The four GNSO trees are

- the functional specification tree
- the interface definition tree
- the data definition tree
- the procedure definition tree

These GNSO trees are accessed by the FLOW environment programmes
independently of one another.

Access to these

the entry-point table (described Later).
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•
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entry point table

111---------+

+----------------+
+-----------+
I p r o gramme name 1-- > I programme I
+----------------+
+----- -----+
I
I
+----Ill
GNSD trees

+------ ----+ +----- ----+ +---- ------+ +----- -----+
I functional I I interface I I data defn I I procedure I
I spec. tree I I defn. tree I I defn. tree I I defn. tree I

+------------+ +-----------+ +-----------+ +-----------+
The types of GNSD construct (node types)

allowed within each

of the four GNSD trees differs for each tree.

*Functional specification tree
Only sequence and record nodes are allowed within functional
specification trees.

The record construct is used to produce

paragraph headings within the specification.
produce an indentation of paragraphs.

Nested records

The skeleton functional-

specification which is generated when a new module is created,
consists of three empty records labelled 'Functional Description',
ively.

'Input Description' and 'Output Description'
The contents of these 'paragraph records'

respectmay be

supplied and new paragraphs may also be defined.

* Interface definition tree.
The interface definition trees are restricted to sequence
nodes which provide the lists of input and output parameters.
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*

Data definition tree.
As described in chapter 3, GNSDs may be used for representing
data structures.
nodes for

The data definition

trees

consist of

the GNSD constructs of sequences, records, binary

and n-ary (but not unary)
Sequences are used for

selections,

and

iterations.

elementary data items,

selections

are used to represent variant records, and iterations

(con-

trolled Loops) are used to represent arrays.

*

Procedure definition tree.
These

trees @ay contain all of the GNSD constructs with

the exception of records.

The datum to be associated

~ith

each node was decided upon after

careful design, with the 'trade-off' between storage efficiency,
processing efficiency, and ease of imple@entation being considered.
Experimentation with a number of alternatives, and the development
of a prototype system, provided valuable insight into the problems
and benefits expected from various design alternatives.

One

design

decision which arose was deter@ining the optimal

structure far staring the content of the GNSD blocks.

In the

prototype implementation of the data base (which, incidentally,
was held entirely in memory) the prosramme tree was implemented
with

a node for

each GNSD construct,

and the contents of the

GNSD BLOCK was stored as a chain of Lines of text.

This appeared

the obvious structurE to adopt since blacks could contain zero
or more Lines of text.

The node datum in the prototype therefore
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included a pointer to the text chain.

During the development of the prototype editor, however, a riumber
of difficulties were encountered which can be ascribed mainly
to the additional complexity imposed by the two-tiered structure.
The problem with this implementation is that the structure imposes
the necessity of having to keep track of of both node and text
pointers.

To

demonstrate the complexity involved, consider

the following flow-diagram

+----------------------------------+
I Block 1
I
+----------------------------------+
I while condition
I
+/+--------------------------------+
1/1 Block 2
I
+-+--------------------------------+
I Block 3
I
+----------------------------------+

•

If,

for example,

the while-condition block is deleted during

an editing operation [which will automatically cause Block 2
to be removed as well),

the contents of Blocks 1 and 3

will

end up being inside the same box.

+----------------------------------+
I Block 1
I
I
I
I
I Olock 3

I
I <-while condition
I <- deleted here
I

+----------------------------------+

In order to adjust the tree structure to match the GNSD depicted
above,

the node which had previously represented Block 3 should

be deleted, and the chain of contents of Block 3 [if any)

linked

to the end of the chain of the contents of Block 1 [if any).
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Conversely,
some

if a condition block were inserted somewhere after

line of text in a block,

(Block 1 say), a new GNSD of a

similar form to that given above will result.

A node representing

Block-3 would have to be created, and pointers to the text chain
(previously the contents of Block 1), would have to be suitably
adjusted depending on where the text was split for the creation
of the condition block.

Thus the insert and delete operations are net obtained merely
by grafting or pruning the GNSD tree as might be intuitively
expected.

The current implementation is a simplification of the earlier
approach.

Text chains are eliminated, and instead,

of text is implemented as a separate node.

each

line

This is possible

because, by definition, a number of lines in a block is actually
a 'sequence' of blocks each containing one line.

+-------------------+
I line 1
I
I
I line 2
I
I line 3

I
I
I
I

<=>

+-------------------+

+-------------------+
I line 1
I
+-------------------+
I line 2
I
+-------------------+
I line 3
I
+-------------------+

Thus, in the current implementation,

the datum associated with

the node is chosen to include the actual
of a pointer to a text chain.

line of text instead

This simplifies the insertion

and deletion operations and greatly
114
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the entire system.

For example, the deletion of the whiLe-block

in the previous example is achieved by unlinking the deleted
block from the 'next block' chain, and re-linking.
before deletion
+---+

I

I last line of Block 1

\
+---+
while!
I
+---+

I

\

+---+

I

~

I

+---+

I

+---+

I

I
I
I
I

+---+
v
I
I 1st line of block 3
+---+

1st line of Block 2 \
etc.
after deletion

+---+

I

I Last line of Block 1
\

+---+

I

whilel

+---+

I

\

\
\

\

+---+

+---+

I

I

I

f\

I
I
I
I
I
I

+---+

v

I 1st line of block 3

+---+

+---+

\
etc.

Similarly,

the problem of splitting text chains does not arise

with this implementation when a new block is inserted, since
'

the inserted block is simply linked between the two nodes.

The FLOW-DL tree nodes are held on the data base as
that are directly addressable by node number.
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contain

the

node type,

tree pointers and FLOW-DL statements

[text).

The entry-point table

The entry-point table portion of the data base provides access
IIJ

to the FL0\1-DL source [GNSD trees).

Entry point records are

created within the entry-point table for
global data block etc.)
created.

each entity [module,

named at the time the entity is first

The

name of each entity is stored as a unique six

character name.

[The six character restriction is imposed by

the FORTRAN subroutine naming rules).

The entry-point table also holds the
There are currently four

type and status.

types of entities defined namely main

procedures, sub procedures,
blacks,

~ntity

co~y

procedures and

global

data

each of which is associated with a different set of

trees.

1,1 a i n pro c e du res

Main procedures are constructed from three trees namely
the functional specification
definition trees.

procedure and

data

Interface definitions are not required

in main procedures.
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Sub procedures
Sub

procedures

have

four trees,

namely functional

specification, and interface, procedure and data definition
trees.

Copy procedures
Copy procedures have only a procedure definition tree.

- Data blocks
Data blocks have only a data definition tree.

The status held in the entry point table indicates the following:

- development status
This indicates whether the entity was generated
automatically (when it was referenced by another
module), or whether it has been manually edited.
If the module has been manually edited, the status
will also

indicate whether or only comment lines

have been entered on the procedure tree,

implying

that the only the design of the module has been
entered, or whether some executable
been entered,
'coded'.

This

lines have

implying that the module has been
status is

generated.
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Interface error status
This indicates whether modifications have been
made to the interface of some module which this
module references which implies that the interfacing to modules referenced should be re-checked.

It should be noted that in the current implementation both the
source data base and entry point table have been
in

a crude

(although

implemented

efficient) manner using random files.

The version of the Pascal compiler used in the current implementation provides random file access facilities, and the data base
is implemented as a collection of random files. Where a data
base management system or more sophisticated file handling is
available, indexed files would be more appropriate particularly
for the entry point table implementation.
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7. FLOW-EDIT: A Syntax directed editor for FLOW-DL
7.1 Design Philosophy

When the idea of a software production environment using Nassi
Shneiderman Diagrams was first

conceived,

it was realized that

the editor would be the most difficult component to construct,
not so much from the theoretical/technical aspects of the implementation, but rather from the user interface problems that would
be encountered.

In order

to

gain insight into some of the human engineering

factors concerned,

•

possible

as well as to experiment with some of the

design alternatives,

the basic requirements of the

editor were specified, and prototyped.

The prototypo was then

used on a number of projects over a two year period before it
was re-written in its present fcrm as FLOV-EDIT.

FLOV-EDIT was designed ase an interactive GNSD Picture builder/data
base editor. The interactive construction of GNSD pictures simultaneously with

the editing of the corresponding GNSD tree on

the data base is the prime requirement of FLOW-EDIT.

The philosophy

of FLOW-EDIT (as indeed of the entire FLO\'/ envi ronmont)
'Let the computer do the work for you.'

is to

Some of the principles

adopted in the implementation of FLOW-EDIT were:

-

FLOV-EDIT must

be easy to use, and must operate in a

simple and natural manner.
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FLO~-EDIT

possible.

must be helpful and provide assistance wherever

Assistance may be in the form of dialogue entered

between the user and the editor, or in the form of unsolicited
feedback during editing.

-

FLOW-EDIT must be applicable to the editing of GNSDs.

This requirement implies that it should meet all of

the

editing requirements of the FLOn environment and therefore
be equally concerned with the 'Local' and 'global' requirements
of the

system being developed.

The

Local requirements

of the editor are that it must be an interactive GNSD picture
buiLder; the global requirements are that it must serve
as a software production data base editor.

- ALL source informatioh on the data base must be maintained
as syntactically correct FLOW-DL source.

This requirement

is imposed t6 allow post-processors to produce error free
target code without the need for error checking.

-

Standard display ter•inals [non graphic) must be able

to be used as the 'editiny work-station'.

A number of practical implementation constraints were imposed
by both the hardware and software on which the editor was implemented.

These constraints are dealt with in chapter 10 under 'port-

ability' issues.
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7.2 Simplicity and ease of use

A number of factors contribute to making FLOW-EDIT simple and
easy to use.

The diagrams of Nassi

and Shneiderman, by virtue

of their simplicity and clarity, is considered one of the major
factors

in this regard.

Other contributory

factors

are

the

design of the FLOW-DL language for constructing GNSD pictures,
the design of the FLOW-EDIT command language, and the cansistancy
of FLOW-EDITs operation with

respect to the user's conceptual

model of the editing process taking place.

7.2.1 Coamand language

The FLOW-EDIT command Language consists of only six basic command
verbs; mave,draw,clip,glue,make-space and exit.

This simplicity

is nat accidental, but was achieved after continuously rationalising the command language as experience was gained in the
practical application of FLOW-EDIT.

Command modes

It has been noted that the fewer the number of command 'modes',
the simpler the user interface will be [Newm79].
generally implemented using a number of modes.
:1

mast text editors require an

'insert'

one of the reasons being that,

Editors are
For example,

and a 'command'

mode,

text strings, which correspond

to commands may be required to be inserted as part of the text.
During

'insert'

mode, all commands, with the exception of some
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escape sequence, are ignored by these editors.

FLOW-EDIT has been implemented using only one mode,
editing mode.

namely GNSD

The elimination of modes is made possible because

of the VJell defined structure of the objects being edited (i.e. only
GNSDs are being edited), and because the set of edit commands
was chosen so that they do not intersect with the set of possible
FLOV-DL statements [i.e. commands are clearly distinguishable
from other input).

The basic operations performed during GNSD

e d i t i n g a r e i n s e r t i on , c u r so r movement , b lock d i s p lay and b lock
manipulation.

Insertion

The user interactively builds GNSDs on the screen by entering
FLOW-DL statements or commands.

FLOW-DL statements define the

GNSD form and content, whilst edit commands dictate the editing
operations to be performed on

*

the GNSD.

The terminal cursor

is used to show the user VJhere his current input will be inserted
in the GNSD and also to identify the GNSD block which the editing
operations will affect.

For example, if a block of a GNSD currently

displayed on the screen is to be deleted,

the cursor would be
'

positioned by the user to the begining of that block, and the
command given for the deletion to be performed.

As a consequence of eliminating modes,
'in the middle' of the GNSD,
picture being oveywritten.

commands must be given

which can result in part of the
FLOn-EDIT automatically re-draws
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any

part

of the picture which has been overwritten when the

command is executed so that the GNSD picture remains intact.

A less obvious benefit of accepting either a command or a
DL 'picture building statement•

FLO~

at the current cursor position

does is that it enables the user to focus his attention on only
one region on the screen instead of having separate

command

and display areas.

Cursor movement

The cursor is positioned to various points within a GNSD displayed
on the screen by the user entering commands to move it up,
Left or

right.

down,

Not all points on the screen may be accessed

by these commands, since part of the Gf·ISD picture, such as the
block boundaries, provide the 'graphics' information.
in performing cursor movement,
nation

screen

Therefore

FLOV-EDIT determines the

co-ordinate of a move command

offset from the current cursor position i.e.

desti~

(computed as an
relative and not

absolute co-ordinates), and if the destination is a valid 'edit
point' on the screen,
If

it happens

the cursor wiLL be moved to that point.

that the resultant co-ordinate is not a valid

'edit point•, FLOH-EDIT will continue to search in the direction
given by the command until such a point is found, or until no
further

possibilities exist. For exomple,

given to move up four Lines,

if the

command

is

and the Line four lines above the

current Line is not a FLO\'J-DL statement,
123
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Lines etc. above the fourth will be tested until a valid

point is found.

If no such point can be found,

the cursor wiLL

remain where it was.

The symbol [) is used to show the valid 'edit points' on the
following screen.

Command:ZOQ[.;

Name:O.CPLOT
[)WHILE CHOICE

<> 3

/+--------------------------------------------------------/1[]$ Display a menu giving the options
/1[)$
1 -Plot a single control chart
/1[)$
2 - Plot all controls
/1(]$
3 - Exit
/1
<<[]Z07-MENU/ 1 QCPM01 1 ,6,5,CHOICE,2

>>

1+--------------------------------------------------------/I[)IF ? CHOICE= 1
/+------------\Y/------------+------------\N/-------------/1(]$ Get plot i.d. and plot I[) FOR IPLOT=1,MAXPLOTS
/l[l-------------------------+/+--------------------------/1
1/l(]$ Plot HPLOT
/1
+[)--------------------------/1
+(]--------------------------/1[]$ Plot control charts
I
[)--------------------------------------------------------(]---------------------------------------------------------

Note that these 'edit points•

are to the Left of each

Line in

a G"SD block, and that FLOV-EDIT will automatically place the
cursor at this point if the user causes it to move to anywhere
within the Line.
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Block display

As described in chapter 6, programmes are held as four separate
trees on the software production data base.
one of these trees,

In order to edit

it must first be displayed on the screen

with the appropriate display command.

FLOW-EDIT displays the

GHSDs using the full width permitted by the screen which allows
the maximum number of levels of block nesting to occur before
the blocks become too small.

Three factors affect the ability to fully display a particular

•

GNSD on the screen.

These are the Lengths of the

individual block [i.e.

the

lines in each

real block width], the total Length

of the GNSD, and the level of nesting that occurs.

If a particular Line to be displayed is

~ider

block in which it is to be displayed,

the

than the enclosing
line

is

truncated

and shown with a •• at the end. Thus in many cases, only the
first part of a Line is drown.

If the GNSD being displayed is

lon~er

than the maximum number

of V6rtical Lines allowable on the screen, only the first full
screen will be displayed.
command.
1

FLOtl-EDIT will then await a further

If the carriage-return key is pressed,

the

next 8

Lines of the GHSD will be displayed on the screen and so on,
with the screen image scrolling upwards to make space each time.

One method for displaying long GNSDo, which has been found useful
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when additional FLOW-DL statements are required to be inserted,
is to display the GNSD one block at a time.
provided by the display with stops command.

This facility

is

This command operates

in exactly the same manner as the display command, except that
FLOW-EDIT awaits further commands at the end df each block displayed.

As before, the carriage-return key allows the display

to continue, and scrolling will occur where necessary.

Deeply nested GNSD blocks, when displayed, will cause the displayed
blocks to become too small for
on the screen.

their content to be displayed

To overcome this problem, as each block is displayed,

FLOW-EDIT determines its width, and when it would be impossible
to display the content of a block,

tho block is displayed as

an incomplete block, with only the first FLOV-DL statement of
the block given to show its type e.g.

+-----------+
IIF ? XVAR •• I

+---- ....... 1

+-----------+

Note that the width of blocks decreases when new nested selections
or nested iterations are displayed, so that displaying the first
line of the block will provide some indication of the function
of the empty block.
In order to view the contents of 'hidden blocks', the cursor
may be positioned within the block, and a display-zooming-in
command given.

The block will then be redrawn using the full

width of the display screen.

Zoom commands are not restricted
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to

'hidden blocks'

only, but may be given when the cursor has

been positioned to any desired block on the screen.

Thus truncated

Lines can also be expanded by chasing an appropriate block on
VI h i C h

t

0

Z 00

m•

In the implementation of FLOV-EDIT,a stack of the blocks

[GNSD

node pointers) at which display-zooming-in commands are given
is maintained,
previous

so that when the user wishes to return to the

level of perspective,

a display-zoo•ing-out command

may be given which 'pops' the stack and then redraws the screen
as a sub-tree rooted on that node.

Block manipulation

In addition to

allowin~

GHSD blocks to be created on the screen,

FLO\i-EDIT also allows currently displayed blocks to be deleted
or

re-arranged.

Since there is no edit mode [as part of the

philosophy of simplifying the user interface),

the

contents

of a block may be entered starting at the point in the GNSD
identified by the cursor.
on the screen for

An open space will often be available

the insertion to be made.

For example, this

will be the case when a new GNSD is created, or where an empty
block exists within a selection construct.
space is not available for insertion,

*

If however sufficient

the make-space command

may be given, which will create additional

free space on the

screen by extending the currently identified block downwards
toward the

Last

line of the screen, and scrolling the screen

d i s p l a y u p w a r d s i f f e \'J e r t h a n t h e s p e c i f i e d n u mb e r
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of space are available.
of FLOW-DL Lines,

the

When space is created between a sequence
Line at which the 'split'

was made

is

re-drawn at the bottom of the screen (i.e. at the end of the
space created).

The user is thus made aware that what he is

entering will be inserted before this Line in the GNSD.

Blocks of GNSDs may be moved around using the clip
commands.

and glue

The clip command clears the area of the screen which

was occupied by clipped GNSD block, and holds the clipping while
the

cursor

is moved about.

Clippings may be re-inserted at

some other point in the GNSD using the glue command.

•

clipping and
may be

glueing commands,

re-organised.

blocks and

By successive

lines of the GNSD

Since it is often useful

to

clip more

than one block before glueing, the command clip may be specified
with a clipping number.

A clipping query command is provided

which displays a List of the first
GNSD blocks.
will

usually

(Once again,

lines of all currently clipped

the first

Line of say a while block

provide sufficient information to identify the

block).

The implementation of the clip/glue facility
from

follows directly

the pruning/grafting operations on the underlying GNSD

tree whereby only one node needs to be pruned/grafted in order
to prune/graft an entire sub-tree.
nothing more than a

The clippings file contains

list of node numbers, and the re-display

of the glued block is then simply a display of the GNSD rooted
at this node.
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One interesting omission from

the FLOW-EOIT command repetoire

is the unconditional delete command.
using the clip command.
discarded,

the user may

Deletions must be performed

Since clippings are nat immediately
immediately issue the glue

which in effect provides an 'undelete' facility.

command,

The 'non-finality'

of deletions should improve the users confidence on using the
editor and encourage experimentation by the user [Gaod81].

7.2.2 Consistency of FLOW-EDIT operation with respect to the
user's conceptual model

As was expected, satisfying the human engineering aspects involved
in the development of FLOW-EDIT had the effect of complicating
the implementation and prohibiting the application of more 'elegant
s o l u t i ons

1

•

0 ne o f

t h e mo s t

i mp o r t a n t

af

t h t.

, . ~ • ~' :!

n

f

act ars

applied in the implementation was maintaining consistency nith
respect to the user's conceptual model of the editing processes.
taking place.

That is to say, a simple command

not a sufficient condition for simplicity,

lan~uage

is

if the commands do

not operate as the user would expect them to.

The

user's

view (conceptual model)

of GNSD editing is based

on a two dimensional diagram displayed on the screen consisting
of a number of blocks,

with blocks appearing within blocks.

The user expects to be able to point to regions of interest
within this two-dimensional space, identifying areas to be 'edited',
and then to modify the content of a black, or to add or delete
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blocks, or to shuffle blocks around.

The implementation of the GNSD editing process, on the other
hand,

is based on operations permitted on the underlying tree

structure of the GNSD as stored in the data base.

The operations

applicable to tree-structure editors allow only for 'movement'
along branches of the tree,

and for

the grafting and pruning

of sub-trees.

The problem to be solved is obviously one of the user's conceptual
'block' model not corresponding to the editor's underlying 'tree'
model.

Since

'ease of use'

of an editor is will depend on the editor

reacting to commands in the way the user would expect,
way to

reconcile the differences is needed.

some

The fact that the

differences between the two models described above are

rather

subtle (since in many instances operations on the two models
do actually correspond), introduces the danger of the differences
being considered trivial and thus being overlooked.

In order to demonstrate that the dichotomy of the models, although
subtle,

does present real problems, the following examples show

what happens when the user wishes to position the cursor within
the GNSD.

The user will intuitively expect to be able to move

his cursor in two dimensions to any block displayed_on the screen
using the commands up, down,

left and right.
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The

following

diagrams show a GNSD as it would be displayed

on the screen,

and the same GNSD as it would be held in

data base.

user's model

+---------------------------------------+
I Block 1
I
+---------------------------------------+
I while
Block A
I
+1+-------------------------------------+
11 I BLock 2
I
11+-------------------------------------+
Ill if Block B
I
11+--------\YI-------+-------\NI--------+

Ill Block 3

I Block 4

I

11+------------------+------------------+
Ill Block 5
I
+-+-------------------------------------+
I Dlock 6
I
+---------------------------------------+
editors model

Block 2

•

+---+
I
I
+---+
Block

+---+I Olock 1
I
+---+ \
+---+
I While (Block
I
+---+
\
I
+---+
+---+
I
I
I
I Block 6
+---+\
+---+
+---+
I
I If (Block B)
+---+
I I \
I
3

I

I
I

+---+
I
I
+---+
Block

\

\

4

+---+
I
I
+---+
Dlock
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Suppose

that

the user has positioned the cursor to identify

Block 2 and wishes to move the cursor down.

It is clear from

the diagrams that the block down from Block 2 is the selection
block [Block B)

on both the user's and editor's models,

and

so the command down in this case will result in the same operation
irrespective of the model used.
at

Block 6 and

Now suppose the cursor is positioned

the user wishes it to move up.

In this case,

the block up from Block 6 is the Block 5 on the user's model,
and Block A on the editor's model!

Since FLOW-EDIT must perform the edit operations specified by
the user on both the screen image and on the data base in parallel,
these conflicts are resolved by maintaining a desciptor table
which represents the current content of the screen [i.e. user's
model).

Vhenever the cursor is moved on the screen, this descriptor

may be

examined and the corresponding node of the GNSD tree

obtained.

Any subseyuent editing operations performed on the

screen may then also performed on the data base.

The particular

representation of GNSD trees chosen, in which each

line of text

is treated as a block represented by one node of the GNSD tree
in the data base, allows the screen descriptor table to be constructed very simply, needing to hold only the row of the screen
on which the block is displayed
right boundaries
node number.

[XL

and

~r

[Y co-ordinate),

its left and

co-ordinates), and the data base

This information is sufficient

required correspondence between the two models.
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The descriptor table is updated whenever the screen contents
changes, which occurs when blocks are inserted or deleted, or
when

'scrolling'

occurs.

On scrolling,

theY co-ordinates

of all blocks in the descriptor are updated and any block with
its Y co-ordinate

'off the screen'

is considered as deleted.

To eliminate some of the overheads required in
screen

descriptor,

'off screen'

on the descriptor table until
hausted.

At that time,

'off screen'

updating

nodes are allowed to

remain

the available table space is ex-

the table is compacted by removing all

[including deleted)

blocks.

Searching

the table is performed in reverse order to reduce
time, since blocks are added in the order in which
displayed,

the

through

the search
they

are

and therefore those blocks which are displayed first

are the most Likely to be 'off the screen'.

7.3 Helpfulness

The motivation for
~

the development of the FLOtl environment was

to gain substantial productivity

improvements.

FLOW-EDIT's

contributions to productivity improvement are Largely attributable
to the help provided to the user during the editing process.
Assistance may be solicited by the user during the building
of a GNSD, or may be provided when FLOV-EDIT deems it necessary
[e.g. on error detection).
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Line by Line syntax checking.

It is common practice for programmers working in an interactive
computer environment to use the compiler to detect errors in
their programmes.

The result is a continual swapping between

editor and compiler interspersed with a scribbling of notes
concerning the

[first few)

errors detected by the compiler.

This problem is solved with syntax directed editors which provide
line by

line error checking and

entered and will compile

'~:~rror

result in programmes \'lhich are

free'.

Experience in a commercial

environment has shown that syntax errors are not as common as
are generally believed, and apart
variable name spelling errors,

fro~

module interfacing and

professional programmers make

very fen errors in the syntax of the programming Language for
which they are writing.

Consequently, it is believed that the

benefit of the syntax checking is that it provides of a convenient
means of identifying variables and procedure arguments etc. for
interface checking and descriptions.

(Were this identification

possible by alternate means, the syntax checker could have been
omitted from FLO\'/-EDIT without fear of a major loss in productivity).

Each

line of text entered from

the keyboard is passed to the

syntax checker which determines whether it is an edit command
or

valid

gra~mars

the

FLCV-DL statement.

The FLOV-DL and editor command

are combined into a single LL(1) grammar thereby allowing

syntax prompting and correction facilities to be common

to both commands and FLOV-DL statements.
is not in the combined grammar,

If the

Line entered

an error message is displayed,
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and the user is allowed to correct the text.

The syntax checking module of FLOW-EDIT uses a recursive descent
recognising procedure for the combined FLOW-DL and edit command
grammar [Lewi76].
analysis phase.

The procedure is implemented without a lexical
The text line is parsed character by character,

with a pointer to the current character being maintained.

Lewis's

procedure has been modified such that as soon as an error is
detected in the line, syntax checking aborts, and Qn error message
and the pointer are passed back to the edit module.

The edit

module then displays the error message and positions the cursor
at the point at which the error was detected thereby allowing
the user to correct the line starting at a likely point at which
the error occurred, namely the point at which it was detected.

The use of lenQthy (and possibly misleading)
has

been

avoided.

error diagnostics

The combination of a terse error

~essage

and a cursor showing the place where the error was first detected
has

been

found

to give sufficient assistance to the user in

correcting the error.
messages

The following are some examples of error

produced together with the FLOW-DL which generated
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them.

The_ symbol shows the place where the cursor will be

positioned after error detection.

error message

FLOW-DL source line

1 • 1 EXPECTED

ARRAY[IX_{ ARRAY[[IX-111

2. VARIABLE UUDEFINED

XLARGE { !:!.AXVL

3.

VARIABLE/CO!~STAilT

EXPECTED imiST { [ IX-l/IY

4. ILLEGAL CONSTANT

.SORTVAL { 1B.FlRAY[IX1

A symbol table is built for all variables declared in the data
declaration and interface specification.
variable names,

as in example 2 above,

This allows undefined
to be detected.

Note

that in the case of apparently misspelled variable names, the
cursor is positioned to the beginning of the name,
point where the syntax checker

deter~ined

and not the

the error.

Module interface checking.

The syntax checker makes use of the entry point table and the
interface definition trees on the data base described in chapter 6
for verification of procedure names and parameters.

Module interface checking is considered to be one of the major
;k

benefits of FLO\'J-EDIT, since the checking of interfaces of externally
defined modules cannot be performed by traditional compilers,
as these
modules.

co~pilers

are unable to access the source of the other

Likewise,

the

Link-editor, which traditionally is
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the only component aware of all modules constituting a programme,
is usually only concerned with resolving addresses.

Thus traditional

methods of producing compiled software require interfaces to
external modules to be verified by inspection.

Interface

checking is implemented by identifying the called

module name during the parsing of the line, Locating the interface
specification tree of the called module in the
data base [via the entry point table],

soft~are

production

and matching the types

of the called parameters against those given in the interface
specification.
that

the

The power of this method derives from the fact

interface is checked against the actual definition

used in the referenced module, and not against a user supplied
definition

[as for

example in the case of EXTERIJAL definitions

in extended versions of Pascal].

Interface descriptions

4

As

part

of

the principle of providing assistance, FLOtl-EDIT

will provide information on module interfaces

if

requested.

To obtain this information, the user must enter his call statement
in the normal way with a? character appended to the procedure
name.

The feedback information is displayed in the space immediately

following the current line, and is deleted once a syntactically

•
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correct call statement has been entered.

For example, the interface

description of the OPENF module is displayed as follows

<<CALL OPENF1
>>
OPENF I/F DEFINITION ----------------------------------CHANNEL { !4
S CHANNEL ON VHICH TO OPEN FILE
FILENAME { A20
S NAME OF FILE TO BE OPENED
!ERR } !4
S ERROR PARAMETER RETURNED

The use of 'in-line'
provide

additional

interface.

CO@ments on declarations can be used to
information on the variables used in the

Producing the interface specification interactively

eliminates the documentation 'Look up' time that would normally

•

be required [presuming that the documentation actually existed),
and has a major advantage of communicating up to date information,
particularly where more than one programmer is working on the
construction of a large system.

Interface specifications will

exist for all procedures currently being developed as part of
the

emerging system, possibly

is written,

long before the actual module

and these interface specifications may be called

up as needed.

Specifications may also be entered on the data

base for library procedures.

The interface description facility may also be used to create
new interface definitions if the user finds
exists for

the module he intends calling [as would be the case

in top-down coding).
the

that no interface

If a? is given on a procedure name,

and

procedure cannot be found in the entry point table,

the

user is asked if he

w~nts

to create a new interface.
138
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of this interface may then be entered, and will be stored on
the data base as a 'stub' for later expansion.

(Note that 'stub'

code may be generated from these interfaces if required

(see

chapter 8) J.

Variable descriptions

FLO\J-EDIT can provide the user with descriptions of variables
defined within is data declaration during the editing of procedures
in a similar manner to the way in which interface descriptions
are made available.

•

Any variable name given in a FLOV-DL line

may be followed by the ? character.
previously declared,
displayed.
node

If the variable has been

the declaration of that variable will be

The symbol table contains the symbol,

pointer.

To display the description,

type and GNSD

FLOW-EDIT merely

accesses that node en the data base, and displays it.
variable has

not been declared, FLOW-EDIT will ask the user

if it should be defined, and then prompt the user for
•

laration.

If the

the dec-

This will result in the declaration being automatically

appended to the data definition tree.

7.4 Applicability to GNSD editing

The requirements of FLOW-EDIT are that it should operate
a

G~SD

picture builder for

as

construction of independent modules

whilst at the same time being concerned with the goals of the
total software system beins constructed.
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In the global sense, FLOW-EOIT operates on the entire software
production data base.

As discussed,

the entry point table and

interface definition sub-trees are used to verify the syntax
of procedure calls.

New interfaces (for stubs] are also created

during the edit process •

•

There

are

a number of other

FLOV-EOIT which assist with the

'global'
syste~

facilities provided by

dev~!:pment

effort.

Cross reference Lists

•

During the
the

process of interface checking, FLOV-EDIT updates

'called by'

referenced,
entry.
thereby

list in the entry-point table of

and the

the module

'calls list' of its own entry point table

This allows a cross reference

listing to be produced,

providing a useful piece of documentation to assist

in the understGnding of the system.
of a module

If the interface specification

is altered, all modules in the

a r e a u t o r.1 a t i c a l l y f l a g g e d a s

1

'called by'

list

i n t e r fa c e i n e r r o r ' •

Global Data Declarations and Copy Procedures

In order to support
the facilities
~

'global'

to declare

development, FLOU-EDIT provides

'global data' and 'copy procedures'.

These definitions are analogous to the COBOL COPY statement.
Global data provides the means to define common data definitions
which may be used by a number of different programmes

DS

'schernas',

or by a number of different modules in the same programme as
140
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'common blocks'.

Copy procedures provide standard fragments

of code [or in this case, fragments of GNSDsl

YJhich may be used

repetitively within a system.

Global

data

declarations and copy procedures are referenced

in the data and procedure trees of a module

respectively

special FLOV-DL statements which specify their name.

by

This provides

a 'virtual sub-tree' within the relevant tree which is expanded
during

the

symbol table building and module syntax checking

stages of FLO\i-EDIT.

•

7.5 Ensuring syntactical correctness of the data base

FLOV-EDIT is essentially a syntax directed editor which allows
GNSD trees held in the software production data-base to be inserted,
modified or deleted.

The theoretical basis of syntax directed

editors is well developed and presents no real design challenge.
GNSDs can be expressed by a context free grammar,
constructs as terminals,

with the GNSD

and the blocks as non-terminals.

The

GNSD will be complete once all of the non-terminals [blocks)
have been expanded.

An editor will maintain the syntactical

correctness of a GNSD represented by its parse

tree,

if

the

edit operations are restricted such that only syntactically
correct and compLete sub-trees of this tree to
deleted or modified.
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In order to show that syntactical correctness is maintained,
it is sufficient to show that syntactical correctness is maintained
at the completion of each insertion, deletion or modification.
A brief description of these operations follows.

Insertion

FLO~-EDIT

checks the syntax of each FLOV-DL statement entered

at the time it is entered and thus the datum associated with
each node on the data base will always be syntactically correct.
The symbol tablE

required for the checking of

the

procedure

definition tree is built from the corresponding data definition
and interface definition trees whenever the procedure definition
tree is entered.

Syntactically correct GNSD trees require that each 'block yeneratin6'

#

function

key

end key.

Since GfJSDs are built interactively as FL0\'1-DL statements

are entered,

(while if-then-else etc.) be terminated with an

it may occur that one or more end function

keys

will be outstanding at any one point in time during an insert
operation.

FLO\i-EDIT stacks all 'outstanding end requirer.1ents'

(e.g. a while requires one end whereas an if-then-else requires
two), and pops this stack whenever an end is given.
ends are

then

All outstanding

generated automatically by FLOV-EDIT when the

user gives a command such as move, display or exit, thus satisfying
the syntax requirements before moving, displaying, exiting etc.
One other feature of the implementation which 'gaurantees' syntactical correctness even if FLOW-EDIT terminates on error during
142
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insertion, is that the sub-trees are not built 'in-place' (i.e. not
immediately linked to their eventual parent node),
they

are constructed as free standing trees,

but rather

and grafted on

the required parent node only when the insertion has been successfully completed.

Clipping and glueing

Complete tree stuctures on the data base are maintained during
clip and glue operations by allowing only complete sub-trees
on

the

GHSD

tree to be clipped or ylued.

(This restriction

has the added advantage that it lends itself to an almost trivial
implementation).

The user is not provided with

the facility

to specify the clipping of multiple blocks for two reasons

1)

this would allow syntactically incorrect GHSDs to be

stored on the data base, violating the system desisn constraint

•

2) this would violate the principle of maintaining consistency
with the user's conceptual model, as can be seen from the
following example where the effect of a command such as
clip 2 blocks given from within Block A or Block D or even
Block 5 may not be correctly predicted by the user.
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+---------------------------------------+
I Block 1
I
+---------------------------------------+
I while
Block A
I

+/+-------------------------------------+
1/1 Block 2
I
1/+-------------------------------------+
1/1 if Olock 8
I
1/+--------\Y/-------+-------\H/--------+
1/1 Block 3
I Block 4
I
1/+------------------+------------------+
1/1 Block 5
I
+-+-------------------------------------+
I Block 6

I

+-------------------------------~-------+

From

this diugram,

the user

~auld

probably realize that

blocks 3 and 4 are contained within block B,

but may have

difficulty in determining that there are three blocks in
sequence within Block A.

Modification

If the text associated with

a GNSD node is modified, this text

is once again passed to the syntax checker.
includes

the

node type

The

(assignment statement,

node

datum

if condition,

procedure call etc.) which allows the appropriate checking to
be done on this text.

If the GNSD trees for procedure definitions or functional descriptions is modified [deleted or re-arranged), syntax checking
of the individual node data are not required.

If however the

I

interface specification or data definit\on trees are modified,
the

procedure

tree node datum will be re-checked for syntax

errors.
144
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Display terminal constraints

Screen size and resolution

As one of the design criteria, FLOV-EDIT is required to provide
for the editing of GUSDs on terminals used for traditional programme
editing

i.e.

non graphic terminals.

Such terminals usually

have a display format of 80 X 24 characters and consequently
the space available for
Not only are very few
•

but horizontal

displaying GNSDs is servererly limited.

lines

[rows)

lines drawn on the screen for

blocks cannot be drawn between
on

graphics

l i n e.

allowed on these screens,
to delimit GNSD

lines of text [as can be done

terminals), and will therefore occupy one whole

Some modifications of Nassi Shneiderman Diagrams were

described in chapter 3 to allow for a more compact representation
of these diagrams and thus
of

redundant

reduce their

length.

Suppression

lines used in drawing the blocks on the screen

may also be achieved by allowing GHSD blocks to share common
boundaries.

The implementation of a line suppression scheme

provides a good example of a practical consideration which detracted
from

the implementation of an

'elegant' solution; displaying

a GNSD on the screen can be achieved by a pre-order traverse
of the GNSD tree,

with horizontal

lines [marking the beginning

and end of blocks) bein8 drawn whenever a leaf is reached,
a node with multiple branches

or

[while, if etc.) is encountered.

For the practical reasons mentioned, a number of switches have
to be maintained to decide whether boundary sharing should be
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done.

No general

rules can be formulated for boundary sharing,
For example,

since not all boundaries are shared in all cases.
certain boundaries which could be shared,
empty GNSD blocks,
posi ti ani ng
line)

actually represent

and if Line suppression is performed,

to one of these empty blocks,

would be ambiguous.

(e.g. to

Thus a number of ad

the

insert a

hoc measures

are implemented in order to maintain an aesthetically pleasing
yet functicnal display of GNSDs

7.7 Implementation notes •

•
t,1 o s t

of

t h e F L 0 ~·J e n v i r o n me n t

the development of the editor.
and

the

d e v e Lo p me n t

e f f or t

h a s g on e i n t o

The design principles were applied

implementation constantly revised over a three year

period as experience was gained.

The

fact

that

GNSDs ore well structured objects, allows the

editor to be implemented in e very compact form.
contains a number of 'tree operators'

The editor

(procedures)

combined to produce the required functions.

which are

For example,

a

procedure exists to display a 'sub-tree' given the data base
node number and screen window size.
for

This procedure

the display of the four GNSD trees

is

used

(interface definition,

functional description, data definition and procedure definition),
for

zooming in and out, and for

re-drawing clipped blocks of

a GIJSD within another block usinu the glue command.

The editor

compiles to only 8000 P-code instructions in spite of the fact
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that the editor was optimized for maintainability and not for
size.
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B. Post-Processors.

The FLOW environment was designed for the development of systems
in same of the most commonty used high-level programming Languages,
namely FORTRAN IV, CODOL and Pascal.

This is made

possible

through the creation of a data base containing an intermediate
Language (FLOV-DL) which may be accessed by independent postprocessors

and

translated into the appropriate target code.

(In what follows,
to
the

establish
FLO~-DL

the post-processors' point of view is used

the terw.inolo8y,

so

that source-code refers to

held on the software development data

base,

and

target-code refers to the post-processor output).

A suite of three 'Language' post-processors and a 'documentation'
post-processor have been implemented.
are

FLO~F4

These post-processors

producing the FORTRAN-IV target code, FLOVCOB producing

CODOL, FLCVPAS producing Pascal, and FLDtlCAHnT producing GNSD
documentation.

The

post-processors

are

required to perform two functions.

These functions are firstly to generate target code from source
held an the software production data base, and secondly to provide
a •trace' facility to be used during the debuggin9 and testing
stages of development.
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8.1 Generation of target code.

Post-processors produce target code by translating the FLOW-

DL source-code held on the software production data base into
equivalent code for each of the target

languages.

Provided

that the translation of the source code is performed correctly,
any FLOW-DL source code implementation of a procedure may be
obtained

in

the target

lan8uages for which a post-processor

exists.

8.1.1 FLOW-DL

FLOV-DL has been described in Chapter 3 as being a GNSD definition
langu<Age.

The GNSD picture dra\·Jing facilities provided only

part of the motivation for
was to provide some
Lansuages for

~hich

FLO~-DL.

The second consideration

Level of independence from the hish

level

taryet code was to be produced.

In designing FLO\'i-DL, a choice had to be made from amongst the
possible facilities (i.e.

langua8e constructs) to be incorporated

into this new Language in order to
the new source into the target
as possible.
a

provide a translation from

lan~uages

in as simple a manner

The possibilities at the one extreme were to design

Language incorporating only those facilities common to all

of the object Language facilities

(i.e.

the intersection set).

At the other extreme, the choice was to design a Language incorporating all of the

facilities available in the target

(i.e. the union set).
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The advantage of designing a language with facilities

common

to all of the target languages is that it allows a direct mapping
of the source language onto the target language and thus simplify
the task of post-processor writing.

This approach would however

lead to smaller and smaller subsets of the Language facilities
being provided as more target languages were added.

Designing a

languaffe with all of the facilities provided by

all of the target

languages on the other hand,

would

have

a

major disadvantage in that a number of features net directly
provided in the target

language (such as

records in FORTRAN)

would have to be simulated in order to obtain the required result.
Furthermore,
of source

this would result in an increasingly

language facilities as more taryet

larse

set

lansuages were

addded.

Obviously both extremes are impractical, and a middle course
of action was fallowed, namely selecting a •useful' subset selected
from the union set.

Thus same of the richness found

in many

of the languages was retained.

Since FLOW-DL was designed for

the building of GNSD pictures,

all of the constructs required by structured programming are
provided.

FLOn-DL also provides the data definitions which

are possible with GHSGs.

The following table shows the GNSD

constructs and the extent to which simulation is necessary in
order to implement these constructs in each of the target languages.
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The classifications given in the table (X, Sand

L)

were based

on the ability to translate directly from the source code (FLOWDL) into the target code without the need to introduce additional
control mechanisms such as GO TO and PERFORM statements.

GNSD Construct

PASCAL

FORTRAN-IV

COBOL

procedure definition

--------------------

•

s

X
Sequence ( 0 f blocks]
Iteration (controlled]
X
X
Iteratation (do •1 hi l e 1
X
Unary selection ( i f then)
v
Gina r y selection ( i f then else) ~f\-a r y selection (case]
A
"
Procedure call
X

X

s

L

s

L
L
L
L
L
L

L
X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

data definition

--------------variables
arrays
records
variant records

•

s
s

X

X

X

L

X= No simulation required
L = Limited simulation required.
S =Full simulation required

As an example of these classifications,

the implementation of

the sequences construct in COBOL is considered.
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A 'sequence' may be defined as a number of blocks of any construct
placed in series.

For example,

the sequence of three blocks

(two simple and one selection block) is shown as follows

+--------------------------------------+
I Statement A
+--------------------------------------+
I if condition1
I
+---------\Y/-------+-------\N/--------+
I Statement 6
I Statement C
I
+-------------------+------------------+
I Statement D
+--------------------------------------+

-+

1<-- Block 1
-+

I
1<-- Block 2
I
-+

1<-- Block 3
-+

This sequence can be translated into COBOL as

•

STATE 1-i EN T-A
IF CONDITION-1
STATEI·IENT-B
ELSE
STATEf.IENT-C.
aJDIF
STATE:.iENT-D

In this example,

a direct translation into COBOL nas possible.

If however the previous GNSD forms part of some

larger GNSD,

such as in the followins example, there is no direct translation.

+--------------------------------------------+
I if condition 2
I
+--------------------\Y/---------------+-\N/-+
I Statement A
I
I
+--------------------------------------+
I
I if condition 1
I
I
+---------\Y/-------+-------\N/--------+
I
I Statement B
I Statement C
I
I
+-------------------+------------------+
I
I
I
I Statement 0
+--------------------------------------+-----+
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COBOL may therefore be considered as a 'block structured' language
with only one level of nesting allowed.

Accordingly, the sequence

construct in COBOL is classified as

in the table given.

(L)

8.1.2 The FLOW-DL transformations

•
The post-processors are required to

perfor~

the translations

from FLOW-DL source to FORTRAN, COBOL or Pascal target code.
This operation is implemented at
FLOV-DL 'statements'

•

in the GNSD tree)

t~o

levels. At the first

level,

(i.e. the text associated with each node

is translated.

DL structure (GNSD sub-trees)

In the second level, the FLOV-

is translated which provides the

necessary flow of control between

state~ents.

Statement transformations

Statement transformations are direct

translations of the text

held on each node within the GHSD tree with each node generating
one

line

in which

of source code.
the

line occurs does not

For example the
$

In the simple case,

FLO~-DL

affect

the

the construct
translation.

comment

initialize all counters

is translated into

C INITIALIZE ALL COUNTERS

(FORTRAN IV)

*

(COBOL)

INITIALIZE ALL COUNTERS

(* initialize all counters *l
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One of four sets of transformations may be selected depending
on in which of the four GNSDs trees the node occurs.

For example,

in the case of the functional description tree,

all the text

of all nodes are translated into comments.

Typical procedure definition tree statements are

PI { 3.14159
CIRCUM { PI * DIAMTR
which are translated into

•

PI = 3.14159
(FORTRAN IV)
CIRCUM = PI * DIAMTR
MOVE 3.14159 TO PI. (COBOL)
COMPUTE CIRCUM = PI * DIA"TR.
PI := 3.14159;
(PascaL)
CIRCUM := PI * DIAHTR;

A typical data definition translation is

•

XLARGE { F7.5
which becomes
REAL XLARGE
01

XLARGE

XLARGE:REAL;

(FORTRAN IV)
PIC 9(1)V9(5). (CODOL)
(Pascal)

Each node on the data base has a construct type (sequence, selection
etc.) which, together with the GNSD tree type uniquely identifies
the transformation routine to be applied to the node.
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'Boolean'

transformation

~ill

always be performed on

text of the node associated with selection or iteration

(do

while) in the procedure defintion tree.

Structure transformations

Structure transformations are performed in order to obtain the
functionally equivalent flon of control as specified
GIJSD.

in

Where the Language constructs facilitate a direct rneppins

of one FLOW-DL source construct onto one target construct,
in the cese of Pascal,
•

the

these

as

transformations consist of simply

inserting the correct 'keywords' before and after the (translated)
node text.

For example the following GNSD nould be translated

into Pascal by performing the pre-order traverse of the underlyino
GNSD procedure sub-tree,

and supplyins the correct Pascal 'key

word' as each node in the tree is encountered •

•
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GNSD

+-----------------------------+
I while condition 1

I

1/+---------------------------+
1/1 if condition 2
I
1/1-----\Y/-----+-----\N/-----1
1/1 statement A I Statement 8 I
1/1---------------------------+
1/1 statement C
I
+-----------------------------+
I statement D

I

+-----------------------------+
Pascal

WHILE CONDITION 1 DO
BEGIN
IF CONDITION 1 THEN
BEGIN
STATEMENT A;
END
ELSE
BEGIN
STATEMENT B;
END;
(*END IF*)
STATEMENT C;

•

Erm;

(*END \'/HI LE* 1

Where the target lanyuage does not provide as simple a mopping

•

of control structures, these control structures must be simulated
using a number of other control constructs
in that target
use of some
traverse

language.

'inherited'

information Qcquired during the tree

in order to make the correct translation.

GO TO and

are provided

In this case the post-processors make

the FORTRAN IV post-processor (FLOV-F4)

control.

~hich

For example

uses the unconditional

labelled CONTINUE statements to achieve the flow of

Labels are placed on a stack as each branch is encountered

in the GHSO tree,

and un-stacked
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expanded.

The following example shows the how labels are used

in iterations.

GNSD

+-----------------------------+
I while condition 1

I

1/+---------------------------1
1/1 while condition 2
I
1/1/+--------------------~----1

1/1/1 statement A
I
1/1/1 statement 8
I
1/1/1 •••
I
+-+-+-------------------------+
FORTRAN IV

•

5
15

IF [.NOT.(CONDITION 1)) GO TO 10
IF(.NOT.(CONDITION 2)) GO TO 20
STATEf.IENT A
STATEMENT B

...

20
10

GO TO 15
CONTINUE
GO TO 5
CONTINUE

In those cases nhere the target
similar to

language provides a construct

[but net the same as) the requirement of GNSDs, this

construct may be used.

For example, COOOL has a

which is simi lor to the GNSD 'do-while'.
generated by

FLO~COB

for

'do

until'

The COSOL target code

the previous iteration exawple would

be as follows
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IF NOT (CONDITION1) PERFORM LOOP-1 UNTIL CONDITION1 •

...
•••

LOOP-1.
IF NOT (CONDITION2) PERFORM LOOP-2 UNTIL CONDITION2.
LOOP-2.
STATEMENTA
STATEMENTS

...

The 'IF NOT (COf.JDITION)
to

overco~e

...

PERFORl-1. •• UNTIL

the 'one trip'

i s

introduced to

implementation of PERFORM statements

found in some CODOL compilers.

It should be noted that the left node of the iteration construct
in the GfiSD [which is the root of the Loop 'body')
during tho same traverse of the GNSD tree.
(and its associated sub-tree)

is not expanded

Instead this node

is queued together

~ith

a label

which defines the COBOL paraDraph (such as LOOP-1) for expansion
on a

later traverse.

Thus the FLCVCOD post-processor attempts

to process the GNSD tr6e in pre-order,

but whenever a PERFORM

is needed to implement the construct, the un-processed sub-tree
beneath that node is regarded as a new
expansion.

root

node

for

later

After each traverse of the tree, the queue is examined,

and any as yet un-processed sub-trees are then
root to be processed.

taken

as

the

The use of a queue ensures that the target

code produced follows in a logical sequence.

Imple•enting Data Structures

In

translating procEdure GtlSDs it was possible to

implement

a two Level translation process, since the translation of the
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of the node was not affected by the structure in which

it occured.

This approach is not always possible in translating

data structures.

For example, a special case of statement trans-

latian exists where the statement translation depends on the
structure in which the statement occurs such as that required
to implement FORTRAN arrays.

Arrays are specified in the folloving

form in the d6ta definition GNSD

GNSD

+-----------------------------+
I for dummyvar1 = n1 ,ra1

I

1/+---------------------------1
1/1 for dummyvar2 = n2,m2
I
1/1/+-------------------------+
1/1/1 arrayA:R6.3
I
1/1/1 array8:I4
I
1/1/1 •••
I
+-+-+-------------------------+

•

This GNSD would be translated into FORTRAN IV by FLOUF4 to produce:

REAL ARRAYA(N1 :•11 ,N2:M2)

INTEGER ARRAYB(N1:M1,N2:M2)

There is obviously no way that the post-processor could obtaining
the array subscripts simple by inspecting the node on
tree.

The subscript

information must therefore be remembered

from the preceeding for statement.
[n1 ,m1

the GNSD

FLOWf4 stacks the loop constrains

etc.) as each iteration construct is encountered in the

data definition tree.

Vhile this stack contains some information,

each data item encountered is translated as an array declaration.
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Another example of special translations occurs in the use of
procedural data structures (introduced in chapter 3).

The principle

of procedural data structures is that any data structure represented
by a GNSD can be simulated by producer and consumer procedures.
This

principle has been used in order to provide a 'record'

facility for FORTRAN IV.

Special translations are made in the

procedure tree whenever

record assignements are encountered.

Thus

RECA ( RECB
is translated into two call statements

CALL RECB(PRODCE)
CALL RECA(CONSME)
where PRODCE and CO/lSt·lE are parameters to the sub-routines 'ir.lplementing the

records'.

(The subroutines of course only implement

the assignment operator for the records).

Special

•

translations are also made on the data definition tree.

This tree is in fact processed
first

t~ice

by the

FLOVF4.

0n

the

pass, the tree produces the normal data declarations which

makes the fields of the record available to .the main procedure.
On the second pass

(which is performed after producing the code

for the procedure definition)

the records nodes are processed

and one FORTRAN subroutine is generated for each record defined.
Record nodes are identified during the first
for

later expansion.

The

record defintions

pass and queued

[uhich occur in the data defintion tree)
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are expanded simiLarly to if they were pr9cedure trees, except
that special Line translations are made for each data item declared.
Thus
+----------<<RECA>>-----------+
I IX=1 ,20
I

1/+---------------------------1
1/1 XLARGE:F6.2
I
1/1 YLARGE:F6.2
I
+-----------------------------+
is translated into

5

SUBROUTINE RECA(CPFLAG)
REAL XLARGE(1:20)
REAL YLARGE[1:20)
COHMON/COMH01/XLARGE,YLARGE
00 5 IX=1,20
CALL F4REC(XLARGE[IX),CPFLAG)
CALL F4REC(YLARGE(IX),CPFLAG)
CONTINUE
END

where F4REC is a special sub-routine which reads or writes from
an internal buffer,

dependin~

an the value of CPFLAG.

B.2 Programme trace and stub facilities

The

FLO~

environment is designed to include support

for

the

system building and testing phases of the software production
process.

One of the ways in which support is given by the

FLO~

environment in this regard is the provision of a programme trace
and stub generation facility.
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Trace facility

The Language post-processors provide a trace facility by inserting
'trace code'
process.
to

a

into the target code during the code generation

Consequently tracing is achieved without resorting

'trace

package'.

As mentioned in chapter 4, the

of tracins reGuired is set by trace cowmands
directives)

1

[past-processor

embedded within the FLOW-DL source.

tracing to be performed 1nay be set at one of three

ca a r se

1

:

level

1

The level of

!;ranulari~ies':

d i s p l a y s the name of t h e pro c e du r e and v a lues

of the input parameters upon entry,

and the output param-

eters upon return.

'medium':

displays as for 'coarse' as well as displayinr;

the entry into and exit from each block of the flowchart.

'fine': displays as for

'medium', as well as displaying

each statement in the order of execution,

and the

value

to be stored in the case of an assignment statement.

Any number of post-processor directives may be set within one
procedure, so that the level of

tracin~

way be altered according

to the requirements of the user.

The interface definition of the GNSD is used by the post-processors
in order to derive the 'coarse'

Level of trace

code.

Trace

statements are 9enerated at the beginning and end of the procedure
16 3·
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body of the target code for the input and output variables respectively.

For example the OPENF interface definition

+--<<INTERFACE DEFINTION>>------------------------+
I INCHAN { I4
$ INPUT CHANNEL NUNBER
I
I FILENAME { A6 G NAME OF FILE TO BE OPENED
I
I
I ERRCODE } I4 $ STANDARD SYSTEH ERROR CODE
+-------------------------------------------------+
nould be used by FLOVPAS to produces the following trace code.

BEGIN
WRITELN('*** PROCEDURE OPENF ENTERED***');
WRITELN( 1 INCHAN = ',INCHAN:4);
WRITELN('FILENAME = 1 ,FILENAME:SJ;

•

••••

body of procedure OPENF
••••
WRITELN('ERRCODE = ',ERRCODE:4);
WRITELN('*** PROCEDURE OPENF RETURNED***')
END; (*OPENF*J

The 'medium' Level of tracing is obtained by allowinu the postprocessors to generate additional code in order to display messages
which will appear whenever the begining or end of each GNSD
selection or iteration block is encountered.

The statment associated

with the selection or iteration node is also displayed so that
the user may easily identify the GNSD block.
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'medium' tracing for the following GNSD

+-----------------------------+
I if XVAL = 1
I
1------\Y/-----+------\N/-----1
I .••
I •••
I
1-----------------------------+
I •••
I
+-----------------------------+
would be generated by

as

\'IRITE ( 6 , 1 )
FORMAT("IF XVAL = 1 n)
IF XVAL = 1

1

c
c

.,

FLO~F4

IF (.NOT.(XVAL.EQ.1) GOTO 10
\'IRITE(6,2)
FORMAT("
TRUE")

2

...

GO TO 15

c
c

ELSE
WRITE(6,11)
FORMAT("
FALSE")

10
11

•••

c
c

END IF

WRITE(6,16)
FORMAT("END IF")

15
16

•••

The

'fine'

trace

levc l

requires the post-processor to produce

code displaying each assignment statement found
of the

in

GNSD together with the value to be stored.

GNSD block

+----------------------------------+
I •••
I
I SALESTAX { COST
I oo•

*

I
I

TAXRATE

+----------------------------------+
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would be used by FLOWCOB to produce
•••

COMPUTE SALESTAX = COST * TAXRATE •
DISPLAY 'SALESTAX I COST* TAXRATE ---

1

,SALESTAX •

•••

within the procedure division of a COBOL programme •

•

Stub facility

The creation of programme

'stubs'

has been found to be a very

useful tool during the top down development of a system.

The

FLGV environment forces the creation of an interface specification
before a procedure can be referenced so that interface definitions
will exist for

all

referenced procedures.

The post-processors

ore able to use these interface definitions to generate
automatically for the as yet

'un~ritten'

procedures.

'stubs'

The generetion

of a stub is a similar to the generation of 'coarse'

tracing

described above, with the exception of the v&lues of the parameters
defined as output parameters

••

(if any)

which are requested from

the user instead of being displayed.

Thus the previous OPENF interface definition could be used to
generate the following Pascal stub

BEGIN
WRITELN('*** PROCEDURE OPENF ENTERED *** 1 1;
WRITELN('INCHAN = 1 ,INCHAN:41;
WRITELN( 1 FILENAHE = ',FILENAME:&);
WRITE('ENTER ERRCODE : 1 ) ;
READLN(ERRCODEJ;
WRITELN('*** PROCEDURE OPENF RETURNED***')
END; (*OPENF*l
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This stub, when used in an the testing of an intermediate system,
allows the user to manually enter the

return

parameter,

and

thus allows top-down testing to proceed.

•

8.3 Maintainability

Although tar,et code created within the FLOW environment may
be used transparently during
without

soft~are

production [i.e. generated

the user ever being required to read it), it is possible

that the code produced will have to be maintained in its output
[target code) form.

To cater for this need, the post-processors

have been designed to produce highly readable output in a standardised format.

Translation

from

the higher order

language

target langauge is a purely mechanical process.
is therefore able to adhere strictly to
•

which may be defined for the target

lan~uage.

FLG~-DL

into the

The post-processor

pro8ramming standards
A number of recommend-

ations for standards and good programming practice exist e.g.[Lee30],
[Ledg76], and many of these recomendations have been implemented
in the current post-processors.
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Prettypr1nting

If 'mechanically produced'

target code is to be maintained (in

its output form), it must be made 'readable.'
achieve this

•

The post-processors

requirement by providing indendation in the code

produced and by inserting helpful comments wherever possible •

Indentation

is used to show the scope of each iteration and

selection construct.

The indentation is easiLy

implemented

in the post-processor by keeping track of the LevEL of nesting
of blocks

•

the GNSD being translated •

~ithin

Readability

is improved by inserting comments which are used

to show the 'original'

statement as opposed to

the translated

form whenever this is significantly different from the original.
For example, the FORTRAN comment

C

c

IF XLARGE

<=

100.0

precedes the translated Line
IF (.NOT.(XLARGE.LE.100.0)) GO TO 25

Comments are also used to introduce
the target code.

•

of

indentation

blocks.

'pseudo statements'

into

These 'pseudo statements' enhance the effectivenss
in defining the scope of the translated GNSD

For example,

the scope of a selection is terminated

by the end if 'pseudo statement' in all three of the post-processor
target languages.

Si~ilary

where an else is not provided, comments
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are used.

Thus an 'if statement' would be shown as

c
c

IF XLARGE <= 100.0

25

GO TO 30
CONTINUE
ELSE

IF (.NOT.(XLARGE.LE.100.0)) GO TO 25
••••
••••

•

c
c

30

c
c

........
CONTINUE
ENOIF

-----

Users of the above forQ of FORTRAN listins have found

•

it easy

to ignore the GOTOs and CONTINUEs, and to read only those control
structures underlined.

Flow charts

In order

that

proGramme documentation

be of any use during

the software maintenance phose of the software development
cycle,

it is essential

up to date.
phase!)

(The same

life

that this documentation be correct and
remark is also true in the development

Since it is highly unlikely that the manually created

documentation of medium sized systems nill correspond with the
'as implemented' system at any one point in time (to say nothing
of

•

lar~e

scale systems),

syste~

builders have tended to discard

traditional documentation [flowcharts etc.) and turned to writing
'self documenting' code.
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To alleviate the documentation production problem, a special
purpose post-processor, FLOW-CHART, capable of drawing GNSDs
directly

from the source code on the software production data

base has been included as part of the environment.

•

The use of

FLO~-CHART

in generating

'hard copy' GNSDs has been

found to give a considerable saving in time previously spent
on this activity during the development phase, (if indeed documentation was previously done during development)

as well

as

in

savings during maintenahce phase by virtue of the 100% correspondence
between the FLOW-CHART documentation and the high-Level

•

Langauge

target code (since they are both generated from the same source
code).

The implementation of

FLO~-CHART

is straight-forward and uses

many of the techniques described earlier for Language post-processo r s.

The four GNSD trees are translated into four separate

diaGrams Labelled 'functional description',

•

'data

definition'

and

'interface definition',

'procedure definition'

It is obviously not necessary for FLOV-CHART to

respectively •
perform any

statement translations since the statements in the GNSD to be
produced are in FLOW-DL form

~

[although the

Language specific

transformations as used in the high-Level Language post-processors

'L

§;

co u Ld e as i Ly be a p p Lied i f Language spec i f i c GfJ S 0 s a r e r e q u i r e d

t~

~

•

for users who are not familiar with FLOW-OL notation).

l

t

1

l

l

~
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FLOW-CHART traverses four GNSD trees in pre-order sequence producing
one or more line of the GNSD as each node is expanded.

1

FLOW-EDIT,

'

lines of text are not truncated if they exceed the

width of the block in which they occur,

but rather

allowed to extend into the adjacent GNSD blocks.

•

overwriting one another,
on a separate
too small,
the GNSD

Unlike

line.

for

are

To avoid lines

each node containing text is printed

When the size of the GHSD block becomes

the node being processed is treated
tree

they

as

a

leaf of

the purposes of the current diagram.

The

sub-tree rooted on this node is then queued for subsequent processing

•

One of the prQblems encountered in implementing FLOW-EDIT was
how to
make

reduce the

opti~al

length of the output document

use of the terminal screen space.

in

found

to

The solutions

found the this problem are applicable to FLOWCHART,
been

order

and it has

in practice that the GNSDs which are produced by

are considerably shorter than the corresponding
produced by the other post-processors.

target

code

This makes the FLOWCHART

listings practical working documents.

The implementation of post-processors has been found to be surpris•

ingly easy.

As expected,

the Pascal post-processor was

the

one most easily implemented due to its block structure and a
direct correspondence of Language constructs to GNSD constructs.
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With the exception of the implementation of the record facility,
(which was done mainly for experimental reasons)
post-processor was also found

the .FORTRAN

to be straight-forward.

This

was due to the fact that the GNSD control structures in FORTRAN

•

are implemented using unconditional GO TO

and CONTINUE statements •

The implementation of the COBOL post-processor posed some problems
due

to

the

desire to produce

'structured'

targ~t

code.

this were not the case, GO TOs could also have been

•

used

(If
in

the COBOL target code.)

The following table shows the relative sizes of the post-processors
using the number of P-cade instructions produced by the compiler
for each as a measure.

•

post-processor

size

FLOW-F4

4500

FLOW-PAS

2500

FLOW-COB

3500

FLOW-CHART

2000

Note that the size of all of the above past-processors could
•

be reduced (if required) by optimizing their source code since,
as in the case of FLOW-EDIT, a Large amount of code is

r~peated

within the past-processors to enhance their maintainability.
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Experience with the current post-processors have shown the utility
of the FLOW-DL data base approach, and the writing of new postprocessors for procedure oriented languages should present no
real problems •

•

•

,.
,,.,.

1:

•

•
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9. Practical experience in the use of the FLOW environ•ant.

9.1 The prototype

The

current

implementation of the FLOW environment followed

two years of experimentation using a prototype ·system.

The

prototype, called FLOWTRAH, was implemented in FORTRAN IV, and
produced FORTRAN IV target code.
has been

Although the current environment

re-designed and re-written in Pascal, it is instructive

to discuss the prototype, since most of the practical experience
in programming environments using Nassi Shneiderman Diagrams
has been derived from use of this system.

FLOWTRAN had

limited capabilities, being able to translate only

the procedure definition constructs of GNSDs.

The interface

definition of the programme was entered in response to prompts
('enter procedure name','enter parameters', etc.),

and the data

definitions were entered using function keys which selected
the FORTRAN data types

(REAL,INTEGER etc.),

name of the data item being declared.

followed

by

the

The use of function keys

for the data type names reduced the number of keystrokes required
for

entering this part of the programme, and eliminated spelling

errors in the data definition.

Function keys were also used

to select the GNSD construct in the procedure definition.

•

entered in the procedure definition (i.e.
GNSD boxes)

Statements

the content of the

were required to be valid FORTRAN IV statements,

were not checked for syntax errors,
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the

Experience

code generation section of FLOWTRAN without any form

of intermediate code.

FLOWTRAN

demonstrated the practicality and usefulness of an

environment using on GNSDs, and provided a vehicle for experimenting
with design alternatives.

The practical experience gained in

the use of FLOtlTRAN was invaluable in enabling the author to
decide

subsequently on which facilities should form part of

a good software production tool. This practical experience is
considered

to

have been particularly important in the human

interface design,

•

and has hopefully

lead to a well engineered

human interface •

The prototype was used by the author and three colleagues on
projects of varying size and complexity.
systems

developed using

the

Two of the software

prototype are discussed below.

A short description of the function of each of these systems
is given in order to provide the necessary perspective in evaluating
any potential improvement in productivity.

File transfer syste•.

The file transfer system was the first meaningful project on
which FLOtlTRAN was used,
only the most

and was undertaken at the stage when

rudimentary functions

generator) had been implemented.

(a simple editor and code

The file transfer system was

designed to facilitate the transfer of files between two computers
over an asynchronous communication
176
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the necessary protocol for blocked data transfer with error
detection and retransmission on block checksum error.

The system

also provided the facility to specify the name of the file on
the receiving computer system from

the transmitting computer,

and to be able to return messages

regarding errors made in the

creation and naming of the files.

The

fiLe

transfer system consisted of 30 subroutines, 22 of

which were produced using FLOVTRAN.

Th~

average Length of each

subroutine was 40 executable FORTRAN statements and the project
was completed in six

•

In spite of the

~eeks

•

Limited facilities provided by FLOtlTRAN at that

stage, and in spite of the numerous bugs

~hich

had to be 'worked

around', FLOVTRAN was regarded as beneficial by the user who
commented

'FLOWTRAN forced a higher

Level of thinking, encouraging

the development of the system by functional decomposition.
Design,

implementation and debugging were possible directly

from the [hand drawn)

NSDs,

and the automatic generation

of source code resulted in one
could be made.

less area in which errors

FLOWTRAN Lacked many of the

faciLities

which are provided in the new FLOW environment, in particular
the variable and interface checking and trace facilities,
and

the

ability

to easily modify

the NSD being built.

These features are considered important in making the environment a useful tool.

In spite of the
177
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a

tool

Experience

was still preferable to hand coding the

programmes in FORTRAN.

'One

limitation which was encountered, and which persists

in the current FLOV environment, is that the physical size
of the screen does not allow the entire content of a module
to be displayed.
FLO~TRAN

In general,

however,

learning

to

use

was very easy, especially if the user was familiar

with HSDs, and the goal of a twofold productivity improvement
was reached even with this primitive version.'

The success and enthusiasm inspired by this first

system

led

to the decision to extend FLOWTRAN to include a hardcopy NSD
generator (the function currently provided by FLOW-CHART), and
some minor editing and code generation improvements.
•extended'

Vith this

environment, it was decided to undertake an ambitious

medium sized project.

laboratory syste•

The development of the laboratory
opportunity to use FLOWTRAN on a

system provided the first

mediu~

scale project (i.e. a

project of size in excess of 6 man months).

The specification

of the system stated that the development was to be undertaken
in FORTRAN IV.

This requirement would obviously have made structured

programming very difficult, if not impossible; for this reason,
FLOWTRAN seemed an ideal tool.
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exclusively for

it was decided that FLOWTRAN was to be used
the creation of the targetted FORTRAN

code,

and the temptation of editing the target code with a text editor
once it had been generated was to be avoided.

This decision

was made to ensure that flowcharts would always match the target

•

code, since they were both generated

from

the

same

source •

One consequence of this decision was that a way had to be found
to 'fix' a source file (the prototype's version of the internal
representation which was dumped and

Loaded from

it had been corrupted due to bugs in FLOWTRAN.

the disk]

if

(A common bug

was that the pointers which defined the GNSD tree were often
•

incorrect after a complex session of insertions and deletions].
In retrospect, this trade-off was well worth the effort, although
at the time it was felt to be a major drawback.

The

system

developed is currently in use at the haematology

laboratory of the Groote Schuur Hospital, Cape Town.

The functions

performed by this system include the routing of blood specimens
•

to the various benches within the
of tests are performed,

laboratory where a variety

the collection and reporting of test

results, and the provision of laboratory management information.

This system was implemented on a mini-computer, and many practical
constraints which were imposed by the hardware had to be token
into account.

As an example, the operating system of the mini-

computer allowed a maximum of two independent

programmes

to

operate concurrently (known as the 'background' and 'foreground'
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programmes), although each of these programmes could consist
of multiple concurrent tasks.

In the system developed,

the foreground programme was used to

control the on-line collection of data from three

•

i~struments,

five CRT terminals and eleven special purpose terminals.
requirement and the lack of an un-pended I/0 facility

This

resulted

in a design whereby each I/0 device [instrument or terminal)
was controlled by an independent task.
fairly

complex,

since,

This in turn made program@ing

in order to provide record access and

Locking facilities for these multiple active
•

base'

tasks,

a

'data

task was required [the system having being implemented

without the

Luxury of a data base management

system).

Thus

the foreground programme had to contend with all of the problems
associated with multiple concurrent intercommunicating tasks.

The background programme which runs in parallel with the 'online
system' in the foreground was the next most difficult component.
This programme is used to examine a multiple priority 'request
queue' created by the foreground programme and a print-out of
the appropriate requests for reports is produced.

The system currently consists of 15 programmes [including utilities),
J

the most complex of these programmes [the 'foreground programme'
described above)

comprising 126 subroutines and utilising 31

overlays with overlays containin9 multiple subroutines.

The

overlay-code to resident-code ratio of this programme is approx180
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The following table gives some statistics concerning

the system:

Lab Syste• Development

•

Number of programmes in system ••••••••••••••••• 15
Number of FORTRAN IV subroutines •••••••••••••• 178
Number of machine code subroutines •••••••••••••• 8
Total source code Lines (approx.) •••••••••• 10000
Average lines/flowchart •••••••••••••••••••••••• 53
Average FORTRAN IV Lines generated/flowchart ••• 96
Lines entered manually •••••••••••••••••••• 47 (49%)
comments generated •••••••••••••••••••••••• 35 (36%)
control structures generated •••••••••••••• 14 (15%)

•

Systems analysis and functional specification ••• 3 man months
Programme design, coding and testing •••••••••••• 7 man months
Lines/man month •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••2571
The aspects of FLO\iTRAN v1hich are regarded as having contributed
most towards the productivity attained are

-

enforced structured programming

-

the

•
'interface

Lookup facility'

(in FLOWTRAN, the call

arguments were displayed for references purposes whenever
a subroutine was called, although no checking was performed).

tracing

(the

prototype tracing was the equivalent of

'course tracing' described in chapter 8).

-

the stub generation facility.
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The use of FLOWTRAN on this project produced a number of surprises.
The first surprise was encountered while entering programmes
in NSO form at the terminal.

It was noted that a large amount

of concentration was needed to build GNSOs interactively,
that the process seemed very tedious.

and

For example, it was found

that the creation of each new GNSO construct was carefully considered as compared to the insertion a keyword such as 'IF' using
a traditional text editor.
to

the

fact

This phenomenom can only be ascribed

that the graphical

representation of programmes

makes a clear distinction between the control
the body of the programme,
•

structure

and

a distinction which is Lost in the

text of a traditional programme.

The consequence of this distinction

highlighted by the GNSO diagram is that the issuing of commands
which markedly affect the picture [or in reality the flow of
control

of

the

programme)

is not performed without the user

first reflecting on its effect.

The second surprise was that an almost unbelievably small number
•

of compilation errors [i.e. errors detected by the FORTRAN compiler)
were

encountered after each attempt at entering or updating

the GNSDs, in spite of there being no syntax checker provided
by the prototype.

This fact was only brought horne when a number

of 'quick' programmes were written directly in FORTRAN on another
system,

where approximately one in ten insertion or modification

attempts on a module resulted a compilation an error.
error

rate

FLO~TRAN

and

The low

the amount of concentration which the use of

seemed to demand appear to be interrelated.

That is

to say, FLOVTRAN enfQrced care in the design and coding,
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this in turn Lead to error free target code.

The third surprise was noted shortly after the

start of the

project after a period in which both the FORTRAN and flowchart
Listings were generated.

•

It was soon realised that the flowchart

Listing was far easier to read than the FORTRAN code (with all
its GO TOs), and that any modifications required could be easiLy
sketched on this flowchart
code was abandoned,

listing.

Consequently the FORTRAN

and the flowchart

listings were adopted

as the working document for development.
code became transparent.
•

(or graphical)

In effect, the target

The practicality of a flowchart-based

Language was confirmed.

At the same time, practical

experience showed that a hardcopy printer is as
part

essential

a

of a programmer's workstation as the display terminal.

Using flowchart

Listings instead of source code

to a useful side effect,

Listing

Leads

in that modular design was enforced,

because non-modular flowcharts soon became very

'cluttered'

and unintelligable.

The colleague who assisted in this project commented afterwards

'Coding a

programme as a Nassi Shneiderman Diagram was

found to have considerable advantages of the conventional
method.

The function key/menu based operations were found

to be Logical and easy to use.

FLOWTRAN encouraged top-

down programme design and stepwise refinement, and resulted
in a reduction of compile time errors.

In fact,

back, I do not recall having made any errors.
183
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'The major area of FLOWTRAN requiring improvement is the
editor.

It was sometimes easier to

re-enter

an

entire

programme rather than to modify an existing one.'

9.2 The FLOW environ•ent

Since the complete FLOW environment has only recently been completed,
very

Little experience has been

One small scale project,

gained

its

application.

a preventative maintenance planning

system, was undertaken using the
•

in

FLO~

environment whiLst

it

was stiLL under developement, and some parts of the FLOVJ environment,
such as the environment manager [written in FORTRAN)
of the syntax checker [written in Pascal)

and parts

have been generated

using FLOWF4 and FLOWPAS.

The remarks so far has been favourable and the comments of a
colleague [who developed the preventative maintenance system)
sum up the current situation

'The FLOW environment as a principle:

-

the best thing forcing you away from code generation

towards programming while pretending to help you

- plus actually being a real helper

Looking back,

a

good
184
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'On FLOV/-EDIT:

-

•

the first

and foremost advantag3 i& the automatic

tracking of the relative call Level and IF nesting;
probably the naughtiest bug killer.

- hard after that is the call parameter support.

- an absolute time saver are the basic 'box' functions,

•

with automatic 'frame' generation

(even

aside

from

the philosophy of the FLOV approach to problem salving].

'Some current problems:

-the

'inline'

editor

Looks at me and knoRs

•

~hat

The

Line

to object to 'no escape unless you comply' situations.

definitely not a system for dumb terminals and I/0

bound machines.'

•
105

•

to put in place.

syntax checking is nice sometimes, but 'hackers' tend

,.'·

is only good enough when it

•

10. Portability issues.

It is obviously advantageous for any software production environment
to be able to operate under more than one specific hardware
and/or software configuration, and perhaps more importantly,
to allow development of systems targetted for
•

configuration.

more

than

one

A number of factors affect the portability of

the FLOW environment including the hardware on which the implementation

is mounted,

the particular dialect of the

Language in

which the programmes are written, and the operating system used
for

•

the environment. The portability of the target code produced

by the post-processors should also be considered •

The

FLOW environment was designed bearing these portability

factors in mind, and a general principle was adopted in order
to enhance portability, namely that all facilities which could
affect portability were to be localised either within separate
procedures or,

•

in the extreme case, within separate programmes.

As an example, the environment manager (described in chapter 5)
provides the operating system interface facilities and is not
likely to be able to be ported to execute under another operating
system.

The environment manager is a small

'self-sufficient'

programme, which communicates with the other programmes via
the file system.

•

On the other hand, the remainder of the programmes

within the environment are written using standard Pascal (with
exceptions noted below), and make no assumptions regarding the
facilities of the operating system other than those supported
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by Pascal.

10.1 Hardware.

•

Ter•inal Display Features

The

characteristics of the CRT terminals used with the FLOW

environment will have a bearing on the way in which GNSDs ni ll
be edited, and consequently affect the portability of

FLO~-EDIT.

Many of the terminals currently available provide features which
•

may (indeed should) be used to good effect in producing a well
engineered human interface.
terminal

Access to all of these 'special'

features in FLOW-EDIT are achieved via procedure calls.

Having a separate procedure for
the

similar

each terminal feature allows

features on different terminals to be supported

by simply modifying the appropriate procedure.

For example,

the procedures DIM and BRIGHT are used to set the terminal display

e

mode to either half or full intensity output.
all user input in BRIGHT,

and all system output in DIM).

a terminal supports this feature,
written to make use of it.

(FLOn-EDIT displays
If

the appropriate code can be

If the feature is not available,

a dummy procedure may be used without affecting the operation
of FLOW-EDIT.
•

New terminal types are therefore supported by

replacing terminal-specific procedures with new procedures which
are functionally equivalent.

Of the various features provided by terminals, only one is essential
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the

implementation of FLOW-EDIT namely,

the facility

for

direct cursor positioning i.e. the ability to position the cursor
programmatically at any co-ordinate within the display screen

..

matrix.

The resolution required for this crude form of graphics

is very

Low (1 character by 1 character), and thus FLOi"I-EDIT

will operate on both

'graphic'

and

'non-graphic'

terminals •

Direct cursor positioning is required for the drawing of GNSDs,
and it is also used for cursor positioning, allowing the user
to

identify

It should be

places of interest on the screen.

noted that the user positions the cursor by entering text com@ands,
which are then translated into appropriate screen addressin9
•

codes, and not by means of a cursor positioning device
as a cross hair cursor,

'mouse',

such

Light pen or bit-pad as found

on some graphics terminals.

Various other features are desirable, but by no means essential,
such as the full and half intensity display (mentioned above)
and
-

the

ability to scroll the screen image i.e.

the ability

to roll the entire contents of the screen upward by one
when writing on the

last

line of the screen.

shown that the (sequential)
nesting of a GNSO,
a terminal screen.

length,

is the factor

line

Experience has

rather than the depth of

limiting the full display on

This tendency away from deep nesting follows

from the useful side effect which GNSDs impose on programmers
in structuring systems,
nested,

namely 'once a block is

too

heavily

it's about time that a procedure should be called.')

In this regard, practical experience in the use of GNSDs has
shown that they exhibit the properties of traditional programme
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in spite of the many theories regarding elision for

syntax directed editors [Wate82],
'old fashioned'

the method adopted by

editors, namely scrolling,

the

is both effective

and desirable.

•

Ter•inal keyboard

The keyboards of terminals currently available differ mainly
in the number of special function keys provided,
way

in which these keys operate.

For example,

and

in

the

some function

keys generate a function key header character, followed by the
•

function

key identifier.

Function keys have the advantage of

providing unique keys for pre-selected actions, and definitely
improve the user interface.

The prototype version of FLOW-EDIT

made extensive use of function keys in order to provide both
key words and commands, and this was found to be a successful
means of entering and editing GNSD.

In order to

implement the

GNSD picture building commands using function keys in the current•

implementation, at least 10 such keys would be required.

Since

a great many terminals do not provide this minimum requirement,
it was decided [in the interests of portability)
FLOW-EDIT without making use of any

to

implement

function keys at all.

The

command Language was re-designed so that special keys are not
required and the current implementation now requires only the
minimum keyboard layout such as would be required in traditional
programme editing for Pascal.
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concept

of function keys was not abandoned however

(for

reasons described above), but rather an alternative measure
was used to achieve the same effect.
that (almost without exception)

This was done by noting

terminal keyboards provide the

numerals along the top row of the keyboard.

•

FLOn-DL was then

defined such that any number entered at the beginning of a
is treated as a function key.

-

line

This was possible because

valid text lines within a 'sequence' block must be assignment

statements or comments; assignment statements must begin
with a variable name (which may not. begin with a number),

•

and comments must begin with the $ comment indicator •

-

v a l i d en t r i e s w i t h i n

1

con t r o l '

b locks

must be a predicates and function keys

( IF , \"!HI L E etc )
are

not

allowed

as part of any predicate.

Thus any terminal

input which begins with a numeral is treated

as a 'function key' and used for GNSD picture building.
the keys along the top row of the terminal permits a

Having

'template'

to be drawn with the appropriate symbols for the GNSD commands
shown,

and this template may be pasted on the terminal above

the numeral keys for easy reference.
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Keyboard with te•plate

,,

OD -

The keyboard/terminal hardware
the character set provided.

•

symbols'
order

to

[{ ) [

l

$

I

presents a second problem, namely

FLOW-DL is defined using some 'special

etc.)

which are not always

allow portability,

as parameters

~ithin

nl3j
--:: __ _

all of the

found.

In

these symbols have been defined
FLO~

programmes [FLOV-EDIT and

the post-processors], and these symbols may be easily changed,
if required, for use on a particular terminal.

Computer syste• interactiveness

The interactiveness of the host computer on which the environment
is mounted [i.e. the ability of the computer to

react

to the

depressing of terminal keys) has a marked impact on portability.
Without formal classifications,

three types of computer system

can be identified, namely micros, minis and mainframes.
major distinction between these types of systems from

The

the FLOW

environment's point of view is the amount of interaction which
is normally achieved.

Typically, the implementation of a programme

such as FLOV-EDIT on a micro computer [or single user] system
191
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would allow each

chara~ter

to be processed immediately.

Thus

the editor programme executing on a micro could implement cursor
movement and in-line correction by defining specific keys for
the movement and editing commands.
user),

Mini computer systems [multi

although also character oriented,

would usually have

entire Lines read by the operating system [i.e. strings of characters
followed by a terminator such as newline or carriage return),
gith some editing facilities

[such as delete last character)

being performed by the operating system.
then passed to the programme.
is not possible;

•

terminator,

Thus iomediate response to keys

for example,

command would require at

the entry of a cursor movement

least two keys,

to be pressed.

Complete lines would

the command and the

The terminals connected to mainframe

computers usally allow the text to be entered and edited locally
(i.e.

the

terminals usually have

limited intelligence), and

this text is transferred to the computer only when the transmit
key

is

pressed.

These differences in operation are perhaps

the most difficult to overcome in porting interactive software,
~

since the way in which the terminal operates will affect the
actual design.

This perhaps explains why portable interactive

tools are not freely available.

Computer system address space

The micra/mini/mainframe implementation is also an issue affecting
the allowable address space.
systems generally

Again micro and mini

computer

limit the address space of the application

programmes to G4K bytes, whilst mainframes do
192
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impose practical

limits on programme size.

The architecture

of the FLOW environment allows each component of the

syste~

to be a small independent programme, and these programmes have
been implemented in less than 32K bytes of memory (without overlaying)

•

Thus

the address space requirement is not a major

concern •

10.2 Software

Portable P4 Pascal with extensions

•

The FLOW environment was written using a portable P4 Pascal
compiler.

Although this compiler imposed many unneccessary

restrictions

(such as Limitins text

Literals to a maximum of

16 characters), it did enforce a highly portable implementation.
Two extensions to standard

Pascal [Jens78] have been implemrinted

in the version of the compiler used, namely the use of external
procedures,
•

and the ability to access records randomly.

The

extension which permits procedures to be compiled separately
is merely a convenience for the developer,
matter to

and it is a trivial

include the external procedures within the main body

of each programme instead of the EXTERNAL definition.

The
4

random

access extension is,

unfortunately, an essential

part of the implementation of the FLOW environment programmes.
According to the philosophy adopted

(design for portability),

the extended Pascal statements are used exclusively in a few
special

I/0

procedures.

Thus for
193
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statements for

random file

reading from the source data base

are to be found in the source read procedure defined as

PROCEDURE READSOURCE(REC:SOURCEREC;
NUM:SRECNUM);

where REC is the record which is to be read,
record number.

and

NUM

is

the

Many implementations of REAOSOURCE are possible.

For example, if a sufficiently large oddress space ise available,
READSOURCE

could be implemented as a table

look-up in place

of a file access •

•

Data Base file handling Systea

The rundom file access facilities used in the current implementation
of the FLOV environment are actually a poor substitute for

some

form of data base file handling, and if a data base system were
available,

•

its usage would be preferred.

the FLOW environment have in fact been

The

~ritten

pro~rammes

of

with a conceptual

data base handler in mind, and if a data base

file

handling

system (not necessariLy a data base management system) is available,
it could easily be accommodated.

The

'conceptual data base'

forms one of three 'layers'.

The

first Loyer implements the main functions of the FLOW programmes,
but does not perform any I/0.

All I/0 is performed by means

of procedure calls from the firGt

layer

to

a

second

Layer.

This second Layer includes the conceptual data base access proced194
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ures.

Since

the current implementation does not use a data

base file system, all procedures in the second layer are required
to simulate the data base operations by calling the third (primitive)
layer.

The third Layer then performs the functionally equivalent

(compiler specific or operating system specific) operations.
ALL non-portable code occurs within this Layer.

As an example

of this layered approach, the entry point record access procedure
in (a second layer procedure) is defined as

PROCEDURE EPPACK(OPTION:DBOPT;
NAME:EPKEY;
REC:EPREC;
MSG:EPERMSG;
STATUS:EPSTATUS)

•

Where OPTION is the

'conceptual data base' operation namely,

R for Read, W for write, or X for Oelete.

The

na~e

of the entry

point is given in NAME, and the record containing all details
pertaining to the entry point is given in AEC. NSG is returned
containing a message that can be displayed, and STATUS

is

a

code which indicates an exception status or whether the procedure
has been successfuly completed

10.3 Software generated

An attempt has been made in all of the current post-processors
to generate standard target code.
here,

namely

Two aspects are considered

language implementation differences, and the trace

facility provided.
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Language i•ple•entation differences

Vhere implementation differences have been identified, an attempt
has been made to circumvent them.

Thus, for example, the COBOL

code generated for a GNSD WHILE construct is

IF NOT (VALUE = 100)
PERFORM WHILE-LOOP-1 UNTIL VALUE = 100.
This code enforces a 'zero trip loop', as required by the GNSD,
and will operate correctly irrespective of the whether the code
generated by the compiler executes WHILE-LOOP-1
at all if VALUE= 100 on the first iteration.
•

ation differences are

once

or

not

l•iany more implement-

likely to become apparent when the FLOW

environment or the target code produced is actually implemented
on different systems.

Trace facility

4

The trace facility provided by the FLOW environment [described
in chapter 8) is fully portable, since the trace output is generated
by high

level [portable)

source code inserted within the code

generated by the post-processors.
environment's

In this respect,

the FLOW

trace facility differs from most of the other

trace fa c i l i t i e s a v a i Lab Le w hi c h are provided as an ape rat i n g
4

system or compiler function, or by means of a separate pre-processor
e.g. [Scha80].

1 S6
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10.4 The 'non portability' issue

Although

a high degree of portability of software generated

by the FLOW post-processors is a desirable goal,

portability

should not be taken to the extreme, and implementation specific

•

code should be allowed.

In the current implementation of the

FLOn environment, FLOV-DL has been extended to allow lines to
be entered which will by-pass the syntax checking procedure
of FLOW-EDIT.

The post-processors will then output these Lines

wihout any translation (althou8h automatic indentation is performed
to maintain readability).
•

Thus, should users require some special

(and possibly non-portable)
to

modify

the

target code,

code generated.

they are not forced

This has the advantaye that,

although some of the error dutection mechanisms have been bypassed,

the GNSD documentation will still contain the 'as imple-

mented'

code.

target

Tho onus will

language compiler)

then be upon the

user

[and

to validate the correctness of the

line entered; this approach is considered preferable
4

the

alternatives.
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11. Conclusions and topics for futura research.

11.1 Conclusions.

There has been a growing trend away from the use of flow-charts
supported by a number of experimental studies
•

[Shne77]

In

the introduction, it was pointed out that the ability of a civil
engineer to design a bridge and communicate this design by means
of words alone would be seriously questioned.

Yet, many software

engineers do just that.

•

The FLO\"J environment has been created to allow pictures to play
their rightful
not

to

say

from current
are

rOle in the production of software.

That

is

that the FLOW environ~ent is a drastic departure
prosram~ing

environments, but merely that pictures

utilised where applicable.

In most other respects,

the

FLOV environment was built along the Lines of current software
production environments, namely that a number of tools are integrated
and a central data base is employed.

The FLOtl environment also

embodies a number of methodologies such as structured programming
and system development by functional decomposition and stepwise
refinement.

The objective in developing the FLOW environment was to attain
a reduction in development and maintenance effort by a factor
of two in the production of medium to Large scale software systems.
Without forwal measurements having been taken, a process which
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would be both difficult and costly [Scha82]

(since,

ideally,

two project teams working independently on the identical project
for a period of six months or more should be monitored under
controlled
users

conditions), it has generally been accepted by all

that

the objectives

have been met,

if not surpassed.

A conclusion that can be drawn is therefore:

'A software production environment using GNSDs can result
in a twofold improvement in proGramme ·development and maintenance effort'

•

The reason for stating that this 'a conclusion that can be drawn ••• •,
(as opposed to
an

'the conclusion is ••• ')

understatement

of

the

is that

the above

is

real software production problem.

The acuteness of this problem has been emphasised in the current
work,

and in a way,

industry,

stating,

the above is an indictment of the software
in effect,

that major improvements can be

brought about in the process of software production simply by
using those tools and techniques which are currently nell known.
The

FLOW environment is a very simple (possibly even crude)

facility,

but it makes use of ideas, many of which are plain

old-fashioned good sense, and others which have appeared regularly
t h e l i t e r a t u r e i n o n e f o rm o r a n o t h e r •

A mo r e r e a l i s t i c

(a lbei t

cynical) conclusion to the current work might therefore be

'The application of computers and current software production.
technology is in such an underdeveloped
use of a relatively simple tool, such as the
200
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result in major improvements in the software production

process•

So as not to present this conclusion as a criticism, it is possible
to re-phrase it in the form of a challenge:

'The use of a relatively simple tool has resulted in major
improvements in the software production
underlines

the

process.

benefits that could be derived from

This
the

development of more sophisticated software production environments•

•
11.2 Topics for future research.

Having accepted the challenge, the first task should be to review
the FLOW environment in order to find new directions.

The current

work followed two main streams

-The investigation of software production environments
and their application to the software production process

-

The development of graphical

language constructs

and extensions to conventional [written)

languages

which take into account the procedural nature of data
structures.
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Further research on progra••ing environ•ents.

Research into the software production process embodies a vast
and

highly

controversial field.

Symptomatic of the problem

encountered in this field is the so-called 'software crisis'
facing

the

computer industry, and the apparent inability of

computer scientist, software engineers and computer practitioners
Soft~are

(three distinct classes!) to resolve it.
support environments are (perhaps)
should be giveri serious attention

•

part of the

development

solution

and

[Wass81] •

Some aspects of software development using software production
environments were investigated as part of this work, and many
of these aspects have been described.
the facilities provided by the
be extended.

FLO~

It should be noted,

At this

sta~e,

most of

environment can and should

for example,

environment has been under development for

that the FLOtl

almost three years

with new improvements being constantly undertaken.

Experience

has shown that each new idea for computer assistance in software
production has lead to the need for further facilities being
defined.

Before discussing the theoretical aspects, some of the practical
extensions to the FLOW environment which are planned or currently
being implemented should be· mentioned.

Apart from providing

some trimmings to the current environment [such as the implementation
of the CASE construct) the short term extensions envisaged include
202
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development of post-processors for

the FORTRAN 77 and C

programming languages, and the development of a self contained
programmer's workstation utilizing large (or multiple) display
screens, and making use of alternate input devices such as voice
recognition and light pen or touch sensitive screens.

The develop-

ment of a programmer's workstations are possible based on current
commercially

available hardware and require no new software

technologies [Gutz81].

Another extension which is being planned

is a programme verification aid which

~auld

operate in a similar

manner to the trace package, and would output a 'test trail'
(a

w

list

of all blocks of the NSO entered by the programme).

This test trail would then be processed by a verification report
programme which would give the frequencies of execution of each
block presented in the form of GNSD
produced by

FLOV-CHART).

listings

(similar to that

This information could be used to

optimise the more frequently accessed blocks,

and would also

show which blocks have not been executed (in an attempt to test
a programme exhaustively).
•

It should also be

fairly

simple

to generate automatically the predicates required to provide
the additional test cases which will 'drive' the programme through
untested blocks [Vass81].

As an introduction to the more theoretical aspects of the research
into software production, it is interesting to attempt to place
•

the current work in its proper perspective.

The point to note

is that the aspects of software production supported explicitly
by the· FLOW environment are only part of the total activities
which constitute the software production process.
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can be seen from the diagram depicting the methodology of the
software production process presented in chapter 4 [reproduced
below).

This

Lack of coverage of the process is typical of

the shortcomings of present day software production environments
(\1ass82].

•

+-----------------------------------------------------+
I requirements-definition
I
I top-Level-system-design
+-----------------------------------------------------+
I
while software product is incomplete
I
1/+---------------------------------------------------+
1/1 programme to the current Level of refinement
1/1 define interfaces to next Level of refinement
1/1 build intermediate system at current Level of refinement
1/1 test and debug system at current Level of refinement
1/+---------------------------------------------------+
1/1 is emerging software product ok ?
I

1/+----------\Y/------------+-----------\N/-----------+
1/1 document current Level
I review
I
1/1 refine design

I backtrack

I

+-+-------------------------+-------------------------+
I produce user documentation
I
+-----------------------------------------------------+

To recapitulate, the FLOW environment gives support to the most
obvious of the activities defined in the methodology, namely

- system design
programming
-building of intermediate system
testing and debugging of system
documentation
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Tho~b

aspects for which support is Lacking include

requirements definition
user documentation
decision support

The first two aspects (requirement spscifications and user documentation) would appear to be tho next Logical
within an extension of the

FLO~

candid~tes

for inclusion

programming environment, with

perhaps the user documentation being generated automatically
from
•

the

requirements specification, in the same manner as the

system documentation may be generated from the (extended) systems
design.

The third aspect (decision support) requires in depth investigation
and formalisation, and it is not clear han or nhen the computer
could

be of assistance.

Some of the decisions shown in the

diar;ram are
'is the software complete ?'
'is the emerging software product ok ?'
nhat backtracking is required

Many more decisions are implied.

It is desirable that a compre-

hensive programming environment assists in making these decisions.
Note

that providing decision support within the development

process is not a problem specific to the programming environments,
but
the

rather

a problem

pro~ramming

facing softnare producers in general;

environment context provides some formalisation
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which should be of assistance in researching the problem, but
the results of research on this topic would be widely applicable.

There are a number of other interesting aspects of the software
production methodology given in the above diagram which could

•

also be investigated.

In particular,

it should be noted that

the programming and testing at the i-th level of

refinement

are completed before the design at the i+1th level begins. i.e.
the methodology is one of
top-down

si~ultaneous

programming and testing.

stepwise

far

with

The problem with this

refinement which should be investigated is determining

the size of the increment on each iteration.
how

design

[Programming here is assumed

to include debugging and documentation).
•

top-down

That is to say,

should design proceed before coding and testing are

performed?

Another related problem is deciding whether or not

the iteration increment should remain constant throughout the
development cycle, or should be some function of the iteration
number, and if so, what should that function be.
•

There is obviously

an upper bound to the increment size function, namely completing
the

design before coding, and coding before testing.

Experiment-

ation varying the size of the increment could determine

the

optimum size of subsystems and frequency of programme 'builds'
which would lead to the greatest productivity improvement

[not-

withstanding the problems of performing meaningful controlled
experiment~

in software production on medium to

software projects as mentioned earlier).
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A second point to note in the methodology presented in the above
diagram is that, should the emerging product not be 'ok' (according
to

diagram),

some

sort of backtracking must be performed.

(The backtracking activity allows for possible redesign at the
current or previous

levels of refinement, as well as the modif-

ication of the requirements specification).
the

Modifications of

requirements appear to be inevitable,

experience having

shown that 'the customer usually knows what he wants only after
he gets what he originally asked for'.

In this sense, the top

down approach expounded by this methodology allows a change
of requirements to be made at an early stage in the development
•

cycle, since the emerging software product can be
prototype or subset of the product being developed.
the problem to be investigated is the amount
is to be decremented.

The size of

1

i

1

by

used

as

a

Once again,
which

i

is not defined within

the review and backtracking operations and can only be optimized
by experimentation.

It should also be noted that process of

backtracking should be undertaken in such a manner
4

so

as

to

ensure that the same path is not traversed on subsequent iterations
of the process.
of very

This could be a problem in

the

development

large scale systems where new people assigned to a job

may easily make the same mistakes as their predecessors.

A

programming environment should provide the facility to keep
track of the various 'builds'
~

undertaken,

repeated mistakes.
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Thirdly,

it should be noted from the methodolgy given in the

diagram that, although no method is provided for the evaluation
of the expression 'is software product ok ? 1 , one cannot substitute
the expression with 'does the software product meet the requirements specification', since the latter assumes that the requirements specification is both complete and static (Swar82].

It

is perhaps a major weakness of this and other software design
methodologies that the evaluation of whether or not the emerging
software is

'ok', is not mechanically computable.

A first stage

toward this evaluation is probably answering the question
the software meet the specification'.
~

'does

Software development

methodologies [in all of their forms) obviously need a greater
amount of formalization.

Lastly, it should be noted that the software production methodology
given in the diaBram may not terminate if the condition 'software
product

incomplete'

remains true.

This highlights a common

problem in software management, where many software production
11

processes observed in real world systems appear to be interminable.
It would be highly desirable to find some method which would
ensure that the development process stops.

One possible suggestion

in this regard [which could ensure termination)

would be the

a pcjorj definition of the term 'complete', the term being defined
as a function of elapsed time,
#

The selection of a

cost, customer

~cod-will

etc.

'completeness function' which is guaranteed

to become true in finite time could also be used as the 'objective
function'

in the optimization of the process.

Once again, it

would be interesting to see the results in terms of software
208
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productivity, in setting various termination conditions.

Future research on languages

The FLON environment has proven the effectiveness of diagrammatic
Languages for definition of both procedures and data,
introduced a number of 'new'

and hos

Language constructs.

In Chapter 3 the procedural nature of data structures were discussed,
and some possible applications suggested.

The use of procedural

data structures is obviously a field for future study, especially
since it shows that both the data oriented and procedure oriented
schools of system design can be accommodated by the same Language
facility.

One suggested topic in the study of procedural data structures
is determining the rOLe which procedures would play
oriented systems i.e.

in

data

'what exactly should the procedure be

doing if the data structures are smart?'.

It was

suggested

in chapter 3 that the data structures should be extended to
give both a normal and an error return.

There are obviously

other possibilities.

•

Hybrid programming (i.e. data oriented programmes with procedural
control) could also be investigated.
would be implemented as

Here the data structures

'procedures' to model the problem, and

the traditional procedure would be used to control
209
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exceptions.

feasable.

This type of programming would certainly be

The hybrid approach suggests

aLi&

io~er

that

the

procedural part of the implementation should be viewed as a
three-dimensional object with the dimensions being

- statement execution
-

flow of control
exception handling.

Two dimensional 'structured' representations [such as flowcharts)
are no longer applicable to this concept, and a 'multi-Layered'
.-

flowcharting technique would be necessary.

A formal definition

and implementation of hybrid programmins would require a number
of programming constructs to be defined, with three dimensional
control of prosramme flow corresponding to a

'move

to

a

new

layer' as represented by the flowchart.

A second aspect of procedural data structures, which was mentioned
,.

but nat expanded upon in the current work, is the issue of 'data
types' and 'type conversion•.
to

the

Type conversion functions similar

FIX and FLOAT of FORTRAN would appear to be required

to deal with problems in this regard.

A requirement of type

conversion functions to be researched is the ability to 'convert'
entire data structures.
~

Thus, far example, it should be possible

to write programmes with statements of the form

21 0
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printer ( report(datafile)

where

printer is a consume only data structure, such that
'

printer { x '

results in x being printed on

the

line printer

datafile is the data on mass storage from which the
report is to be generated.

Hhen

datafile

is

used

as a producer, as above, the entire file is read.

report is a type conversion function that makes the
data file printable in a specified format.

Type conversions should also be investigated for their applicability
to defining programmes by step-wise refinement
designed by

'functional'

do currently exist,

decomposition).

but these

Functional languages

languages are not specifically

oriented to data type conversion.
~e

(or literally

As a suggestion of what may

possible, the function 'header' is defined.

'Header'

convert

a report text data structure into a printed page data structure,
thus producing standard headers, page numbers etc.

This function

could be used in the form

printer ( header( report(datafile) )

where

'printer',

'report'

and

'datafile' are defined as in the

previous example.
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One

Last observation regarding procedural data structures is

that a Large proportion of data structures are used in the form

c { p

•

(where c is the consumer and p the producer)

The two procedures (for production and consumption) could easily
bo

imple~ented

as parallel processes which could

in

turn

be

implemented on multiple processors with a potential doubling
of throuDhput [where the procedures c and pare non trivial).
This is definitely a challenge for future hardware designers.

In summary, the FLOn environment has shown that improvements
C6n be brought about in many aspects of the software production
process.
Lead to

Extensions to the current system will undoubtedly

~ore

efficient and effective programme production Dnd

maintenance, and, it is hoped, will also lead to the development
of new tools capable of attaining that magical increase in productivity of 'an order of magnititudc'.
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Appendix A

FLOW-DL Gra••ar
The following is the combined language and edit command LL(1)
grammar for FLO~-DL.
[NAME) denotes a single key named NAME,
and Sis used in place of 'epsilon'.

•

FLOW prograame

Data definition

•

<data-def>

->

[IF-THEN-ELSEl<variable><data-def>[END)
<data-def>[END)

<data-def>

->

[ITERATEl<variable> = <iccnst> ,
<data-def>[END)

<data-def>

->

<variable> ( <data-type><data-def>

<data-def>

->

$

Data type
<data-type>

->

I <integer>

<data-type>

->

F <integer> • <integer>

<data-type>

->

A <integer>

<data-type>

->

L
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Appendix A
Procedure Definition

•

•

<p-block>

->

[WHILE)<boolean-expr><p-block>[END)

<p-block>

->

[IF-THEN)<boolean-expr><p-block>[END)

<p-block>

->

[lf-THEN-ELSE)<boolean-expr><p-block>[END)
<p-block>[END)

<p-block>

->

[ITERATEl<variable>
<p-block>[END)

<p-block>

->

[PROC-CALL)<procname><proc-parms><p-block>

<p-block>

->

[lNPUTl<iochan> I
<p-block>

<p-block>

->

[OUTPUTl<iochan> I
.<p-b lack>

<p-block>

->

<variable> { <expression><p-block>

<p-block>

->

$

<var-list>

->

<variable><varl-2>

<varl-2>

->

, <varlist>

<varl-2>

->

<variable>

->

[Alphal<var-2>

<var-2>

->

[Alphal<var-2>

<var-2>

->

[Numericl<var-2>

<var-2>

->

[ <subscriptlist> l

->

$

<subslist>

->

<subscript><subs-2>

<subscript>

->

<varicanst>

<sub script>

->

( <expression> )

<subs-2>

->

, <subslist>

<subs2>

->

$

<var-list> I

Variables

<vor-2

>

Subscript list
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= <variconst>

<var-list> I

, <variconst>

<format>
<format>

Appendix A
Procedure Naaes
<procname>

->

[Alpha]<proc-2>

<proc-2>

->

[Alphal<proc-2>

<proc-2>

->

[Numericl<proc-2>

<proc-2>

->

$

Procedure Paraaeters
<proc-parm>

->

I

<proc-parm>

->

$

<vclist>

Integer constants

•

<iconstant>

->

[Numericl<iconst-2>

<iconst-2>

->

[Numericl<iconst-2>

<iconst-2>

->

$

String constants
<sconstant>

->

" <sconst-2> n

<sconst-2>

->

[Characterl<sconst-2>

<sconst-2>

->

$

Variable or integer constant list
<vk-list>

->

<variconst><vkl-2>

<vkl-2>

->

, <vklist>

<vkl-2>

->

$

<variconst>

->

<variable>

<variconst>

->

<iconst>
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Real constants

<constant>

->

<iconstant><fract>

<fract>

->

• <fconstant>

<fract>

->

$

<fconstant>

->

<iconstant>

<fconstant>

->

$

Variable or constant List

.,

<vc-list>

->

<varconst><vcl-2>

<vcl-2>

->

•

<vcl-2>

->

$

<varconst>

->

<variable>

<varconst>

->

<constant>

<varconst>

->

<sconstant>

<vclist>

Boolean Expressions

<b-expr>

->

<be-terffi><be-list>

<be-list>

->

AND <be-term><be-list>

<be-list>

->

OR <be-term><be-list>

<be-list>

->

s

<be-term>

->

<be-primary><be-tlist>

<be-t list>

->

= <be-primary><be-tlist>

<be-tlist>

->

<> <be-primary><be-tlist>

<be-t list>

->

<= <be-primary><be-tlist>

<be-t list>

->

>= <be-primary><be-tlist>

<be-t list>

->

> <be-primory><be-tlist>

<be-t list>

->

< <be-primary><be-tlist>

<be-t list>

->

$
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<b-expr> )

<be-primary>

->

(

<be-primary>

->

<varconst>

<be-primary>

->

NOT

<be-primary>

->

NOT <varconst>

<be-primary>

->

(

<expression>

->

<term><e-list>

<expression>

->

+ <term><e-li st>

<expression>

->

<term><e-list>

<e-List>

->

+ <te rm><e-l i st >

<e-list>

->

<term><e-list>

<e-list>

->

$

<term>

->

<factor><t-list>

<t-List>

->

*

<factor><t-li st>

<t-List>

->

I

<factor><t-list>

<t-List>

->

$

<factor>

->

<primary><f-List>

<f-List>

->

..

<f-list>

->

$

<primary>

->

(

<primary>

->

varconst

(

<b-exp r > )

<expression>

)

Expressions

•

<primary><f-List>

<expression>

)
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<edit-cmd>

->

[MOVE] <direction>

<edit-cmd>

->

[DISPLAY] <d-qualifier>

<edit-cmd>

->

[CLIP] <optional-num>

<edit-cmd>

->

[GLUE] <optional-num>

<edit-cmd>

->

[MAKE-SPACE] <optional-number>

<edit-cmd>

->

[EXIT]

<direction>

->

U <optionaL-num>

<direction>

->

D <optional-num>

<direction>

->

L <optional-num>

<direction>

->

R <optional-num>

<d-qualifier>

->

>

<d-qualifier>

->

<

<d-qualifier>

->

F <pro c-qu a l>

<d-qualifier>

->

I <proc-qual>

<d-qualifier>

->

D <proc-qual>

<d-qualifier>

->

P <proc-qual>

<d-qualifier>

->

$

<proc-qual>

->

I

<proc-qual>

->

$

<procname>

<optional-num> ->

<iconst>

<optional-num> ->

$
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The example given in Chapter 4 \vas entered using l:'LO W-EDIT and
documentation and source code produced by the post-proc6$0rs.

B.l Documentation produced by FLOW-CHART.

FLOW
NAME

(REV 0.0)
QCPL01'

TYPE : MAIN ROUTINE
Rt.;E'RENCES
CALLS:MJIHNI
Al0FIN

Z07MNU
CALLED BY:NONE
FUNCTIONAL SPEC
FUNCTIONAL DESC.:R
f,JCPLOT IS A LABORA1'0RY QUALITY CON'rROL SYSTEM
PLOT UTILI'rY. UC Ol~ DU'FERENT ANALY1'ICAL METHODS
IS AC.:HEIVED BY ANALYSING SUBS1'ANCES WI1'H KNOWN
PARAMETERS. THE RESULTS OF THESE 'CONTROLS'
ARE PLOTTED ON A SHEWART CHART WITH THE CONTROL
LINES DRAWN FOR THE MEAN +- 2 STANDARD DEVIATIONS.
STATISITICS ARE PROVIDED BY THE MANUFACTURERS OF THE
CONTROL SUBSTANCES
INPUT DESCR
A f-IENU SELECTION IS ENTERED FROM THE KEYBOARD AS FOLLOWS

*

*
*

1 - PLOT A SINGLE CONTROL CHART
2 - PLOT ALL CHARTS
3 - EXIT

OUTPUT DESCR

Ol~E
Ol~

OR MORE SHEWART CHARTS ARE PRODUCED DEPENDING
WHICH OPTION IS SELECTED FROM THE MENU
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+---------------------------------*DATA DEFN*---------------------------------+
1$$$
1$ G L 0 8 A L
D A T A
1~$$

! UotJAMES
1\QCDEFN
1\QCRESULT
1$$$
1$ L 0 C A L
D A T A
1$$$
!CHOICE: 13
$ MENU SELECTION
!ERROR : 11
INPLOT : 12
~ PLOT NUHBJ:;R
+-----------------------------------------------------------------------------+

+---------------------------------*PROCEDURE*---------------------------------+
1~$$

I

1$ INITIALISE

I
I
>> I
I <<CALL:A89INIT/ERROR
+-----------------------------------------------------------------------------+
11 F ? ERROR = 9
I
+----------------------------------\Y/----------------------------------+-\N/-+
1$$$
I
I
I$ PRJ:;SENT THE USER WITH THE SYSTEM IDENTIFICATION
I
I
1$ USING A GENERAL PURPOSE DISPLAY UTILITY
I
I
1$$$
I
I
+-----------------------------------------------------------------------+
I
!WHILE CHOICE <> 3
I
I
1\+---------------------------------------------------------------------+
I
1\1$$$
I
I
1\1$ DISPLAY MENU GIVING OPTIONS
I
I
1\1$
1 - PLOT SINGLE CONTROL CHART
I
I
1\1$
2 - PLOT ALL CONTROLS
I
I
I\ I$
3 - EXIT
I
I
1\1$$$
I
I
1\1 <<CALL:Z97MNU/QCP,INCH,OUCH,CHOICE,2
>> I
I
1\+---------------------------------------------------------------------+
I
1\IIF ? CHOICE <= 2
I
I
1\+------------------------------\Y/------------------------------+-\N/-+
1\!IF ? CHOICE = 1
I
I
1\+-------------\Y/--------------+--------------\N/---------------+
I
1\1$$$
I
I
I
1\1$ GET PLOT NUMBER
I
I
I
1\1$$$
I
I
!\1
+--------------------------------+
I
1\1
!FOR •• NPLOT = 1,MAXPLOTS
I
I
1\1
1\+------------------------------+
I
1\1
1\1$$~
I
I
1\1
!\1$ PRODUCE PLOT NUMBER 'NPLOT' I
I
!\1
1\1$$$
!
I
+-----------------------------------------------------------------------------+
1$~~
.
I
1$ FINALISE
1$$$
I <<CALL:AlUFIN
>>
+-----------------------------------------------------------------------------+
1~$$
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B.2 FORTRAN-IV source code produced by FLO W-F4.

C*

PROGRAM:QCPLOT
INCLUDE "SYS.PD"
INCLUDE •xxX.PD"

,

c
c
c
c

c

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
•
•
• PRODUCT REVISION 9.9 DATE: XX/XX/XX BLAME-> J.D. •
•
•
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

c•
C*

c•
c•
c•
c•
c•
c•
c•
c•
c•
c•
c•
c•
c•
c•
c•
c•
c•
c•
c•
c•
c•
c•
c•
c•
c•
c•
c•

c•
c•
c•
c•
c•

FUNCTIONAL SPEC
FUNCTIONAL DESCR
QCPLOT IS A LABORATORY QUALITY CONTROL SYSTEM
PLOT UTILITY. QC Ol~ L>H'FERENT ANALYTICAL l'tETIJODS
IS ACHEIVED BY ANALYSING SUBSTANCES WI'rH KNOWN
PARAME'rERS. THE RESULTS OF THESE 'CONTROLS'
ARI:: PLOT'l'ED ON A SHEWART CIJART WITH TilE CONTROL
LINES DRAWN FOR THE MEAN +- 2 STANDARD DEVIATIONS.
STATISITICS ARE PROVIDED BY THE MANUFACTURERS OF THE
CONTROL SUBSTANCES
INPUT DESCR
A MENU SELECTION IS ENTERED FROM THE KEYBOARD AS FOLLOWS
1 - PLOT A SINGLE CONTROL CHART
•
2 - PLOT ALL CHARTS
3 - EXIT
•

•

OUTPUT DESCR
ONE OR MORE SHEWART CHARTS ARE PRODUCED DEPENDING
ON WHICH OPTION IS SELECTED FROM THE MENU

DATA DEFN

--------$$~

~

G L 0 B A L

l> A T A

$$$
INCLUl>E "IONAMES"
INCLUDE "QCDEFN"
INCLUDE "QCRESULT"

r;

c•
c•
c•

$S$
$ L 0 C A L

D A T A

q~$

INTEGER CHOICE
INTEGER ERROR
IN'l'EGI::R NPLOT

I3
11
12
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C*
C*
C*

$$$
$ INITIALISE
$$$

CALL AHYINIT (ERROR)
IF ERROR K 0

cc-

IF (. NO'l'. (ERROR • EQ. 0) ) GOTO 5
$$$
$ PRESENT THE USER WITH THE SYSTEM IDENTIFICATION
$ USING A GENERAL PURPOSE DISPLAY UTILITY

C*
C*
C*
C*

$$$

cc15

$$$
$ DISPLAY
$
$
$
$$$

IF (.NOT.(CHOICE .LE. 2)) GOTO 25
IF CHOICE = 1
IF (.NOT.(CHOICE .EQ. 1)) GOTO 35
$$$
$ GET PLOT NUMBER

C*
C*
C*

$$$

GOTO 49
ELSE
35

CONTINUE
ITERATE NPLOT

..

ccccC*
C*
C*

= 1,MAXPLOTS

DO 45 NPLOT = 1,MAXPLOTS
$$$
$ PRODUCE PLOT NUMBER 'NPLOT'
$$$
CONTINUE
END LOOP

C*
C*
C*

cccccc-

MENU GIVING OPTIONS
1 - PLOT SINGLE CONTROL CHART
2 - PLOT ALL CONTROLS
3 - EXIT

CALL Z97MNU (QCP,INCH,OUCH,CHOICE,2)
IF CHOICE <= 2

cccc-

cccc-

3

IF (.NOT.(CHOICE .NE. 3)) GOTO 29

C*
C*
C*
C*
C*
C*

jill

<>

WHILE CHOICE

45

END IF
49

CONTINUE
END IF

25

CONTINUE
GOTO 15
CONTINUE
ENDWHILE

29

ENUIF
5 CONTINUE
$~$

$ FINALISE
$$$

CALL A19FIN
E N D
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B.3 Pascal source code produced by FLOW-PAS.

PROGRAM QCPLOT (INPUT,OUTPUT);
(*************************************************************)
(*
*)
(*
PRODUCT REVISION U.Q
DATE:25/1Q/83
BLAME -> JD
*)
(*
*)
(*************************************************************)

...

(*
(*
(*
(*
(*
(*
(*
(*
(*
(*
(*

FUNCTIONAL DESCR *)
---------------- *)

QCPLOT IS A LABORATORY QUALITY CONTROL SYSTEM *)
PLOT UTILITY. QC ON DIFFERENT ANALYTICAL METHODS *)
IS ACHEIVED BY ANALYSING SUBSTANCES WITH KNOWN *)
PARAMETERS. THE RESULTS OF THESE 'CONTROLS' *)
ARE PLOTTED ON A SHEWART CHART WITH THE CONTROL *)
LINES DRAWN FOR THE NEAN +- 2 STANDARD DEVIATIONS. *)
STATISITICS ARE PROVIDED BY THE MANUFACTURERS OF THE *)
CONTROL SUBSTANCES *)

*)

(*
(*
(*
(*
(*
(*
(*

INPUT DESCR

A MENU SELECTION IS ENTERED FROM THE KEYBOARD AS FOLLOWS *)
*
1 - PLOT A SINGLE CONTROL CHART *)
*
2 - PLOT ALL CHARTS *)
*
3 - EXIT *)

*)

(*
(*
(*
(*
(*

••

(*
(*

*)

----------- *)

OUTPUT DESCR

*)

------------ *)

ONE OR MORE SHEWART CHARTS ARE PRODUCED DEPENDING *)
ON WHICH OPTION IS SELECTED FROM THE MENU *)

*)

DA'fA DEFN *)
*)

---------

VAR
(*
(*
(*

,.

(*
(*
(*

*)
G L 0
*)
$~
INCLUDE
INCLUDE
INCLUDE
~~

B A L

*)

D A T A

IONAMES;
QCNANE;
QCRESULT;

*)
L 0 c A L
$$ *)
$$

CHOICE
ERROR
NPLOT

D A T A

INTEGER
IN.,.GER
IN 'GER

*)

(* 13
(* 11 *) ;
(* 12

*) ;
*) ;

INCLUDE AI!IIHNI;
INCLUDE AHIFIN;
INCLUDE Z"7MNU;
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-

(*

PROCEDURE *)

(*

--------- *)

BEGIN
(* ~~~ *)
(* ~ INITIALISE *)
(* ~~~ *)
A00INIT (ERROR);
IF ERROR • 0 THEN
BEGIN
(*

~~~

(*
(*

$ PRESENT THE US~R WITH THE SYSTEM IDENTIFICATION *)
$ USING A GENERAL PURPOSE DISPLAY UTILITY *)

*)

~$~

(*

*)

<> 3 DO BEGIN

WHILB CHOICE
(*

~~~

(*
(*
(*
(*

$ DISPLAY MENU GIVING OPTIONS *)
$
1 - PLOT SINGLE CONTROL CHART *)
$
2 - PLOT ALL CONTROLS *)
~
$~~

(*

*)

3 -

EXIT *)

*)

Z07MNU (QCP,INCH,OUCH,CHOICE,2);
IF CHOICE ( s 2 THEN
BEGIN
IF CHOICE = 1 THEN
BEGIN

.· { .....

(*

$$~ *)
$ GET PLOT NUMBER *)

(*

$$$ *)

(*

END
ELSE
BEGIN
FOR NPLOT := 1 TO MAXPLOTS DO BEGIN
$$$ *)
$ PRODUCE PLOT NUMBER I NPLOT I *)

(*

(*

$~~

(*

*)

END; (*LOOP*)
END;
(*ENDIF*)
END;
(*ENDIF*)
END; (*WHILE*)
END;
(*ENDIF*)
(*

~$~

(*
(*

~ FINALISE
~$~ *)

END.

A10FIN ;
( *UCPLOT *)

*)

*)
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B.4 COBOL source code produced by FLOW-COB.

/************************************************************

*

*

PRODUCT REVISION

9.0

DATE: XX/XX/XX

*

BLAME -> J.D.

*
*

*
************************************************************/

IDENTIFICATIOW DIVISION.

...

************************
PROGRAM-ID. QCPLOT.
AUTHOR. FLOWCOB.
DAT~-WRITTEN.
g1 10

*
*
*
*
*

..

I:'UNCTIONAL

SP~C

FUNCTIONAL DESCR

*

*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*

19~3.

QCPLOT IS A LABORATORY QUALITY CONTROL SYSTEM
PLOT UTILITY. QC ON DIFFERENT ANALYTICAL METHODS
IS ACHEIVED BY ANALYSING SUBS'l'ANCES WITH KNOWN
PARAMETERS. THE RESUL'l'S OF THESE 'CONTROLS'
ARE PLOTTED ON A SHEWART CHART WITH THE CONTROL
LINE.S DRAWN FOR THE MEAN +- 2 STANDARD DEVIATIONS.
STATISITICS ARE PROVIDED BY THE MANUFACTURERS OF THE
CONTROL SUBSTANCES
INPUT DESCR
A MENU SELEC'riON IS ENTERED FROM THE KEYBOARD AS FOLLOWS
*
1 - PLOT A SINGL~ CONTROL CHART
*
2 - PLOT ALL CHARTS
*
3 - EXIT

*

*
*
*
*
*

OUTPUT DESCR
ONE OR MORE SHEWART CHARTS ARE PRODUCED DEPENDING
ON WHICH OPTION IS SELECTED FROM THE MENU

ENVIRONMENT DIVISION.

*********************
***
CONFIGURATION SECTION.

***
SOURCE-COMPUTER. NOVA.
DESTINATION-COMPUTER. NOVA.

***
INPUT-OUTPUT

S~CTION.

***

FILE-CONTROL.
COPY "IOSECTION".
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DATA DIVISION •

••••••••••••••
***

FILE SECTION •

•••

COPY "FILESECTION".

***
WORKING STORAGE SECTION.

***

•
•
*

$$$
$ G L 0 B A L
$$$

D A T A

COPY "IONAHES".
COPY "QCDEFN".
COPY "UCRESULT".
~

•

*
*

$$$
$ L 0 C A L
$$$

"1
"1
01

CHOICE
ERROR
NPLOT

D A T A
PIC 9 (3)
PIC 9 (1)
PIC 9 (2)

...
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PROC~DURE

DIVISION.

*******************

•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

QCPLOT

******
$$$
$ INITIALISE
$$$

CALL A00INIT USING ERROR •
IF ERROR ,. 0
$~$

•

•
~-

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

·"'(

•
•
•
•
•
*

$ PRESENT THE USER WITH THE SYSTEM IDENTIFICATION
~

USING A GENERAL PURPOSE DISPLAY UTILITY

$$$

IF CHOICE NOT = 3
PERFORM WHILE-LOOP-S UNTIL NOT (CHOICE NOT
ELSE
NEXT SENTENCE
END IF

3)

ELSE
NEXT SENTENCE.
END IF
$$$
$ FINALISE
$$$
CALL Al0FIN
STOP RUN.
WHILE-LOOP-5.
*************
$$$
~

DISPLAY MENU GIVING OPTIONS
1 - PLOT SINGLE CONTROL CHART
2 - PLOT ALL CON'fROLS
3 - EXIT

$
$
$
$$$

CALL Z07MNU USING QCP,INCH,OUCH,CHOICE,2 •
IF CHOICE NOT > 2
IF CHOICE
1
$$$
$ GET PLOT NUMBER
$$$
ELSE
PERFORM WHILE-LOOP-10 VARYING NPLOT FROM 1 BY 1 UNTIL NPLOT
t;ND IF
ELSE
NEX'f SENT!:;NCE •
END IE'

=

WHILE..-LOOP-HI.

*************

•

$$$

*

$ PRODUCE PLOT tlUMDI:.R 'NPLOT 1

•

$$$
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